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.. ~ -..:• ~1 l. • Her c.:1rt~f·r :1s s11c~11 c:;1n I)<~ ,11·1)1 t·.1-,1r 1. ·.· t) 1.1c·t•r1 !)t•t,.,.:r,. 1 r·n tne 
. . 
years t \l P ~ .~ · 1 . ·i- 0 f _1 .: .• vt.,l ..... . . ' SlllC'l.,!t'. S lie~ is not 
a pO(~t of SfrCdt 
brief perioci is 
'JI.- O l 1· f 1· -, : ·i c-.. , r ~ ·-· .. .. l,1~,, 
• • 
. . 
·1 r11 tJ 1- ,··, s c· 1 \ ~ -, 
- .. J._, . ·- " '-~ .. J - .. (_,_ • 
lJtl t 11c~ r c]<? ,.1,.· l otJn1c~ 11 t i r1 t l1a t 
Inc1eec1 it i:"-~ c)r1l\'" in tl1e 
stuc1'/ of t11{1.t c1e'.rc?lopn1c·r1t tl1at tl1e l\1~.ic!l 1Jocn1s, tl1ose 
whicl1 skyroc}~etecl 11c 1:- to r)1:en1a tl11:c :111cl !?OS t.}11.1n1ot1s fame, 
can be objectively, honestly apprcci~ted. 'rl1e approach 
I establish, then, takes the poems in their chronological 
order. I have attempted an understanding of her mature 
work, thus, on its own terms, terms Plath herself estab-
lished, subsequently broke from and re-styled, so that I 
might dispel the stultifying effect her suicide has had 
on our critical interpretation. 
The chronology of my thesis moves from a re-
actionary's outrage at s~nsationalist criticism, which 
removes Plath from the possibility of serious esthetic 
\. 
appreciation, to a conscient{ous evaluation of representa-
tive poems in her development to, finally, the application 
of my term . I have come, inadvertently, as reactionaries 
. often stumble o.n some greater truth in the.ir own oppos :L-
\ tion, to iegard Plath as unique, particularly because a 
study of her influences and her subsequent departure, 














oriq ir,:1 l i ty. I have nppl iod the term ··the pootr~, ot 
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fol-... ·-111.· ri i i::;11··.1 r, -,(.•,...1t····,• '--"' - ( · . ~ " 4 •- 4. !_·- • l. • • I fl ( I ·- t I 1 '- ii< 11! l. . J 
. '') 
.l l. 
e n a t i o n , tl 1 t i m .'.1 t (· 1 ~/ s t • t r 1 , • c) r ·: , · :.c i s t c~ ? 1 t i ; 1 ! 
in t 11c: 
... 
I ~ f • ':'" 
... ' .. .. ... 
r~ C• 1 c· r n S S tl. -
... ·- ' 11 ..... " ..___,_ 
Eros, 
prerne. Tl1at J ) ·1. : 1 • i ., ( • l - ,.. .. •.· . l k . C' • "n ···1 •.· r- r\ s O 1 ll t· .1· 0 n t_ . I .,;. J "\. ( 'l- ~ l __ , .. .., (_ ' L ~ "~ -- .... 
. ,.. as a first step, 
meast1rc (1 poet's 
P ":'1 r- + i ( · · , 1 l 1 ~ 1. , , C .• L .•.... L. ' ( ~ ' .• ,. a r1ci 1 r \ve 
. . 
'l _l S :LO I1 01- f) 11i ·1oc·o1)h~,r .. , l .. /} tl od _ .. ~ __ , • ) • • . \•.r 1 t r 1 .11. s / 1 e r me . 1 • • 
of exp r c:: s s i o 11 , t 11 e t \•/ o , as '1-c er t1 i s i t (: s o f g 1-ea. t n es s , a re 
inext r ic z11J le. F lot1 r1c1e ring as I 11a \re 1Jeen in t 11e rl1etor ic 
of traditiop, I come up often with a thesis of rejection. 
Plath's prose accomplishment (The Be 11 Jc1r) , • 1S 
criticized lengthily to determine her merit in t11e poetic 
medium. Prose sense -- event, character portrayal, se-
quence -- evaded her. Hers was a poetic consciousness, 
a master as she was of associations and of personae. 
Sylvia could make of a toad-metaphor a universal truth. 
I have used The Bell Jar, however, as evidence of her great 
social consciousness, a quality which occurs in the po-
' 
etry to be sure, but that quality, praised as it is in 
much current analysis, seems to me a mark of datedness, 
not a mark of endurance. What interests me, in terms of 
universality, is her use of myth, which necessarily makes 
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tPrefaco 
The Fallacy of Frameworks 
It is challenging, often deadly, to confront 
an art of one's ·1 f·, • r·n1 " •1· ht __ -. ( ~- , •- • ' • I ..., ., - l. •· ,. · 1 .. · 1· a l • --, f • • l ' ., .j 
• C -, . . . r 1 pe ~:or c, 1 s t 1 11 ct 1 on . 1.,1 n. C -. .,, I f ~,.: _ -" , 1 ~ • 1 ' ~ I,, ~~1 T '\ ~ --,- r -, p ( t C." • L _. ii ~ 1 _., , -· -- " ., ,. , • I 1. y,,, 0 "J L _, :1 < .. , ~ ,.c,c··)-- rv { . ·- ,t A ··a ' ··- ,f . -< 
.. 
and, tl n rt1 ff 1 eel ,.~i11· c,"r, c 1(") 
"• ---! .L_ I1 0 t } J C~ 1 CJ ! l c r t 0 
postcrit,,, c;1r1 t:1ilor :1rt t:.cJ fit 
se l \res t1re not (-.·--1t1<·;· for 1:, 1· C1')' 1 1-.-c1('""'t~"\I11r-·r, .. .-.; l ,_"") •-- •• · ._ , A, •. ii. ,_ ) \ -. I i, • ( ... .._4 ----• {,_ ____ ~ "' 111 t ~ .~ l1I1t i 1 0 r1 - • • - 1·- 1· e s • t_, L, . , ~ 
-.· 
to a.J)!)l'l a te1~r11 to t}1e !Jrt·~~::.;('.!1t. rrl1e l)ll]k of criticism 
d e a. 1 i r1 q \•.r i t 11 S ·:/ l '-' i ;1 P l ; 1 t 11 ' s i.·.r o r k i s a c (:-i s e i r1 po i n t . 
Man~' c r i t i c s 1J c r1 t o n z-1 11 e lo a tic r1 t c1 ppr z1 i s a 1 o f t 11 e 
sc}1izoi'c1 consciot1sness i:1s .:'1 t~rI?icz1l reflection of the 
McClt1l1an age fir1c1 zin Z1J?J.)ropriate mar}rtr in Sylvia Plath. 
Defending the legend of tl1e alienated, slightly schizo-
phrenic artist puts the personality on trial, and the 
works become diagnostic commentary. Sylvia Plath's sui-
cide (1963) was probably the greatest publicity device 
since Calvary. A perusal of Plath criticism makes clear 
the distinct moods of reception before her death and after. 
Until her death, "the reviews of The Colossus and The Bell 
Jar had been brief, reserved, entirely conventional. It 
is interesting to speculate whether 'the meanings' which 
M. L. Rosenthal subsequently found 'to call out from 
nearly every poem' would ever have been divined, had 
people not 1been motivated by her death to go back and re-
·-C 
read." 1 
It' is. extravagant ·to spe~k of Sylvia'• s decith 1in 
philosophical terms. In those terms we systematically 
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1 1, t • r· (-.·...,.,,,~ T' t • .... ~ ! ) ! • r- .1 !~11, • n ~' • " - •• ,ii,_ - ,I • • - ~ ' " - -· - ... ., . - ~ • \_ -- ~ •• ,7 ;1 s c o n1 tJ (: l l c.~ c1 t o 11 e ?~ cl t~ ,1 t 11 , 
·-
w h i c~ 11 , .... ; 1 s : i 1 C) , r i ( · . t l c~ o r1 c~ 1 t 1 s :i. o z1 t o t. 11 c cl e s c e n cl i r1 g s p i r a l - -
the 1. f"'"I~ •· 1- 1 ·1 O' · 1- r,,~•','f' . , .. • ~ 1',' ' l . . ( ~ ..o t. l . _ • • ··-· ·' t / 
'·' #r 
so t 11e t11~sJt.1mc 11 t c;1oc s . '1 S 11 c c 11 o s e , 
adv~nce position to Lowell's along the dangerous con-
fessional \a/El'J', that of literal .ly corrunit ting l1er O\vn pre-
dicaments in the interest of her art until the one was so 
involved in the other that no return was possible. It was 
the old romantic fallacy, if you will, of confusing motive 
and art, or the real with the ideal."2 Affinnation is rare 
in Plath's work. If anything, she affirms her disagreeable 
fatalism. It seems to me that Rosenthal, our representa-
tive of Plath-as-myth critic, is guilty himself of a ro-
mantic fallacy. He is tickled by her death, finding a 
corresponding intensity, fatalism, and mag~ificence in the 
gesture of suicide. "The poems of Ariel, written in 1962, 
were an extraordinary change fro~ the careful, highly.promi-
' 
sing, but seldom exciting work of Colossus" (--emphasis 
mine).3 That is a curious assessment~ There are two 
volumes o.f t_~ansitional poems which br~idge the. stylistic 
. ., 
and thematic gap between Colossus ~nd. Ariel.· The leap which 
Rosenthal is compelled to exaggerate .has its feet in a 
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,,. .. , ........ t ,., .......... , '.1-., ..• 
l~ical progrcsaion. For a critic to pass over the 
initi~1torv· '1.JOl'kH of 'l0\111(1 l1 l:ttl1, cor1t'!t·znr1 t·r1t•n1 to <'lt.111-. ~ ~ 
ness, "t (:l ·1' t·· ,·. ...:i . L _.,_. . l S (1 fl t" ;, ! l i }) i t, i O fl O f t l !1 ! i t l I) t) 1 ( · 111 ( • ! 1 t ( t CJ 
. " 
. •- . ' . ... c r 1 .. ~ 1 c 1 sm .. -~ . ,-~ -·.··:,. 1 r , ·1 r" ,.·.··. • f. '' f • "', " •• 'n ~ • "I.-. i.1·r)'),· .,. t) ,;,,n1(···),,,;t y~·-,te· . ,,.. .- , ___ \ .,, tj, •• , , ....... ,( 
t ":'\b] 1' c- ), l'')(l 1' •1 ("~o l O c• ,.. l's· Cl - , __ ,."l • i ~ - .. . it !--- ·- - - • .. :.- "' --~ Ai " , • II · . 1 ' II r O .r ..-,. ,. l .. ' - . . . . . ' 
Ro c k J I :-i r l) o r 11 , , 1 r1ri •.1.ol(·e'' to 
- • . .. .. 'l-~ , 
. 
'1 f {•. ~I~ 
-( ""-'- ,,,_ ' 1 ... 
·~ .. ·1c·.· 
..... ( ~ 1 
ir1 tl1e 
es-
Coloss11s series, :1 re~ l)(~;1t1L i ft1 l J)Oc:n1s ir1 tl1c'. i r O\•.rr1 right. 
W 11 cl t I\ o s c· r1 t J-1 .~1 l rn i g 11 t }1 ;i .,.r c· ; 1 c c: t 1 s (~ c i t 11 em o f i s t1 r1 o r· i cJ .i r1 c1 1 i -
ty. C o 1 o ~~; s u s i s I 'J l a t J 1 ' s s c 11 c: n 1. 1 L i c ,.r o l u rn c i n \v 11 i c 11 s l1 e 
is pt1s11i11c; to c~X}J lore~, ar1c1 t1 l tin1;1tely reject, very tech-
nical (~nc:i often im1)c,rsor1:1l fo1-n1s. At tl1e risk of appear-
ing hysterical, I take issue v:ith Rosenthal. He has 
forgotten the art in an attempt to make the artist repre-
sentative. Rosenthal is more in love with the "imaginative 
risk" -- that descent into the self at the exclusion of 
external reality·-- than the fruit of that risk. 
I was driven at first to explore the tedious 
reduction that art and madness inform each other. I was 
determined to push my own archaism, in support of the 
"imitative fallacy", and release Plath from the confines 
of martytrdom into a promise of sainthood. That would 
justify any schizophrenic· ·tendencies I might have. Since 
my initial attraction I see that Plath can not so easily 
be dismissed. Her technical mastery, hand in hand with a 
fl growing originality, makes her a poet to be considered 
in the ranks of a Roethke, a Lowell, and, I would venture, 
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the art technically . I cite one of the few examples 
more in-depth perusal! 
The~ sotind of the words -- any page of Sy 1 via 
.. 
Plath !;ho\JJS l1cr tJI'"f·r1c·c"',JtJ;1tic)r1 \•Jit.11 it. 'rl1 c· ( . () 1 -
- -
(-ii_ c·_·• c-_-)- !1 c· ·, , r_· n . i 1 n1 c·} • : i , • ,,,,r ,-... ,... ·~~ ,-,;•, 1· , , C Cl ~--' _ , . + ... ,. ,. "' ... • • , - - .. ,. ,__ ... -. \.. ... ,., _ ... --- .... __ ,_ ... _;-, I 
we S C n 1· t· ":'l S a- ·r r d 'l ,- 1 " i ) I1 fc·) 1-, ,a• (,,- , • (_ , (, I ) .•, ' I _) /, • < ( • I, • (, l,, , , i .... " ... . 1 i\ I. 1 !, _ -· • ~ ·1 . Sc)tln( .ts 
a n e l (~ n1 c~ n t o f t) C) c· t . r ·.r t · 1.- L c: k '/ t CJ t . :--1 l 1.· ·1 }·) (1 l l • . 
-· ' • ; ~ ( .. --· " l_. I 
and 
the 
• .... ,.i 
I10- n S f-.. T1 (::: ···, .h (' r C• 1-)- , - ' ·1· !1 C r c; ("" 1..., } (") S (• t' . () (1 () •- ) 1 -) 1-... - ....__ • • " ,~·· ( _ __,_ .. ... ·-- . .... •. • - • ·--- -- - - _, ~ . - ... _..) \.....c.. . - . - -· ~ _ J ~· l.-- ... t~. . ... ' 
11. !1 ·-. }J --) ·-~ 1 .-. ··) I1 . . t.. l. . L ,,., C C - SC) r i r1 (• Z1 n c1 \a/ c1 ,., (? 1- .i n g . 
sense 
and 
ch a I) t c.~ 1~ on \a/O 1: c1 s .in I I c~ 1:-1J c~ r t I~ c a c1 1 s Eng 1 is h Pros e 
Stylc1 makes sense: he bclic\rcs that 'vocal 
appro1J1::-ia tcncss' is 'pcr11a1)s the most important 
aspect of the problem of style as determined by 
' 
the choice of words'. Precise meaning is not 
enough; words have a body as well as a mind, and 
sometimes the body matters more. Many poets 
would agree with Valery that the poet's 'inner 
labor consists less of seeking words from his 
ideas than of seeking ideas for his words and 
paramount rhythms.' Many would not agree: Look, 
they feel, I can't be bothered with these trifles 
when I've got these Important Things to Say. 
Rather like the hurdler complaining that the 
hurdles interfere. with his stride. 4 
It is easy to put Sylvia's art into the.more 
' t_erm-bound territory of polemics -- dealing as she did with 
I 
··"· o~herness, internalizing the irreconcilable prol>lem of 














becoming :ill that is othern,1sn, posits t!e{itt\ :,s a con-
clusion. 
I Am vc,rt ical • 
I am r.cJf in t}1e soi) 
S tl C i" 1 • ·~ . • ' , • ') 'l1 l " ' ' • 1 • i i • ~ 
.Y. !I' "'° • ~ :_ ,. .... .. ,1t, \ 9 t • .,. ., ~ 1 ,.. • ,. 1 ,,_ •. c·1 j ~ -.. , • r·· •. * 
.; ~ I ~ ., :,_ .. ~ ,__ l 1 o·vc· 
So 
Nor .in: r 
. 
. 
,.-. , r~ ,, '•' 1 1· ( ·,,, I •·n l ~. ~ 
t_. ..... ~ .. ,,., ........ "'"''Jli~ 
, 
r" 1 • • ' '11 3' n '. o· '! .. _;: 111 ·---- f ... j, -- , • !If l.,,,., , 
t, .. _ ·.l-,., t ... -.. ...~ :· r.' -,.1, ... : •._ 1': .•. t O •.,r.~ ; (··1 ·1 z--t---'i t·-• r-1 })L-··1cJ 
•~ • <• .,· .. ~J.'c•O• ,.,.( , 
leaf, 
of 1'\l1s ancl spectacu-
Unkno;.,.rir1cr l rnt.1st soon unpetal, 
Con11)z1 rc:;cl \·/it 11 n1e, a tree is irnmort a 1 
And a flower-head not tall, but more 
startling, 
And I want the one's longevity and the 
other's daring. 
Tonight, in the infinitesimal light of the 
stars, 
The trees and flowers have been strewing 
their cool odors. 
I walk among them, but none of them are 
noticing. 
Sometimes I think.that when I am sleeping 
I must most perfectly resemble them 
--
Thoughts gone dim, 
It is more·natural to me, lying down. 
Then the sky and I are in open conversation, 
. 



















Thor1 tl10 t rooa ffkiy touch ma for once, and 
t ll e f l 0.-1 (~ r r1 l1 :, •J t) t i me f o r me • 
Perhaps absolute stasis is a donne in the ossentl.:"tlist 
quest, as, con\rersely, . . l act 10n 1.s t 1c 
tent i t1 l sc11cme. 13 tl t t 11 i s i s J:) l1 i 1 ()sot) 1i .i c·: 1 1 c' , t 11 t. , 1.,.r l·: i c~ 11 l1 as , .. ~ 
a t r o o t , t l1 e u r g e t o t r ;-1 r1 s l (·1 t c~ t l1 <} c· rn o t i o r1 , 1 1 r(~St)C)r:s(· to 
. 
s tl i c i c:l e i n t a re ;:1. s o r1 ti 1) l c t e l'."'m s • I~ n(.1. ·r· (1 0 r O ' n. l .. i . • i.l \-le 
soot }1 i 119. I t i s ca t 11 ;1 rs i s n1 ,-1 c1 c t o o 1:- c"i e r . f.1t1cl1 c~:1sier 
de a l \vi t 11 a s t at e n1 e 11 t or an a rt \•.r 11 i c l1 c1 o es 11 o t c1 c .r i v e it s 
value from autobiographical experience. One could take 
the objection further into a feminist point of view. Two 
other artists have been accorded sensationalist recogni-
tior1 as a consequence of their suicides: Diane Arbus 
(photographer) and Eva Hesse (sculptor) ... The American 
public finds it necessary to turn its great women artists 
into tragic figures and then to forget about their work --
as if their deaths, with the emphasis on suicide, somehow 
explain their artistic output. • • .By implication, any 
woman who carries her art to heights that subordinate her 
personal life is bound to die tragically, probably by her 
own hand. It's a punishing sort of recognition, carrying 
with it the suggestion that without- super-suffering the art 
. '. 
couldn't have happened; that no woman artist can be truly 
grea·t in a public sense unle·ss she has so muc~ed up her 
personal life that she can't possibly be getting any satis-· ., 
faction out of it."5 
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I orilt•r tl1i.a preface in the form of apolog)' --
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fa s l1 i o 11 a 11 c x p l ,-1 11 a t i o 11 for S ~)' 1 \' i a • s s tl i c~ i ci c . 'I' l1 c f o l 1 a . .; i n g 
are oft' quoted relics: 
This red wall winces continually: 
A reel fist, OJJcr1irHJ anc] closir1g, 
'Iwo grey, paper':' 1Jd~JS --
This is what I am made of, this, and a 
terror 
Of being wheeled off under crosses and 
a rain of pieties. 
("Apprehensions") 
Dying 
Is an art, like everything else. 
I do it exceptionally well. 
I do it so it feels like hell. 
I do it so it feels real. 
I guess you could say I've a call. 
("Lady Lazarus") 
Lacking, as we do, a thorough compilation of biographical 
information, critics are at liberty to construct a myth. 
I Even if a biography existed, it. ha.s become typical to I 
assume--that Plath's genius_ lay in her ability to trans·form 'I' -. 
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eheor b:innllty .into themes of m'),tlilc proportion .. 
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One auestion remains in the midst of theme-,. 
,l r-,cl t~ ll 1 O<I 1· •)! 1· J1 C1 JI! "" • - ,._ ' - -, ,· ., ' ·. • ~ , -< • ---
. '• 
.J -- is tr1e poetry of 
S\r] t.~i .·~ P 1 .1 t 1~ J)icr 1··r1c)11c::1 or crooc1 c·r1oucrl1 to out li ,.re t11e sen-... . - . : r-·) 
-· t 1 ·1 ,. - . 1- -. ~ • -... ' ' • 1 ·1 • -~ . , ' -'l (J t ,1 .•. C .•, t .. 0 d l. ; • c. t ~ J L C cl ll S e tl1e olcl familiar 
co tl JJ 1 c: s r c~ a pp e a r - - ,11- t i1 r1 cl n1 (-i c1 11 c s s ? \-le a re }1 a r c] p t1 t to 
ass 1 ,·~n .,l.{ •• . 1 . ~ ·\r . " '-' .1 a 
w i t l1 ;1 t e rn1 • 
a tr~1c1itio11 -- to cl1aracterize 11er poetry 
TrL1e, s11e is confessional, bt1t \v-ilt \-ll1itman 
was, in a more affirn1ative and more general sense, confes-
sional. Sylvia, of course, did not go to such length to 
characterize her 'I' choosing instead to pare it down, 
propel it on a quest for essentialist reality. Whitman 
affirmed the world of objects, suspecting that correspond-
ence was the key to sanity. Sylvia cut through them, re-
cognizing inevitable, devastating otherness. 
Be with me, Whitman, maker of catalogues: 
For the world invades me again, 
And once more the tongues begin babbling, 
And the terrible hunger for objects quails 
me. 
•• 
(Theodore Roethke ... ",The Abyss'') 
The dang~r of eulogy is dismissal.~ Explaining 
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mentary, wri run tho risk of negligence. By refusing to 
s«:1t,,\r.1! f• t.l1(· .1rt 
.. 
t·;, .,-~ rJ· m· t' l" · ·~ 1 1· t , ~ . ,1. •. . .,, I t -, . · • · I 
Art is • 1· ., • t· • ' ·. ' f' .. 1rnf,( ,. .. {>.l,1 .. :t t 
s 1· r"" (., · rn., , L • -· ! • ) 
I ha ,.,c come~ ilC 1~os s tl10!3 c~ r>c)(··rns • •. ,rJ1 icl1 cic) r1c) 1 1 r· nc1 
them s c! 1 \re s t. o t 11 CJ s c 11 i :,: o i ,c 1 z1 i c: 11 c~ , !-) 11 t "'.-.r 11 i c 11 1_·. I 1 1 1 ,_. t 1· I ;. I • _.., 41"- "· ,l, t. I ., ,. • L 
C 1- c·_._) {_. L' 1· r l ( T r I 1 ' l , ' l • 7 . ' t- -~"\ r- . , _ .. __ i " 1 ~ .... ·. 
__a. .. • ·- l 1 ( ~ . .,. ~ • 
Trans i t i On a 1 I? 0 e Ills .is t 11 (• l. i I1 }: 1) c• t \•l Ce n rr 11 c· c~ () 1 () :~ ~) u :~ ( J (_J () () ) 
a n c1 l\. r i c· ·1 
----·-·-
(19(1.l). t.i 1· 1·1 ·- '1·· t, . L t- .. 'r .r C} t' s II • 
• . a re· d I L cJl1 t C) f t11c 
b a t c 11 r r o n1 \•111 i ch t 11 C; l~ r:- i c 1 TJ c) c: n1 s were mo r c o r l cs s a r 1) i -
traril~:{ chosen anc1 t11e}r \vcre all comJ?Oscc1 in the last year 
of Sylvia Plath's life. 117 
The Bell Jar attempts in prose that internali-
zation of phenomena which often makes the poems so striking. 
I include the novel in this thesis because the themes, 
albeit poetic, are expanded into a realistic context. I 
shall let the book and poems comment on each other. Need-
less to say, Sylvia's strength developed in the poetry. 
The novel itself is frustrating because she writes with a 
poet's sensibility. Where one would accept nothing less 
than to stand before a Van Gogh canvas, she gives us a 
Matisse sketah. Themes are dropped, thread-like, but not 
woven into the whole. Esther Greenwood's periphery, the 
characters she encounters, do not even achieve the dimen-
sionality of types -- not even to Esther. Ultimately, 
Plath ·1eaves us with an affirmation, as contrived a~ it is 
ambiguous. But the prose purpo~ts .to place the psycho-
f I 
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into artistic material. 
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She 
. . 
1 c~ 1 ror1y. 
She cloc~s r1ot, 1. n t· 11 ·• o· 1.·~. o •.i.· ,·., 
....• t. -·'··., i r: t O t }1 C f U 11 ... 
sug~Jc~sti,lcness of t.r1c\ '" 0 .?- ( J O ··•. c.. e 1, ( ·, ~ ' . . l {. ,, ' ") 'l. ; .. • -
, , r C-. (1. ('-. r1·1 ·, r1 c~ 
• t ,. -~~ " (__ ..... .... .. J. i r1 JJrOs(:: ,1r1c1 cor1c1en1n 
• 
as c1 i c1 t1 ct i c .i r1 l) o c· t r~ \/ ) o f c :.: t c n c ·1 i I'H r t:_ 11 c n a r r a t i \re l i n e 
beyond a series of scene juxt~positions. I11 ot11er words, 
objectivity fails her -- the tl1en1es whicl1 transcend sub-
jecti\rity in t11e poetry condemn Esther Greenwood ·to l1er 
inert centrality: "I would be sitting under the same glass 
bell jar, stewing in my own sour air. 118 Themes, then, be-
come diagnostic. The Ariel poems, whose evolution I hope 
to chart, "will be recognized as a breakthrough in modern 
poetry perhaps even more importantly, as a break of 
poetry from the modern -- for she not only rewedded imagist 
technique to the narrative line, but demonstrated that our 
present division of poetry into the 'academic' and 'beat' 
--
1 cooked ' and 'uncooked' in Robert Lowell's words --
is historically arbitl!'ary. 11 9 
. Death-hunger in The Bell Jar informs the quest . 
• 
. In the poetry- which explores that motif, conversely, the 
Plath images evoke, characterize, and become deathi 
marries the Illotif itself to ·a mythic framework. The novel 
).3 . \ 
. ,) :1,.· ' 
1,, .... ' 
,_______ ' 4-~-• -- .. /' 
·• 
........ . . 
,.J 
• 
-holde to particulnra. In HF'ull Fathom Flve" (1957), for 
AV _ \ ""!t··,, f "t i , • 
~.,.,«'""·~~!-· """ I on the narrative level, 
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Old man, you surface seldom, 
Th C 11 )t O l.l CO !11 (~ i 11 \al i. t l1 t !l t: t i. de ' S CO mi n g 
When sea's wash cold, ,.. roa.m-
Capped: white hair, white beard, far-
flung, 
A dragnet, rising, falling, as waves 
Crest and trough. 
All obscurity 
Starts with a danger: 
Your dangers are many. I 
Cannot look much but your fonn suffers 
Some strange injury 
And seems to die. 
"Full Fathom Five" is a descant played between life and_ 
.. comprehensible (man) time: 
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On the unbeaten channels 
O f t l1 o o cc~ :, n . s t1 c l1 ti ;\ t_J t"! h u mo r 
and 
Durance arc wl-1irlpo,ols 
To make away with the ground-
Work o f t }1 e (~ : 1 r t 11 ." 1 r1 c'i t }1 e s k y • s 
r ic]crc't)O le .. 
, _ _! ... 
Myths are evokecl 11ot to state the allt1rement of death, but 
to exp res s i t i r1 :1. lJ r o (~ c1 c~ 1- co r1 t r' ;.ct - - P r o t c ll s , Pros p e r o - -
the c l1 a r1 ~J i r1 ~J f o r rn a r1 cJ t ! 1 c~ rn; 1 CJ i c i zi n s ll g ~r c s t i 11 g t he t r u th 
that c1ec1t!1 .is t11c l1ltin1ate re,~1ity. Deatl1 has the not 
entirely vindictive last laugh: 
You defy other godhood. 
I walk dry on your kingdom's border 
Exiled to no good. 
Dealing as she did in a perusal of myths, the poetry 
transcends the slick terminology associated with the novel. 
A passage reminiscent of "Full Fathom Five" appears in The 
Bell Jar, and I extend the comparison as representative of 
Plath's mature vision through the poetic medium, and her 
constraint in prose. Esther and her death-hunger have gone 
to the beach to make another attempt: 
I . 
. . 
The stones lay lumpish and cold under my 
bar~· feet. I thought longingly of the black 
I 
shoes ori the beach. A wave drew back, like .. a~ 
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The drench sremad to come off the sea floor 
"''f_-~.* it 
" ' .. "--- ' ' l 
- -" 
t)ol -,, c··ol·' 
- - ' t .;., - . - t.;1, • 
.. 
!·,<-, ',l., _ ... , -* , u ., ·t ,,,,.b--one',, 1 1· t· t· .ii".) red ( t . 4-·- Ji t't ~ ~ c. it_ ~l (_ -t ~ ~~ ( I .4t . ~:.c.> i-::l --~" ;.. ... . - ~ · 
In prose, Plath did not extend her images, did not round off 
the n;1rr~tivc, did not extend the conflict itself to anv-,. 
th . tl t . l . .. . th 1 n ~; 111 o re -· 1 a r1 a ca 11 '-' e 1~ s ~-i · 1 o n , a q tl :1 r re . , as 1 c. \.J e 1-e , \•l 1 
life. It is a chronicle of the systematic distortion of 
. .. 
point of vie\tJ. It l1as a t .i~1l1 t poetic o rc1 er, l)ll t \•le exJJect 
the t'.,rpe of resolution confc1:.rcc1 l)'/ prose. 'I'l1e disc1-cp:1ncy, 
of course, bet\-.reen tl1e pa1-ticulzi1:-izec1 experience of rr11e 
Bell Jar and t11e n1)rt11ological frame\.,rork of the poetry 
assigns one the status of a journal, and the other, the 
dep·th of greater art. In a sense, it is her prose which 
-. 
adheres to the confessional mode, a tedium the poetry 
escapes. True, there is the confessional compulsion, but 
it is often elevated in Plath's ability to project the self 
onto many types of experience, or to fashion a self from any 
number of unlikely objects. Plath is a master of personae. 
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A Speculation On The Theme• 
Me from t-t\tse 1 f -- to banish -- · .,, 
f,f:---(1 l \ .. ~' - -r ..:;·-,-..•. ~ ..... :\,. 
I f , ·u .; • .. r • ; , , 1 , • t11 ~, f !;~ o r· t res s "" I • fl' 11' - .et,. "" -,I, -- -i' J 
• 
Un ... C) :, 1 l : ·.···· . .~ f" - -• • l~ .. • • . . . . ~ 1 C ( l l. t~. 
But since Mvself -- assault Me --
-
IJO\•.r } 1 a \'.'C· I tJc: ,1 c: C! 
. 
EX CC f) t:. l) ::r s ll lJ j ll \J cl t i n g 
Consciousness'? 
And since We're mutual Monarch 
How this be 
Except by Abdication 
Me -- of Me? 
{Emily Dickinson) 
642 
Early Plath poetry lends itself to Romantic 
theorizing. It is interesting to trace the development 
of themes from a kind of Romantic overview into a vision 
which becomes nihilistic. One of the first themes brought 




tion -- a recognition 9f man's essential separateness from 
all external reality. I accept this as a premise of Plath's 
a 
vision discernible in the early poems of The Colossus, 
and culminating in the Ariel volume • 
.. 
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·,· 1" ·, ... ,. ·~ ~- 1-·2c~- tl z~.--. , • .i ,.\... .., 1 . ._ l '-·~ . \-. --· l.,..,,. .. _, !!;_:,= 
is color, I i f f • t) r i rl c· i t) 1 ( • 
.. 
·*· 
1 ?1 • ~ l '\ ·1·. c·.-·, ; \ , .. · ; ~ .. ~. u_ ,t') 
.... •'1 >' • • .,_ • ~ •' ~ " ll__., CJ I,;;; 
i !:i ;icco rc1 i r1g 1 y 
t) ti l s a t i n er ~ = 
r \1' ~ • l"l T'l 110 1· <-~ C" • _J' \_ - "' • ,jJ ' t ' • ., •-~ __ -;. ' 11 ''\ ,., t· ~t-<l ... , r: t cl i ;1 r1 c~ (! , t~ X p ;i r1 s i o r1 , emot ior1, and 
co nun u r: i c . ! i .· i o 11 • l) e :1 t 11 i s t 11 c~ o t 11 e 1: TJ o 1 e : d a r k r1 es s , s t as i s , •. 
s i l c r1 c~ c· , r r o s t , \oJ c .l 1 - c i c· f i 11 c c1 e cl g e s a n cl t he 11 a r c] r1 e s s o f 
rocks, jc\~cls, and skt1lls, dryness, and anvthinq self-
.. -
cont~ined and separate or which derives its positive 
at tril)utes from some otl1er source, insteac1 of gene~ .rating 
them freely -- for death is absence, nothingness. Such 
is the framework on which the poems base their innumerable 
variations. 111 Ms. Lavers attempts to de-code the cabalism 
of Plath's later poetry, articulating a hierarchical sym-
bolism. But the tone of the later poetry, though more 
sophisticated, more peculiar symbolically, harks back to 
the earlier poems. The nature poetry, for example, fore-
shadows her later preoccupation with otherness -- the 
amazing threat which existence constitutes to the seeker 
of perfect stasis. 
• • • • • • • • yet it seemed 
a sly world's hinges had swung 
Shut against me. All held stil-1. 
·whough I counted scant seconds, 
-Enough age lapsed to wit1 











In the •..1:.r:·y otherworld 
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e·-'" • "·.J -- _ L .... 1 l, • • ) 1 t " L. .. ~ 
rec ll 1: r j. 11 cf J) r o c c~ s s i o r1 t o t. l1 e s e a : 
. -~ .. 
I came lJcfore the water-
colorists came· to get tl1e 
Good of the Cape light that scours 
Sand grit to sided crystal. 
The notion of an instant against the unfolding of 
eternal process becomes stronger as the persona comes upon 
the crab procession: 
' f .. 
·,, 
• • • • • • . Sibilant 
Mass-motivated hoards, they sidled 
Out in a converging stream 
Toward the pool-mouth, perhaps to 
Meet the thin and sluggish thread 
Of sea retracing its tide --
Way up the river basin. 
Or to avoid me. 
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Indeed, 
Sh -'\ (, (- !', • c --·~ i! 1 ("'_- 1' fl f Ljj, <i 1 •. ... .,..J # • _ _, 
.. 
two '¥"' .... ~-l l t11 ·f:-" • "'' C, - --· • • ,;;> •· 
• • • . Could they feel mud 
Pleasurable under claws 
As I could between bare toes? 
That question ended it. 
Perhaps this is Plath's resolution -- sympathy is not 
arlJitrator bet\.;een t11e two realms. Nahl re is unzi.ffected 
by man's rage to control or understand impenetrable 
mystery. There is a kind of negative reciprocity --
man's inad~quate name-calling thrown up against the 
If 
mindless force of nature. It is not sympathy which ar-
bitra~es; it is death: 
; 
• • • • • • • • • • • • . . I 
Stood sh·ut out, for once, for all, 
Puzzling the passage of their 
Absolutely alien 
Order as I might puzzle 
.. 
At the clear tail of Halley's 
' 
Cornet coolly giving my 
Orbit the go-by, made known-
By a family name it 
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The intcll<"t~t is 3 lim1tr!£] tool. There ls a suggestion 
l .. , .. • .··· ., .•. \ W 1·. l c'• I,, {~t.• . • -~,-, y~ I. 'H· --~ f t1 l. <~ f .r\lt' r) • ; ,. ... "' - • --._. ~ '& \ • -·- ;. ' ·- ... :, '\-. - • ' 1 • 1 "'· -. . - . --"' • • that death is the ultimate 
consc>lcr, tl1e ultimate truth: 
. • ,.J 
Hi~1l1 011 tl1e airy thatching 
Of tl1e dense gr~sscs I found 
The l1 t1 s k of a f i c] c11 e r - c 1:-- ab , 
Intact, strangely strayed above 
His world of mud -- green color 
And innards bleached ~nd blown off 
Somewhere by much sun and wind; 
There was no telling if he'd 
Died recluse or suicide 
Or headstrong Columbus crab. 
The crab-face, etched and set there, 
Grimaced as skulls grimace: it 
Had an Oriental look, 
A samurai death mask done 
On a tiger tooth, less for 
Art's sake than God's. Far from 
sea --
Where red-freckled crab-backs, claws 
And whole crabs, dead, their soggy 
Bellies pallid .a~<;:l upturned, 
Perform their,shambling waltz~s 











On the wnvc•a diaaolving turn 
l\nc! 
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• • • . So the crabs 
Went about their business, which 
Wasn't fiddling, and I filled 
A big handkerchief with blue 
Mussels. From what the crabs saw, 
If they could see, I was one 
Two-legged mussel-picker. 
Forever separate, we will never understand nature's 
point of view, and indifferent nature "coolly gives 





. . . . ~ . Each ccab wore 
one 
Claw swollen to a shield large. 
:A·s ·itself -- no fiddlers' arm ;· 
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But qro(t,n grimly, and gr lmly 
l~i o·. ...~ ,;, { .. ~ • • • . I ffi'l ;, 
G\.lCJttsing of it. 
If appearances hold any stable value, it is in'their 
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S ll l, S ('• ( T 11 (• l1 t 1 .. •,. r W 1• th "'-"' , ; _, ,.. . .. ! ..._"' - . • ,.. : I 
~n11)i n~·1· .. •r (.:1 i . • t 1 • l ,. . c ...' I i s :1 l) i c'i [ o 1- a f ;1 .i t 11 i n s c> r n t: ( i i \" i 11 c o r c] e r . 
'I'11e 1.i11;1lisn1 of illt1sior1 ar1c1 r·calit\r is 11ot ca1-riec] l)e\rond 
~ A 
de;1 th rc·so l 1J t· i 011. ! I O\·l c \r c:· r , i t i s a n1 o t i f .re rn i r1 i s c: e r1 t o f 
Whitman, and definable as meat for the Romantic point of 
• view: 
Of the terrible doubt of appearances, 
Of the uncertainty after all, that we may 
be deluded, 
That maybe reliance and hope are but 
speculations after all, 
That maybe identity beyond the grave is a 
peautiful fable only. 
·:--. Nature apprehended as otherness is a menace to personal 
identity. Death in "Mussel Hunter" is a "friendly ele-
-
. l 
ment 11 • Otherness does not yet carry with it the threat 
of annihilation. Unlike Whitman, who solved, satis-
·factorily or not, that dilemma with a great ecstatic 
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' 
Leaninq o\,cr, I encotint«:,,r one 
Blti«· i n, r, r r) }J., l) l (.• 
.. 
) 
Framed in~ basketwork of cattails. 
0 <t il f• 1 .. r~ C! ,.~ ;1 c• l. ·0· '' r_, ·1· nc2 '_1' tl ct· e-·~ re· 
'l.- .1 ; , 'I. ,' ,. flo. ~ • ,:_ , ,-.-' \ .. ,I "1-1' { Tl p'; . ,.,_.,, . - , 
It is n c) t. I , it is not I . 
t-. ( .. Tl1e Burnt-out Spa") 
In a brief at1tol)iography, "Ocean 1212W", Plath 
describes J1er a~ .. .1akcnir1cr to otl1erness. Tl1e occasion \.;as 
the bi rt 11 o f }1 c 1~ l) r o t }1 c 1- : 
"I hatecl babies. I , f o r t \-Io 
and a half vea1-s 11ac1 been the center of a tenc]er uni\rc1-se .. 
felt tl1e axis \vrenc11 and a polar c11ill irnmort("Jlize my 
bones. 
Babies! 
I would be a bystander, a museum manunoth. 
• • • . Hugging my grudge, ugly and prickly, a 
sad sea urchin, I trudged off on my own .. 
• .As from a 
star I saw, coldly and soberly, the separateness of 
everything. I felt the wall of my skin: I am I. That 
stone is a stone. My beautiful fusion with the things 
of the world was over"3 (emphasis hers). 
It is still, however, a long way from sensing inevitable 
otherness to embuing that otherness with the quality of 
cosmic menace. At this point, then, it becomes appropriate 
to articulate Plath's quest as toward essentialist reality 
-- a quest whose resolution is the oppo-site extreme of the 
existenial quest. Where the existential point of view 
recognizes otherness, the drive~ is toward i~te.grity, toward 
a positioning of the self in a world of relationships. The 
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means is action, an ~ction :accortJlnq to judgment. Con-
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is a farewell to the Romantic emblem-seeking 
The 
--
• 1S a mill of hooks 
Questions without answer, 
Glittering and drunk as flies 
Whose kiss stings unbearably 
In the fetid wombs of black air under 
• • pines in sununer. 
I remember 
The dead smell of sun on wood cabins, 
The stiffness of sails, the long salt 
winding sheets. 
Once one has seen God, what is the remedy? 
Once one has been seized up 
- 25 
I 
. i' ! 
, . 
·, . 
'\.n;-' I • 
. ,,. 
,. 
.. t .. 
,,, ...... ' 
.• 
Witl1out a p~rt l~ft over, 
Not 
t-_-_ l.. '\ ''_-'_:._ .,..c~" 
. t f i 11 ( 1 f_ • r , :,, nd u s ed , 
11·, t llt" s\J 11 • s con f 1~19 rat ions# 
H_'•_. t_-_" - , i_ n •;_t 
'I;.- . -, t • .ff:, ,v, -,t 'lc--1 
That lenqtl1cn from ancient cathedrals 
What is tl1c remedy? 
The pill of the Communion tablet, 
The \val king bes icle st .i 11 \t1i1tcr? Memory? 
0 r !) .i c~ k i n g t1 p t }1 c lJ 1: i g 11 t J) .i e cc s 
Of C111~ist in tr1e faces of roc1ents, 
The tame flower-nibblers, the ones 
Whose hopes are so low they are comfortable --
The humpback in her small, washed cottage 
Under the spoke of the clematis, 
Is there no great love, only tenderness? 
Does the sea 
Remember the walker upon it? 
Meaning leaks from the molecules. 
The Chimneys of the city breathe, the 
window sweats, 
The children leap in their cots, 
The·· sun blooms, it is a geranium. 
The heart has not stopped. 
The realization is of the impossible· nature of the, 
essentialist que:st. · ·'Pu~re, prosaic existence triumph's 
2. 6~---- -- --
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Tt,c J)t!raon:i -- the pootlc consciot1sneAa, 
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In the marketplace they are piling the dry 
St].(",'."~ 
-'> ~ 
-" t .__ ' -- • 
A tl1ickc~t of sl1ad0\t1S is a poor coat, I 
i Il }1 ~:1 }) i t 
The \•.rz:ix image of myse 1 f, a dol 1 • s body, 
Sickness 1Jegins l1ere: 
witc11es. 
I am a dartboard for 
Only the devil can eat the devil out. 
In the month of red leaves I climb to a 
bed of fire. 
It is easy to blame the dark: 
of a door, 
t:he mouth 
The cellar's belly. They've blown my 
sparkler out. 
A black-sharded lady keeps me in a parrot 
cage. 
What large eyes the dead have! 
I-am intimate with a hairy spirit. 









If J :1m n llttla one, I c:an do no harm. 
I f I rl o 11 • t mo,:,-. .1 l->0 ti t , I'll kr1ock 
( .. ," i t ch bu r n i ng ·· ) 
Plath•s present is often conceived of in images 
o f l ne rt i a - - a r1 tl (1 l '/ i(:! t· 'l ~.-~~ 1·. ( __ • 
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A place, a time gone out of mind. 
( "The Eye-Mote .. ) 
The past exerts a tyranny over point of view -- before 
"the splinter flew in and stuck my eye, needling it dark", 
the persona was an innocent spectator of life, a passive 
receiver "blameless as daylight". Recovery of that state 
is impossible. The splinter becomes a "red cinder around 
which I myself/Horses, planets, and spires revolve". It 
is interesting to note the play of responsibility in 
Plath's scheme. Usually the poems, and certainly the 
novel, posit the poet-victim blameless in the whorl of 
conflicting principles. Passivity itself is a point of 
departure in the essentialist quest. Experience comes 
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It happens .. Will it go on? --
My mi 11cl ~1 rock, 
No fingers to grip, 
My god the iron lung 
That loves me, pumps 
My two 
no tongue, 
Dust bags in and out, 
Will not 
Let me relapse 
While the day outside glides by like 
t±cker tape. 
-· . . . . . . . . . . . '. . . -. . . . 
Dead egg, I lie 
Whole 
On a whole world ·r_ cirnnot touch 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 








Celloph~no I cnnnot crack. 
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Of tl1e magnolia, 
Drunk on its own scents, 
Asks nothing of life. 
The .. imaginative risk" is a risky enterprise. 
Still, there is tl1e gap bet\veen all pl1ilosor)r1ic~,"1l sp(~CLI-
lation on tl1e essentialist quest anc1 t11c f:1ct of I)l,1t11 1 s 
suicide. Rosenthal, in a r11apsodic eulog:/, is more \•.rant 
to hold the era accountable for Plath's death than some 
inadequacy of the poet or, by the same token, some fail-
ing in the vision. "You would say that if a poet is 
sensitive enough to the age and brave enough to face it 
directly it will kill him through the excitation of his 
awareness alone. Sometimes ... Sylvia Plath could not 
distinguish between herself and the facts of, say, Aus-
chwitz or Hiroshima. She was victim, killer, and the 
place and process of horror all at onee". 4 . Doubtless 
Plath's heightened awareness, coupled with a harshly 
ironic criticism-of herself, contributed to a self-
lrnposed inertia -- her option for passivity. Throughout' 
The Bell Jar, for example, recur, with the frequency 
,of the suicide. attempts, Esther's de~criptions of her own 
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its own cxcerimcnt: 
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.. I s to ocl q tl i ct 1 \. 
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'I am a11 olJscrver•, (p. 86). I t O 1 c1 rn '.1 s C l f 11 
4 ll e r ;i p J) r o a ch 
·- -~. 
t o 11 e rs e 1 f }) e c;J i n s t o po. r- a l 1 c~ l 11 c~ r a p J:> r o c1 c 11 t o ex 1) c) 1: i c~ 11 c· c . 
No am o ti n t o f e ;..: c t1 s i r1 cJ o 1~ c 1- i t i c (1 1 ".•/ i s 11 - ft 1 l r i 11-
m en t can satisfactoril~/ rnake of 'I'l1e Bell Jar a con11Jlete 
novel. For one thing, it is all middle. External reality, 
the circumstantial details which are established, become, 
with Esther's imminent \vithdrawal, symptoms of her own 
hell: "It was a queer sultry summer, the summer they 
electrocuted the Rosenburgs. 
• .I'm stupid about electro-
cutions. The idea of being electrocuted makes me sick. 
• • 
It had nothing to do with me, but I couldn't help wondering 
what it would be like, being burned alive along your nerves" 
(p. 1) • So the narrative begins. We are immersed in 
Esther's death-obsession from beginning to end. The 
Rosenburg ',:Lmage recurs, this time in the book's dead center. 
' ' ,,. 
I 
Esther has a conversation with Hilda, one of the apprentice 
fashion editors for Mademoiselle. All of Esther's con-
versations have a w·ay of mak:j.~g you wonder why Esther 























The si lonce b·etwocn taa w:,a so 1,rofol1nd I 
thougt1t p~1rt· of 
S o l :t . t i ( I , 
Rose nl:,11 rtJ ::-; ? • 
1. t' ml' n t- l <;. ~ •-n' ~ ,r -. • ' t t .. -.' ,~::, • _ _$t ,,1 .• ,.i fl (_t., • I~ • 
--
The J~oscnl-,t1rgs were to be electroct1tec1 l;]te that 
nigl1t. 
•yes!' Hilda said, and ~t last I felt I 
had t o ti c l1 (~ r1 :1 l1 tl n1 :i r1 s t 1- i r1 er i r1 t -h __ -·_·_· J • f. ~ :1 t ' s {~ r ~1 c1 le 
of l1t~ r () !1 1 ~/ .:1 s ~ 1 , , , l -' ... " , . ·o l - .... .. of t1S 
f.· o_ r_~ ·t_. 1_ 1 e.- o t 1• ·1 t -. 1. - .c; ·1· r , t- 1 , " · or 111 - l · 1 ~ o ~ 1· n g 
_ • _ _ 1 .. - ~ l ( -~ , . .. . ; J 1 r: C: I n __ 1 ?1 
g loon1 of t }·1e • 1-1 "'.'1 t · J I ·1· l c-1 ·1 ·-_-1· m -L • < - • • . ,.l , , 
' It ' s 11. \•l .f ll l s Ll C 11 p e Op 1 e sh OU 1 d be a 1 i Ve • • 
She '/.:1\vnec] tl1er1 anc1 11er pale orange mouth 
opened on a large darkness. Fascinated I stared 
at the blind cave behind her face until the two 
lips met and moved and the dybbuk spoke out of 
its hiding place, 'I'm so glad they're going 
to die.'" (pp. 81-2) 
The Rosenburg image -- punishment by burning7 indeed, the 
whole image evoked by electricity (crossed wires humming) 
--becomes internalized, and prepares us and Esther for her 
future electric-shock therapy. The first therapy is ad-
ministered improperly ,I' brutally. Again, the silence, 
again, the guilt: 
There was a brief silence, like an indrawn 
'b.reath. 
Then something bent down and took hold of 
.. 
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••• + i ... 'ff' ~ ' ,, .... . t j:f( ! 
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I .. ,.·or:c!(·rc(l what terrible thing it was 
th ~ t l ·,"" 1 r• r, 0 Y1r• f:'.I •. • • C . • ,,. ,i -· ii ,;,._. • (pp. l l 7 - l l 8 ) 
Esther l1as :tn O'-rcr-acti,lc guilt consciotisness. •• I I m 
st tlp icl l ·1····· · ... tt 1- 1·· .. ' t1 Jo t1 t t~ .. (! c7 t" rot~ t1 t 1 o 11 s , s . 1 e Jeer 1 n s , 
,.,_.,. 
anc] proceeds 
on a cot1rsc of se l f-t)t2r1isl1mer1t (1nc] Sf! 1 f-c1estrt1ction, 
• 
n e v e r l) ;1 tl s i 11 ~J lo n S1 e r1 o t 1 ~, l1 to \•lo n cl c r \•l 11 z1 t i t i s s 11 e i s 
be i n g p ll r1 is }1 e c] f o 1- • 11 I~lm" (fi:rst pt1lJlis}1ecl t1nr1er tl1e 
tit 1 e of 111l1l1c I;: ln1 Speaks" ) is a l1a. r rO\·l i ng comJJa n ion piece 
--positing two qualities, a dualism -- guilt turned inward, 
which petrifies, and love which, however saluatary, . is 
elusive. I reporduce it here because of the strong, night-
marish imagery w11ich reads as a demon's ode to death: 
.,:... 
. . 
I know the bottom, she says. 
my great tap root: 
It is what you fear. 
I know it with 
I do not fear it: I have been there. 
Is it the sea you hear in me, . 
Its dissatisfactions? 
Or the voice of nothing, that was your· mad-
ness? 
:. ...... 
Love is a sh·a·dow·. 
How you lie and ciy after it • 
• 
Listen: These are its hooves:. it ,ha.s gone off 
like a horse. 33 / 
I. 
1.-· ... 










Or sl1:1ll I bi:ing you the sound of poisons? 
This is , .. ;1 i 11 11<Y,,l , t }1 is big l1 u I h 
And t l1 i s i s t. J1 c f r tl i t. o f i t : t i n-w h i t e , 1 i ke 
. 
arser11c. 
I ha\,e st1ffered tl1e atrocity of sunsets, 
My re(l fili~1n1c=r1ts l)t1rn and stand, a hand of wires. 
NO\t1 I l)rcz1k tip ir1 f)il!ccs that fly about like clubs. 
A \,;incl of st1cl1 \.rioler1ce 
Will tolerate no bystanding: I must shriek. 
The moon, also, is merciless: she would drag me 
Cruelly, being barren. 
Her radiance scathes me. Or perhaps I have 
caught her. 
I let her go. I let her go 
Diminished and flat, as after radiEal surgery. 
How your bad dreams possess and endow me. 
I am inhabited by a cry. 
Nightly it flaps out 
Looking, with its hooks, for something to· love. 
I am terrified by this ·aa·rk thing 
That sleeps in mei 
-
··~ 
·, All day I feel its soft, feathery turnings, 
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I Clot.ids p11es nnd diapers@. 
Is it for such I agitate my heart? 
I am incc1p;.1ble of more kn0\t1ledge, 
W'hat is tl1is, this face 
So murderous in its strangle of branches?--
Its snaky acids kiss. 
It petrifies the will. These are the isolate, 
s 101,.; fa u 1 t s 
That kill, that kill, that kill. 
Guilt is a large measure of that petrifying force -- part 
of that which must be cut out from Es·t11er 's side -- her 
giving birth to the demon, by way of recognizing the demon 
so that she herself may be reborn. 
And the knife not carve, but enter 
Pure and clean as the cry of a baby 
And the universe slide from my side. 
( "A Birthday Present 11 ) 
Eternal otherness seems the ultimate reality in 
the scheme of both Emily Dickinson and Sylvia Plath, although 
, 
love, were it possible and constant, is salutary ("Super-
stition helps, as well as love" E.D.). The search is·an 
attempt to relocate an original. self, exclusive of ex-
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1 ~... f" ·(·' *1 c"' . t·· •,1 t • -.:.1 i - l "'" • . - ~ l -. ·• 
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'f "} 1-• - '1' C O '(' • . !If •, (') 'a t . - ( . .'· ~~- ... ( . 1... \. .,.. . ' ·, .. ., • 11~ ..... ' f'li (···11: 'I/ 'I/ .. , 
" 
Tll(! ..... ,-.,('' ... i l ·! ,l .~: :r l' w ,. ' --~-- - - )._ ~ ,. I also, she woti ld 
C •. '} t~ 1 i ~ .. 
... "' -~- ·• ~ J , 
n,e. Or perhaps I 
h., • .,. 
"' .., . . ... 
The re i s some i q 11 o n1 i 11 1/ i r1 
-- some betr~val. r~ • 
·"' 
The !) o c~ rn c~ :{ J) 1 o r c· s . , f - t) -. L •• t. 1 0 '\ rt'• - t....; I • , l 7 • ( " ', i , ._ ~-- "'--~ ·-- i. .... _ - • .., 1 r.-)(-J S· 1· ._, 1· n " t· l" -, • l ffi ""5 . __ • -· c .. , .•• c~ .,,, c_ ·.. ti. 
. , 
t h e- · ·1 t 1 • · 11 o r- i i · , • · 1· ""r (• (_ ' l __ .. . . ,. t_. \ ... l_.. . ... _ ... .. 'I • .. ' • 1 '\ ~ 0 1 C "") ' ~ I ~ ·1 c·~ , ' I 1 • c• T") ,- • ' C' / ' ~ ' t..... , ••• · .. l ., ._, ~ ! ,_ }., t ... ~ !·' '<.-. ~ ~:, t l1 c~ i 1 l t1 s i o 11 of 
love. there is rcciproc:itv -- a union between elm 
- A 
Still, 
and moon w11ich gives birtl1 to a cry: 
I am inhabitec1 by a cry. 
Nightly it flaps out 
Looking, with it hooks, for something to 
love. 
The search for love, no matter how delusive a quest, con-
tinues. The partnership between human nature and nature, 
in Plath's poetry, is terrifying, demonic. If we accept 
the elm as the authoritative voice, pursuing a course of 
.. 
seduction, all action becomes a process of stripping down 
the reality, physical or psychological, to an essence. 
Love is not operative in that scheme, except as an addi-
' tional element in the process of paring away: 
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....... _ ...... 
I let ht"tr go. I let t,ar go 
D i. ft\'. : 'I ~. 1: '.1 ~ ! '1 .. ', t • , \ 'I: 'f "\:,( ' -·--·~-•1iit-~.».,11 .... ( ..... , .• 
•t ~ ~i .., _,,. , ft ·C ~ ,. - "' '-
• 11 \ ¥ ~ )., ..;. ' • 
. • 
f·f(Y.i.' \*c)·,: l' l:..ici cl rc•;·ima J>osacss 11nd end CM me. ~ w 
Whose? \}. sf ~ ('" ().: ..... ~ t"• f.i J .... , __ . , ,- It 4- I " , ._ - , 1"·0 nom· f" P'"''' 0 nt the l. . ~ ¥ • ,. ~ '·:·= ,, .. >,,. 'I., ~ . , 
Ver\· c·r)!·,~ c1t ']:,· 
. 
f t ,i 1· j. • • .., .• .,-. _, ·~ .., J < ,;i . . ' . ' ··f , •• ,. ,··) ! ~ .. , ,~ ,-~ •. , .... ~·-! .. j. ..;. .. -.. .. --i ' .,;_ .. - ; ,,. "··· J l - 'f# ~ ,, -_ 
. 
l .,. r· .. s tl vampiric reciprocity 
' ... ~ t. '1 .·.·• ., ..• ,.~ ..... ·.• .. , ·-
- - . , ~ {, t • t . •' (. t". A I L i r1 t o t. 11 e s e 1 f : 
I knO\•I tl1e };ot tom, she says. 
w i t 11 n1 'l g re ti t t a p 1-o o t . 
I k:n01,1 it 
Such a descent, however, inevitable, carries with it the 
threat of inertia -- negative autonomy. Correspondences 
petrify tl1e will. 0 These are tl1e isolate slO'W' faults. 
That kill, that kill, that kill". 
If guilt informs the myth and is the motivating 
force behind the essentialist quest, it must be exorcised. 
If life intrudes, a constant reminder of otherness, then 
death, the great leveler, is that essence of being --
which dissolves boundaries making feasible a state of 
all-dimension. "We say that a particularized self is 
original -- not in the paltry sense of being new, but in 
the deeper sense of being old: original in the_ sense 
which deals with origins -- when that self acknowledges 
it begins somewhere and lives its own life and, being as 
we also say individual, lives no other life, which is to 
say, dies".s ~ Esther's identity, from the be'g1nning ,- is a 











pe 11 t,.(). T)1<, m,,rci !~an irony of har point of vitt\./ turned 
.. t f p 1 ~ sn ~..- :1, .. ! ! m, .. l l 1 rict 1 r~ to t- l·it• :t ll ,tr! c:, ... , fJ 
'· ·.• l· • Cl c._• • J. . .. ~
=--·'( 
;. ' " ( .... 0 ,, .. J. .• .. . . .:. • Ji. 
··• nr1 t· l1 ·, • f: j ' • - -_i "'-- !' f .I 'l_:..., 
h O l ·· · •· ;"'\ -... r'f ,,. o \ , r"\ J " 
.. , t• l ?1 \o •• ' ( ' ~f "· .. • (1 (p. 
·• 
l·_·_·'lf_·,~_-r• 1_<j.'.\..,. .. ~-·•~ .. 
l ~, ) .. 
is still tl1e criti.cal observer. 
., in 
""!"\! 4\ - •. ~ ' ... l ,{ 
.. .• .,. ,I. JI. "'" ' - -¥ "" 
~ 
'\ . . 
.! ' , ....... "···· · .. ·1 ..  1 , ' ~I fr~lt 
··,. •· • .. ·. 'h _;_ ,.· t·) o·· 1·. n t < Ji I..., l. .. • ... ' ... .. . . ' , 
a .. 1· •.. '. ,: ,:_. '·· . ' ,. ' fn I ( 'i ("'l 11' It I .. .. ,'_.:al 
.. 
the le t1 p i n t o a tot a 1 c om.n1 i t m c n t o f m ;i k i 11 t] !1 (~ rs t· 1 f I l r -, .,-"' . •-. •-
• 
own e:.:p(; rime nt. trl1c s eerl s ;ire t l1c re in t. l1e rc~c·iJ r r i ricr face-
imager,/, for example, clemonst1:zit.i.n~J tl1(' self ;.:is o1) 1c·c~t 
and tl1e consciot1sness split into \'Oicc~s: 11 I n o t i c~ ,._-. c ! ;1 
big , s mu cl g :/-eye c1 C }1 i n es e \tJ om a n [ i n .:1 n e .le vat o 1- rn i r r or J 
staring idiotically into my own face. It \ti c1 s on l ~' me, 
of col1rse. I was appalled to see 110\.; \vrinklec1 c1.11c1 l1sed 
U. I 1 k d" ( 15) Th h t · d "I" of The p oo e p. . e c arac er.1ze 
Bell Jar does not give herself wholly to the essentialist 
quest, as do the personae of the poems. In the poetry, 
Plath approaches otherness with a vengeance. Death 
resolves otherness, a seep toward the perfect stasis. 
The self is then freed to incorporate essence. Death 
consummates the affair with otherness. "All these 
yearnings toward deadlock, toward stasis are indeed be-
yond the plea~ure principle: they tend rather to that 
great kingdom of alienation, of otherness we call ecstasy 
(standing outside oneself) which is not a matter of 
moving around but of being encircled, of being the center 
of an orbit, ·of being transfigured, standing still 11 6 
. ,,- f• 
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(emph:1n i ft not mi no) . 
'f. t • • ~ ' ' f • 1! l i.'_-_~_-_} ~ '• ,- t II I •, -. C • 
,'f. ' • '· Ji ' - ... t. _., \,j ~ ... ,_. • • ' • (-,_ .. !b. ~ I' ) • J .. • .. • "' .. J.. • f 4. ..f ~ 11 ~ at , l~ 1 - I . -( to .., \·l_ ,._ 
~ "' • \ J):rf 't t ll 1 n g • 
regt11·c1, 1- t ,1 ti 011. 
,. 
The month of flowering's finished. The 
f r~t1 i t • s i n , 
Eatcrl or r~otten. I a.m a 11 mouth. 
October's the month for storage. 
T}1is sl1ed 's ft1st\1 as a mumm\r • s stomach: 
4 - ~ .. 
Old tools, handles, and rust\' tusks. 
_,. 
I am at l1ome here among tl1c c1ead }1eads. 
Let me sit in a flrn.;erpot, 
The spiders won't notice. 
My heart is a stopped geranium. 
If only the wind would leave my lungs 
# 
alone. 
Dogsbody noses the pe~als. They bloom up-
side down. 
They rattle like hydrangea bushes. 
Mouldering heads console me, 
Nailed to the rafters yesterday: 
Inmates who won't hibernate. 
,,. 
Cabbage heads: wormy purple, silver-glaze, 
A dr.essing of. mule ears, methy. pelts, but 
green-hearted, 
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O the bantatv of t1a11qo ! ,, 
,t rt.· 
This is a dull school. 
I ,.'l n' ; ' .,,. (") C) ' . • .. .. ,. . " I it an O\rJ 1 pc 11 et, 
Witl1out dreams of ~nv sort. 
" 
Motl1er, yot1 a1~e ~l1e one mouth 
I \t10t1 lfi l)(-· :-t t or1gt1e to. r.1otl1e r of 
Qt. 11· ··• rn -, s S Iii l.,, ,.. •• t_ . .,__,. • .__ ___ 
Eat n1c. \v::1stebasket gaper, shadow of , 
I said: I must remember this, being small. 
There were such enormous flowers, 
Purple and red mouths, utterly lovely. 
The hoops of blackberry stems made me cry. 
Now they light me up like an electric bulb. 
For weeks I can remember nothing at all. 
The persona tries to get back to a state of pure being --
r impartial and passive observation, which precludes con-
sciousness. In a sense, it is a dialogue between the 
consciousness which censures and inhmmits and the source. 
There is an implication that stasis is the key to libera-
tion: "These halls are full of women who think they are 
b I d '·' d h ~ d O I ir s. " An yet t e source is presente in images which 
are lithic •. The self, on the-essentialist q~est, • 1S 
1 · . 
...... -- ;, 
40 
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reduced to a 1cna:ation whose aon11iti,li.ty ls so t:1w, so 
vu l n <1 r ~-, l:> l t:' t' ), 't-_ • __ '_'_ r_"_• V , __ t-:1· • __ ;-. f" (-, .. _ (·--_• i_ •_ '_ t.:t f'• 1 i' ; ·1, .. r• t") ~n t • • t '.l·,-·.1 'fil f I. \._. ···_: _..-.. .J ·• J -l_ _ '!Ill_ if . --. .- .J, \. 1- - , ·- -. _. ,41: 11 ·" '°· '-~·. i; i -, -- .. ) 
mt· \; t> 1 • ' __ .. I -- . . . II _l ;,- (" . ' f~ ,_-_"' ( ~ c·• ~ Y_._ .• _l .( .. _. .. "" .. '- .I I' f . ·- -. .-- : ( _.... '\ .. - • 1 4 f)·~·- ,-, .. _ l ,i, _ _.. ,t A • i ~ ' ' -· • Q_ •r_ • ,/ { ... f_' _Jt' ,,__-_,t .. :4- I ., ·-,_:_ ·~- :- ;: ~ • l .. 
remcmbf:! r not l1 i 119 :, t ;111 . ·· 
I have mentioned the quality of guilt as a 
tl·-1,--. t)". i r•,• (-)·· 11 , • .,_- ,,on-1' !"'~--l"J l, 1 *~n,-·r1t· ~" \.c.,· -· ' + "-- . · ' .. "' * ·:_- , ,._ 1,1 ii- ' .-· .... .lo , Jil I · .6- • • I I .,_ • • i111 seems t c1 lJt: ·r· ~ . . • tl ·1_ c_'_ ,I. .. :. .. ~ . lS 
evi,Jc·r1t. in .1 cc)r-~si{: 1 ·1-_.ti,]t· !1111111·,,.·r c)f t11~· I)O(·rns, t);1rt.icu-
.... 
..... 
larl·.· t11os(• ~.,.rhic·}1 c·!.-(··,tLC! :1 }1;1rro\,;.i.r1ci cit1.1lisrn 1:Jc:t'.•lf~(:I1 
I t i s rn o r c: o 1 > 'V i o ll s i. n 'I1 11 c· Be 11 . 1 ·1 . • 1 .·' r• . V 10 _ l I .c. ···-·· .l !1( I) • l C c~~ _]. ', ~ _-_1· ._ ,, __ /' I ,. _ 'l ., ) , • , l_- i: • ~ 
Jar. c; ll i l t, 1• • - C' l.' . 1 f11 S t O me I . " L .:J _. C_. • • 
0 f t !1 C (:; S S C:; n t i d l i S t q ll C S t . 
i s .: 1 \•/ r c: r1 c 11 i n t 11 e \.; o r ks 
Autonomv is fine if one has 
.... 
the cl1z1r:1ctc.1:--, t11e societ}, anc1 t11c means of Emily Dickin-
son_ Plath, however, never really ignored the world --
just the opposite. It is melodramatic to say, but gra-
dually her understanding of outrageous social 11 truths 11 
(schizophrenia, genocide and the concentration camps, 
thalidomide fiasco, the sterility, of course, of human 
relationships, materialism, the peculiar brand of father 
love which American culture seems to instill in its 
daughters) led her to a kind of internalization. She 
seems, gradually, to take these metaphors for our cultural 
mentality, twist them in and around her gut, and throw 
them out in tight, hysterical, almost elliptical cries. 
She made of an impersonal viol~ce an ultimately personal 
expression. This, time and again, informs a characteristic 
confiict: Plath's autonomy and search for essence thwarted 
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., J ,_ ..:. '"'1 I I ,,-, ,. _..,, ~ -l • 
f,, 0 ,~ -...... , (') ' .. -~ le--. . . .4! (_ ; l • -.' ',4''' (_--~ tlS f rt1n1 t l1e ;1 oo rr~c i at ion 
-~ ·-
( ._._) ., ,, _,1· t _- (;~ ~ , , r1 : .. • . .• .. ' \, .. J ... • .. f· :·• ?~Tl'1 s· - - cl Oll \ t' 1 p s s II 'I,l1e· 'ta! :1 t"., l"" T 1· 11· es- .. 'b-.; (---=-.• :; .. \ • 'l, Cl ,. 1) ,_:c-. , _ 'e.,.. 'I,_.,,_ '-'-' , 'Ii! ..._.., '1 (__ ,_,.. ~ .... ~ ;; .. _.J _ ; .-. ~ _ 
:-i ·.•.rt1<)lc! r1r~\·t rnc!tl1cx1 of pez~ccption in ctrtists and 
at1clir·r1c~c: ;1likc2, c]otJl)tless tl1ose \Y-Orks \•1l1.icl1 linge1~ as 
mastc~r1)ieces ir1flt1_~_!1ce, })ut first one appreciates the 
object for tl1e problems it seems to solve. I n t-1 o r1 e t ' s 
case, the problem of shifting light and transparencies. 
In the poet's case, lier own voice beginning to be heard 
throug11 a very sophisticated form. "One must know the 
terrain before affecting the campaign. Study the problem. 
Imagine every angle. Where no angles occur, no sustenance. 118 
The question of evaluation seems tricky, a volatile com-
bination of the artist's ambiguous relevancy, no more 
than her generalness, and judgment, so often a matter 
of personal taste. 
I have tried, then, to establish the themes 
which are Plath's initiation into her craft. Romanticism, 
however, deals affirmatively with the schizoid temperment, 
with hostility in nature, with questions of an abstract 











it do-es from n mild, imagistic donnt\, to ;,.r, obscs11ion. 
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receiver of expe1.:-ier1ce anc1 t}1e \'1atcher watching knowing 
she is, in turn, being watched: 
~: .. 
I liked looking on at other people in crucial 
,~ 
situations. If there was a road accident or 
a baby pickled in a laboratory jar for me to 
look at, I'd stop·and look so hard I never 
forgot it. I certainly learned a lot of things· 
I never would have learned otherwise this way, 
and even when they surprised me or made me 
sick I never let on, but pretended that's 
·the ~ay I knew things were all the time. 
(pp. 10-11) 
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It is interesting to ponder the failure of the 
novel as the author's f z1 i lt1re to c recite a 11ero. Doubt-
less victimization, passivity, stultifying guilt and 
indecisiveness are the negative dynamics of Esther Green-
wood's initiation Still, heroes have been fashioned 
from the dust of their victimization. And The Bell Jar 
is as much a casebook of esthetic no-no's as it is a 
tediously consistent schizophrenic point of view. The-
matically we may begin with the parcel of identity. 
There are, after all, some very valid points to be made 
from a feminist platform. They are classics. An identity 
would come with a destiny. Esther Greenwood has before 
her a realm of infinite possibility, but lacks the tools 
necessary to take herself (her choices, her decisions, 
her autonomy) seriously. Esther is not the hero of her 
tale; she is the victim of a self-impelled inertia. "The 
., 
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yot1ng "l1ero" 1Jol1r1c1 to \•.ron1~1r1}1ooc"1 !))' \rirtue of her O\vn 
critical unenlig11tenment. It is at once the full range 
of possibility (in the development of an identity) and, 
that range undisciplined, and not tempered or shaped by 
choice, it becomes the subsequent tragedy of waste. Also, 
in presenting the active consciousness, on the list stands 
.,. 
as a shocking contrast to Esther Greenwood's character 
type, which is also bound to womanhood in utter passivity 
and suspension. In both types, the ingredient of sobriety 
is missed. No one takes either of them seriously enough 
to show her the steps toward a destiny. 
-
·.·~ .. 
-It may be affirmed without delay that Isabel 
was probably very liable to the sin of self-
e:steem; she often surveyed with complacency 
the field of her own nature; sh~ was in the 
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sh e t 1:- c~ : 1 t cc 1 11 c 1:- s c~ l f t o a \,.r c e k o f pa s s i on a t e 
humility. A ft e 1- t 11 i s , s 11 e 11 e l c1 11 e r l1 ea d h i g he r 
than ever again; for it was of no use, she had 
an unquenchable desire to t11ink \vell of l1erself. 
She had a theory that it was only under this 
provision life was worth living; that one 
should be one of the best, should be conscious 
of a fine organization (she couldn't help know-
ing her organization was fine), should move in 
a realm of light, of natural wisdom, of happy 
impulse, of inspiration gracefully chronic.2-
Plath had a pretty heated conversation with 
life. The Bell Jar is one long, dizzying conversation 
(alas, not long enough), and in a sense, ·it is that quality 
which makes the book an unfinished work of art. We expect 
a certain amount:of resmlution in a novel -- not necessarily 
.......... ·~ 
a pat, summary conclusion to the fictive events, but a 
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n i s t ' s IJ c r i JJ 11 c r ":l • We want to see her bounce a bit off 
more than the walls of her own mind. 
.. 
• . .>,,.,I' 
There is this white wall, above which 
the sky creates itself 
--
Infinite, green, utterly untouchable. 
Angels swim in it, and the stars, 
indifference also. 
They are my medium. 
The sun dissolves on this wall, bleeding 
its lights. 
A grey wall now, clawed and bloody. 
Is there no way out of the mind? 
Steps at my back spiral into a well. 
I There are no trees or birds in this world, 
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Thia red w.ill wince& continulllly: 
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I ilm maclc of, this, and a 
terror 
Of bcinc1 ,.,,heeled off under crosses and. 
1-.~i· 
a rain of oietics. 
,ii 
On a black wall, unidentifiable birds 
There is 110 talk of immortality a.mong 
these~ 
Cold l)lc:1nks approach us: 
They move in a hurry. 
( "Apprehensions 11 ) 
Piath is true to the development of her distor-
tion, but one would like to see; for example, a little 
resistance in the novel, to her imminent descent, or see 
another character with dimension to give credence to the 
abounding types in the narrative. Of course, that is 
precisely the problem -- Esther is telling it for what 
it seems to be -- the prison of her own centrality. The 
Bell Jar has all the requisites of an interesting case-
history, but one is hard put to find it art. Is Esther 
a hero, or an artful exorcist?3 
\ 
The hero begins with a purpose he believes 
·h·imself sufficiently in control of circumstances 
to carry out; but -- to be huri:tan is to act on 
' . 
partial' kilowledge; and so e·vents he: could -·-not 
-, 
·49. 
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were at work to render i.moossibl.c ot1r illusion .. 
o f lJ e i r1 ~J i 11 c~ o 11 t r o l o f c1 c~ s t j ?1 '/ .. I.,,., . t *11 (:.~ /: ~-.. • - • -• 'le .1 c· t i c) r1 
--
pt1 rJJOS e t 11 rot1gl1 J)z1 s s i 011 to 
--
w h i c }1 t 11 e l1 e 1-o tl 11 c'i e r cJ o c~ s i s a ll r1 i v· c: rs ; 1 l , pe r }1 a ps 
an arcl1ety·pal action. -"i 
Let us accept, for t11e moment, this formula. The first 
thing f.1s. IIeill)rt1n plt1n1ps for, of course, is invol\rcment, 
or a certain amount of identification with a given pro-
tagonist. This is not consistent in our involvement with 
Esther. By page 60, you want to wring her neck. So let's 
see if Plath's defiance of convention drops us at the 
threshold of a new esthetic or in the mud of a case-
history. We begin at the very stage of Esther's non-
purpose -- she does not believe herself sufficiently in 
control of circumstances! "I wasn't steering anything, 
not even my:self. I just bumped from my hotel to.work 
and to parties and from parties to my hotel and back to 
work like a numb trolleybus. I guess I should have been 
excited the way most of the other girls were, but I 
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!·~or .:1 loncJ time 
leter, ;1 l l 
ric;111t :1cJ:11n, - ••·t•,·"' ··i1•" I' ' ' < t ~ t . , 1) l CJ u c_ l 4 ~ l.. • i • C t l1 0 ll . 1 and I still l1ave them 
a rot1 r1cl t I1c~ l1ol1 s c .. 
1 as t \•/ c: c~ k I cu t t l1 e !) l a s t i c s t z1 r f i s 11 o f f t 11 e s u n g 1 as s es 
ca s e for t 11 e 1) a 1) }' t o .P 1 a :l \•l i t 11 11 ( p . 3 ) • T}1e substance 
of the narrative, however, is the institution experience, 
the "present tense, 11 the drama of her breakdown heigh-
tened along the way with colorful descriptions of her 
suicide attempts. Travel-log. The flashbacks, • JUX-
taposed as they are. 
• . commentary . Esther juxtaposes 
very well, but she rarely forces a synthesis on her 
dialectic. She undergoes a passion, she is acted upon, 
she suffers, indeed becomes a martyr to her own suspended 
cause, acts in the interest of her own destruction, • 1S 
intrigued by her suffering: "I wondered why I couldn't 
go the whole way doing what I should any more. This 
made me sad and tired. Then I wondered why I couldn't 
go the whole way doing what I shouldn't. • 
me even sadder and more tired" (pp. 24-5). 
.and this made 
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It is its o,,.rn cxct1se to sl1a.pe tl1e l)earer a piercing c1nd 
active personality, penetrating experience. Conversely, 
the girl cl1ild 's organs are inside, taboo, unseen. "She 
is extremely concerned about anything that happens inside 
her, she is from the start much more opaque to her own 
eyes, more profoundly inunersed in the obscure mystery of 
life, than is the rnale."5 If the male, then, fathoms 
an identity from otherness at the outset, he grows into 
a self-consciousness. The penis is a natural plaything: 
girls are given dolls, penis-substitutes, the difference 
being in the dolls' passivity. The girl comes to identify 
herself with the substitute_ If daughters succeed in a 
masculine world, it is in spite of their womanhood. 
' . 
I tried to imagine what it would be .li-ke 
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professor and had been a private shcool teacher 
herself. 
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I also remembered Buddy Willard saying in 
a sinister, knowing way that after I had children 
I would feel differently, I wouldn't want to 
write poems anymore. So I began to think maybe 
it was true that when you were married and had 
children it was like being brainwashed, and 
afterward you went about numb as a slave in some 
private, totalitarian state~ (pp. 68-9) 
No one takes Esther seriously, least ~fall her-
self. A certain freed om o.f ~xploration is denied the girl-
child, and therefore when she is presented with a choice 
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"Doesn • t )'OllI~ \tJOrk ir1tcrest you, Esther? .. 
" 0 h , i t cl o c s , i t c1 o e s , 11 I s a i c1 . '' I t 
interests me \re r:l n111c 11. " I felt like yelling 
the \vords, as if t11at might make t11en1 more 
convincing, but I controlled myself . 
• • • . "I'm very interested in everything." 
The words fell with a hollow flatness on to / 
Jay Cee's desk, like so many wooden nickels. 
"I'm glad of that," Jay Cee said a bit 
waspishly. "You can learn a lot in this month 
on the magazine, you know, if you just roll up 
your shirtsleeves. The girl who was here before 
you didn't bother with any of the fashion-show 
stuff. 
to Time. 
She went straight from this office on 
• • • You ought to read French and 
German," Jay Cee said,.. mercilessly," "and probably 
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The pun on Tl~<: is deliber~ite: Est:l1t'?r is biding 
t i me , \t/ a i t i n g t o l,e rl i s c· o \t (~ r c cl , ,.,., ;1 i t i n c; t o 1) (• for·~- t•r• 1 r"'t O ~ , _ 'fr}_ .a .,_ - • • 1f 1111 t=--
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1 eve 1 i r1 g exp e r i e 11 c e o f t 11 e m c n t a 1 \•.t .::1 r ci , \t/ l1 C! 1~ c i c] c n t i t i es 
are handed out like laundry. 
The journey of Caroline Heilbrun's archetypal 
hero proceeds from particular suffering into cosmic aware-
ness -- into "a new perception of \-.7l1at t}1e forces are 
which govern her world." Oh yes -- her own guilt -- ex-
ternal forces cannot be held accountable because Esther 
never mitigates her fatalistic, hence irresponsible, self-
criticism: 
I started adding up the things I couldn't do. 
I began with cooking. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
I didn't know shorthand either. 
This meant that I could":i1-'t. get a job. a'fter 
college. 
I 
My mother kept tel·li-hg me -nobody wanted a plain Englisg 
major. But an E-nglish major who knew shorthand was 
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I couldn •t carrv a 
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I coulcln't apeak German or .. .. . ' t 1 t ( • ! 1 r ,, -. •,,; C) 1 · ·,·/ r 1 --, e 
Chir1c~se. • I f e 1 t cl r e (1 cl f t 1 1 l \~ . . , 1 n , 1· 1 f • r ' 1 ' , ! r·· ._ l!I, l_ A '\. J. "~ j t .• ' ,1, __ , '---.-,.- • • • 
• • . 
T }1 e t r o tl b 1 e \t/ a s , I 11 ad 1) c e n i r1 ?1 c1 c qt 1 :1 t c~ ;1 11 a l on g , 
I s i n1 p 1 y 11 ad n • t t }1 o u g 11 t a 1) o t1 t i t . ( pp . 6 1- 2 ) 
There are several ironies, of course, one of them being 
that Estl1er is simp11, not 1)1-er),1rec1 to take l1er place in 
a man's world, and not passive enough to take her place 
in what she terms "woman's world." But the irony is 
reducible to terror, and again Ms. Heilbrun articulates 
the dilemma: "she [the woman hero] has no sense of 
destiny to sustain her." 6 And so Esther's final affirma-
tion, as she prepares to meet the hospital board which 
will grant her release, is contrived: "The eyes and 
faces all turned themselves toward me, and guiding myself 
by them, as by a magical thread, I stepped into the room" 
(p. 200) • Perhaps because the problem has not been met 
but, as it were, merely ·stated in a series of ironically 
juxtaposed vignettes, the "conclusion" seems incredible 
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f ll ,. 'l r f} L .._ •. -·· f Q(J l (;(] l1ersclf into a belief of 
endJ.css possibility. 13 ti t t 11 c i r on 'l o f t 11 e r1 Z1 i \! e po i n t o f 
view is too forcec1 \vitl1 t11e opening of c11apter 4: .. I 
didn't know why my successful evasion of c11emistry should 
have floated to my mind t11en in Jay Cee 's office" (p. 31). 
Of course she does: Part of the probl€m in characterizing 
the deficient consciousness is bridging the gap between 
super-sharp sensibility and self-delusion. Plath's irony 
would not be half so effective if we were not convinced 
that Esther is totally aware of her absurd from of 
reference. What the ultimate tragedy or irony remains 
is a powerlessness or an inertia in the face of awareness. 
• The feeling of emptiness or vacuity • 
• • 
generally comes from people's feeling that they 
are powerless to do anything effective about 
their lives or the world they live in. Inner 
vacuousness is the long-term, accumulated 
result of a person's particular conviction 
about himself, namely his conviction that ·he 
57 
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up wanting and fecling. 7 
Anotl1e1~ c1iffict1lt'{ in cletermining The Bell Jar 
as a "work.. in t: lie co11'."C r1t. i or1<11 ,;;- ,-. !1 s -·_:. " -~ ,~ _... • I. . t ..... -~ . ·~ ,. , . . ' • .. fl p . ' f1 . , 1 , 1 s t . 1 e -,,,, a ·t· • . ( 1 t . _ 
" 
deals with cl1~racter. s\ .') ·.c ... •• .. i1 e r 1 <J ,. _ _'.-:, 1 ~ l ..• 
a re p r c s c r1 t c cl \•l i t l1 t ')' J) c s , ;1 r1 cl s '/ s t c·~ rn . 1 t i c· , 1 l l '/ , t r1 c 'l :1 re 
reject eel - - . Do 1~c e r1, ;1 r1 i r1 it i ,:1 t i o 11 f i \.f tire~ i r1 to t 11 r) s opl1 is-
tic at ed, slig11t ly" c1esJcr1c~r:1t.l~ \•.ro1~l.c1; I3t1c1c1·y" \<Ji llzird, a 
represent at i \re of t l1e n1.-1 lc-c }1c1 ll \'i nis t poi r1t of \' iew; 
Mot11er, an effete, rnaxirn-c1istri1Juting nonen.tit),; Jay Cee, 
the competent editor who, along wit11 Dr. Nolan, could 
pose as a positive model for identity-seeking Esther: 
"Then she [Jay Cee] slipped a suit jacket over her lilac 
blouse, pinned a hat of imitation lilacs on the top of 
her head, powdered her nose briefly and adjusted her 
thick spectacles. She looked terrible but very wise" 
(p. 32). Helpful, advisory as she might have been, Jay 
Cee never achieves the status of a character, and she 
slips out of the narrative unobtrusively. We do not 
have the benefit of other characters, only types which 
support or vidd&caEe Esther's distorted point of view. 
----we -are left, ·hence, with the drama of the watcher watching 
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1rl·1c topic scr1tc:n.ccs of lead 
paragraph arc curiously condensed and isolated, 
implying t11t1t if t11ey \vere compiled vertically, 
we would have an associative free verse poem, 
and not a novel at all. The prose of this book 
is the testing ground for the poems which will 
outlast it. And the book ends how and where 
it does, I would guess, not because she is cured, 
but because her talent has matured.a 
The dialogue among types, hence, is cacophonic -- dissonance 
without dimension. If part of Esther's search is for a 
voice of authority, the absence of the voice contributes 
to her inability to choose and act with judgment. "Her 
thoughts were a tangle of vague outlines which had never 
r-
be en corrected by the judgment of people speaking with 
authority." Unlike Isabel Archer, however·, there are\ no 
. 
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the infir1itc potentialities of human beings 
for expansion and participation. In the center 
of t11e universe .... there is w11at we call "I," 
without being able to state its nature more 
precisely. It is the sole and ultimate sum of 
everything, and it is, itself, the whole world 
reflected in itself. But these two terms, the 
I on the one hand ahd the Universe on the other, 
are beyond our grasp; no definition can circum-
scribe them, no description can account for 
them. 
• • .The only reality accessible between 
these two phantoms is the relationship between 
them, that function of the II soul," the inner 
life, or just life, which is sensation, emotion, 
feeling, desire, will, ideas, to use words which 
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convenient perhaps but illusory9 (Emphasis not 
mine). 
There is no substance then but selfdom. Deficiency within 
reflecting fr~gmentation without is demonstrated even in 
the format of 'r11e I3ell J,:-ir, "a poet's novel, a casebook 
almost in stanzas, ec1cl1 episode· brief, brittle, encap-
sulated. The past consists of 'Atoms that cripple,• 
minute totalities of pain which spill out separately. 
• 
The progress from one to another is poetic too, less in 
• 
time than image. Whatever scene is settled upon, is drawn 
up to its sharpest point, until it hurts."10 
Esther's thesis is futility, proven so thoroughly 
that the final affirmation is careless and dishonest as a 
,. plagiarism. As the types contest each other and filter 
th~ough her consciousness only to be rejected, we are left 
seeing the process of an intelligence itself assigning 
types, resting secure in its own terminology. Esther is 
.. 
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bllt I suspect tl1is desire to • ren1air1 
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i r re s 1J o r1 s i 1J 1 c - - c }1 i 1 c1 - l i }:. c , sent i e n t \•J i t 11 o tl t c1 i s c rim in a -
tion-- comprises a great deal of the guilt-tone in both 
nove 1 anc1 poen1s • In a sense, the quest for essence is a 
quest for identity -- the identity which fashions dimension 
from all-dimension. The urge to become resents boundaries. 
"Everything distracts. Everything is somehow wrong. 
Clarity depends on nothing. If I resent my boundaries, it 
is because they stand in the way of my needing nothing. I 
want to be level with the earth -- possessed of sense, 
.. 
but rid of consciousness." 
Esther herself, never settles on a definition 
of identity. -At one time, it is Doreen who supplies the 
necessary quality of intuition; at another, it is a 
stranger with whom she spends the night. Intuition is 
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\r o i ct? s pc~ ~1 k i 11 g s t r a i g ht 
'I1 l1e tcr1s ior1 con1C!S ,,,ll1cr1 l1cr cies ire to be accepted, 
her inzi.l)i lit:,r to acce1Jt or c:on.forn1 to tl1c~ aclt1lt sphere. 
Her rites of passage lead her b~c~~ards and inward, menaced 
by rec1lit:l a.t e\rer~l turn. One wants more meat in the 
novel, that the motifs may be extended into a more tangible 
psychological substance. We do not have evidence, we have 
explanation, and Plath's hysteria beneath the cool surface 
irony is obvious. Humor, • • cynicism, self-flagellation 
impose an order which hardly endures: 
.": 
. ~ -'I . 
"Show us how happy it makes you to write 
a poem." 
I stared through the frieze of rubber-
plant leaves in Jay Cee's window to the blue 
sky beyong. A few stagey cloud puffs were 
traveling from right to left. I fixed my eyes 
• 
on th~ largest cloud, as if, ·when it passed out 
of .sight, I mi.ght have the good luck to pass 
. : 
with it. (p. 83) 
€i3"· 
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O'/{~r, bright stupid confetti. 
I never wanted it. 
( .. Years .. } 
What she occasiona11,/' affirms, she ultimately dismisses 
as illt1sion. 
no equi\ralent in a 11l1n1an nature at once fortt1itot1s, frail, 
and inconsistent. 
i , .. 
f' 
You said you would kill it this morning. 
Do not kill it. It startles me still, 
The jut of that odd, dark head, pacing 
Through the uncut grass on the elm's hill .• 
It is something to own a pheasant, 
Or just to be visited at all. 
I am not mystical: It isn't 
As if I thought it had .a spirit, 
It is simply in its element. 
That gives it a kingliness, a right. 
The print of its big foot last winter, 
·The trail-trac.k, · on the snow on our court--
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It is st1cl1 ct so vivid. 
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It t1r1c:laJJS, lJrcJ1,•.rr1 as z1 leaf, and loud, 
Settles in tl1c elm, anc~-Ls easy. 
It \.,,as s tl r1 n in g in t 11 t' 
I t r c s t.J a s s s t ll JJ i <J l \' . 
. . 
r1 '1 r-, 1 c·s· 1 C,,,. -""• C _, ':.) ,_ • 
I,ct lJc, let be. 
( 11 Pheasant .. ) (Empl1ases Mine) 
My emphases distingl1ish key lords in an affirmatively 
. 
romantic context. And yet for the notion that human nature 
encroaches on the natural order, this is one of Plath's few 
affirmations. Each stanza has one or several key words, 
which indicate the placement of the utterly recipient 
consciousness in natural time. Even such a word as "tres-
passing" in the context of that natural order has a posi-
tive connotation, for the personal perceives "stupidly," 
which is to say, innocently, or naturally, not imposing a 
categorical impression, not analyzing the parts of totality. 
"Do not kill it. 11 It is through the "uncut grass II she 
wanders -- and she stumbles on integrity with wonder. This 
attitude, rare as it is, links Plath to the American· 
Romantics -- to Emerson's "indolent vision" and Thoreau's 
' 
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but through t!1c ever-present ot 
There was a child went forth ever)' clay, 
And tl1c first ol)ject l1c loo~;.erl t2r:>or1 ,1r1cl 
And tl1at ol)jcct lJcc;-1n1c~ t)z1rt of l1im for tl1e clay 
or a c e 1~ t a i r1 JJ a r t o f t }1 c· 
• 
,-
. or tor 
ma n \' \' e a .rs o r s t 1- c t c 11 i r 1 er c ,., c l e s o f \t e ( 1 1- s • l 3 
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In treating t11e innocent eye, a la~{ir1~J 1)z1rc of one's 
senses in deference to the all, Tony Tanner articulates 
Thoreau's distinction between seeing and looking: 
• The only valuable kind of "seeing" is one 
·aivorced from knowledge, understanding and 
philosophy. These seemed to him to hinder one's 
perfection of "the discipline of looking always 
at what is to be seen," a discipline which he 
devoted his life to mastering. He speaks very 
confidently of the "advantages of ignorance," 
going on to affirm that "a man's ignorance 
is sometimes not only useful but beautiful, 
while his knowledge is oftentimes worse than 
useless, besides being ugly." Understanding 
is an inhibiting not an en~bling power. 
shall see but little way if we require to 
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Clot1ds pass ~nd disperse. 
Are. t· 1·1o~c· ,; .. 1·i ···, •• - ,, -- l.,. t,, .-1 · ·1 c ·~ s 
... ' . ~ •·- of love, those pale 
i r r c t r .i c~ \' a 1) 1 e s ? 
Is it for such I agitate my heart? 
I am incapable of more knowledge. 
What is this, this face 
So murderous in its strangle of branches?--
Its snaky acids kiss. 
It petrifies the will. 
isolate, slow faults 
These are the 
That kill, that kill, that kill. 
("Elm" ) 
If there is an argument between the innocent point of 
view and the sharpened consciousness, then innocence, 
though salutary, teases. Plath looks backwards, from 
her cell of consciousness, able to prescribe innocence, 
. 
but unable to sustain it. 
·"' 
I have· fallen~ long way_ Clouds are flowering 
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Blue and myat icct~ J. over the f :ice of the stare. 
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blue 
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Pi,.rot <)r :H·,·ls ar1d knees! -- The furrow 
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0 f ! . } , • r1 -. C k 
. L • • i -- .. t. " I cannot catch, 
N i~JC.JC: r-c~~.re 
Berries cast dark 
I,ooks 
--
Black sweet blood mouthfuls, 
Shado\vS. 
Something else 
Hauls me through air --
Thighs, hair; 
Flakes from my heels. 
White 
Godiva, I unpeel --
De~d hands, dead stringencies. 
And now I 
Foam to wheat, a glitter of seas. 
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Melta in tho wall. 
Anrl l 
Am tl1t1 .. ,rr0\111, 
The dew that flies 
Suicidal, at one with the dive 
Into tl1c reel 
Eye, the c;1uldron of morning. 
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. th<.! h(i-1~oinc lo\ros hor f aml liar torrora . 
Theodor(? f{octhke 
If in !.tt£_ Be) J, Jar we have the inward jour,ney 
defic·ic~?1t C(1?1SC~iOtl:;f1t:S:~ t1nfolcls, t}1(:l*(: i:.; a?1 t•\r(>ltltion 
• 1n TJ<)c~ t r,,r 
. " 
f . . . o . _ an 1 m c:1 cJ 1 s t 1 c l,. ~., 1 1· t ,., . . (, Cl . . , , ,. , I 
.... 
.~.·l er ,- .-.. (' • f ~ • ,- -1·. ( .·) ., 'l 1- n t-· ', If-. •. ~: • er;.. "' t___ -·,- ,,,. . "'· At l ,... .... _ .J I • _f 
,. 
wh ic~l1 c~\ro 1 \res f ron1 tl1(.. r10 t ion of cJ tl1 c· r11c·~; s ;1 r1ci 1 c~aclt; tJ 1, -
tin1c1tt~ly to tl1e symlJolic clcstrt1c~tic)r1 rJf t11c'. (·CJ<). 
The Colosst1s to Ariel is t}1. C· n1c) 1• :-( -r111 "r1 .. · c-·> f t· 11 ···.-· " - . . • ' . \.... . •. ! t ... ) ..... ,~ ,, 1-r1 :i ·11 V c . .. " L. l, ' . ... . ·· ..... 
'" 
pro j ec tecl ego fas te necl on to ol) j c,c~ ts zi r1c1 011 tcJ s u !)l· r r1,~1 t tJ 1: al, 
mythical corresponc1ences to t11c c11t11onic p1-esenccs \•1it11in. 
In a sense, Plath's esthetic wanderings follow the course 
of the archetypal hero, but withoL1t the ul·timate affirma-
tion·-- the renunciation of the self essential for the 
triumph of the spiritual. If hers is a dialectical 
poetry, there is not so much a synthesis implicit as there 
is a strengthening of the original dark premise. Light, 
life, love -- the positive sides of the dualism -- are 
often rejected as illusory, anesthetic deception: 
.  
Your clear eye is the one absolutely beautiful 
thing. 
I want to fill it with colors and ducks, 
The zoo of the new 
Whose names you meditate·--
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Stalk without wrinkle, 
Pool + •· ... ~- "- \ ••• _. i, "_· ,,- .. ·f' ..... , 14.,.J..,. ~. 
W r-- l'. f'I: c~ .~ '" r ~ .. , 'I "t ' "" ....... i 
Cr) ,· 1.. _1· ·--- \. l' • • ; .. ~. ' (-'·) • • ii b ;Jl. I - ¥ ~ ( .. f •'• ~ ',. .,. ~ . .. \- j,, \ 
The Hero's Guide 
<\,""°',:,,",, •• , ~ Iii' l ii'" ' -. ' ~- ·• flt 
tl1i.s dark 
11 The standard J)atl1 of the mythological adventure 
in t 11 c· r i t es of JJ; 1 s s , t ( r 1.· : s c~ t) . 1 r ~ 1 t i o 11 - - .i. r1 i t i : 1 t i o r1 .. , 
rett1rr1. • .• A }1erc) \f(~r1tt1rc~s fort11 f1-on1 tl1c~ \•.ro1~lcl of 
t }1 e co nm10 n d a 1:l i n to :1 1- c SJ i. on o f s up e r r1 at tl r t1 l 1 • ..r on d e r : 
fabt1 l0L1S forces ~1re tl1en encounterec1 anc1 a c1ecisi ve vic-
tory is won: tl1e hero comes back from this mysterious 
adventure with the power to besto\v boons on 11is fellow 
man. 11 2 The development of Plath's otherness motif follows, 
in part, the hero cycle. Of course the mythological 
journey is nothing more than the descent into the self and 
the triumphal re-emergence into a sphere of god-hood. The 
appropriateness of assuming Plath an executor of this 
metaphor is made clear in looking at the conflicts she 
encounters or creates along the way, and in the statement 
implicit in her journey: that the self is the only 11nd-
scape, and that there are no more models, myths, religions 
to assure us of existential re-integration and around 
which to fashion our rites of passage. The obsession 
with the individual consciousness· is a·reflection on the 
quality of the world. 
1·; 
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myth Ancl r i t11.1 ! 
• "i, • " ' ... W~ ...... t"" I ,- ', ~ ·1 r ' f • ( ~ t , ' • • t ··, t. • l:1 '" ., "4 •. i -- ':. - :II ,t f ' V .. 
t h n 1· 1 • ... , .. "' • j , ( 1 l O .. 1· ,. 1 t..._;. : •- ~ i ' Jg ~ ~ J _. -~ • ·-. { • . ' \-. . ; i ~ 
( ' ·-· ' ~·- . - . . . " . l 11 • • C1 • , l I , t •. ,. ,•, { • () !" ' ' • , .. ' ; I .,_ Ill ,Ii ,I. ~ .,. ... • ., 'I ,, . ~ ·. ,,;_ .. • ~ II- 1 ' , ~ ,. .... f • ~ "'. ' '•,. t ( ... ... ·\ JI. ....... 
. 
.,-, 
l n n O. · ~.·' l 1· li (~ (-.1. i , .,. ... ~ .: ,.,. ( • ' ... " , 
- .' 'I. j, .. (' . ' ~ I t l. .- t.o r(~tJr(~::1ent 
•-
t ll. e. 1" ·~ 'I 1 
- .. , '--. I, ...... l ) 1- l:1 "; 'j 1 r • '..' c; l-) •_,'!'' r,.· • ( ) 'f ·.·.. .,l t ' rn ' '') ( .) 'f • • 'f - • ' f } r , • ' 
... . ·' ... 1' • ' .. ~ -" • * "' '-- . .. ' i' ' \., . .... ~ "' -- ; .. ..;. ,,. ': 
~ ·• 
n1t1s t f ;_tee ;1 lone, 
or, . • . ) -- c-· • • • 1· ., ' ·• f l ·~ . A ) t .l! ... "-~ t I -,,, · _ t _ • ~ i 1nr, 1· on1pt ti, anc1 riot oft en 
Ve r ' :- r'· r r ,-. c • t · 1· ,. • ,-. --1, 1 -1· .· ; . 1 r) • (~ ......... , .. , . '-..• \.\ .. , .. , ... ( ... · .. 
• 
. ( . , . ' .·· l '"'I • 1 . . ·1 ' e n .. 10 .·. J ~ l t .. to~ I . L ( 1. !1 (J i '. r i ( ·, ll ':l J S .. . l ... •.. 1. ., .• t 
'I' 1-1 i s i s o t1 1: f) r o l) l em as 111 C>Cl e r n , 
f o 1~ \•:rl1orn ti 11 c1oc1 s ;1 ncl cl e vi 1 s 
-' 
h a \r C IJ C: C I1 !~ a. t i O !1 , 1 J i. >~ C cl O tl t O f C! )C i S t e Il C e . 11 J J\ t r ll t }1 t 0 
w h i c 11 P 1 a t 11 n1 i g 11 t r c p 1 ~l , "T 11 e re o tl g 11 t , I tho ti g }1 t , to be :\ 
a ritual for being born twice-patched, retreaded and 
approved for t11e road. " 
I should like to try in Chapter III, which 
terms P) .. ath 's final vision a poetry of absence, to compare 
her development, stylistic ana.:·'thernatic, with,· the mytho-
logical hero cycle described by Joseph Campbell. Why is a 
short step beyond the Romantics. She begins with that 
premise. A native of Massachusetts (Boston and Winthrop), 
she is at least geographically equipped to play wi~h those 
influences. Why bother putting Plath's career in a mytho-
logical framework? That in itself, I believe,iis her 
salutary generalness, that which allows me to dismiss so. 
much current criticism as sensationalistic and irreverent . 
The mythical journey, charting a course toward transcen-
dance and ego-representativeness of the archetypal hero--
' -call him Christ, call him Achilles, call him Ishmael --
,· 
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configuratior1s. C l1 r o 11 t) 1 o <] i c·, t 1 l 'l t l1 (: J}Q r~ ms ',.:? 1 i c l1 ri c~ tl l 
. 
Not 
w i t }1 n1 )' t }1 ;i r1 cl c }1 t 11 o r1 i c· p r (~ s (! r1 ct~~ s J) t1 t t (~ r 11 t l1 t~ 111, s ,: .. l ,ore s 111 
jot1rr1f?'/ fasl1ior1 an(l n10\1 c~ fron1 tl1(~ (:Xt<:r·r1al to tltf1 2r1tf~rnal. 
We 1) e CJ i n \aJ i t 11 t 11 e 111 tl s e mot i f , 
appre 11ens i or1 of t }1e \'O ice ,,./it 11 in, 
aln1ost , , I , i ~~1 .i ( - t" 1· C "' ..... 1. .. ~"') . __ -, " 
\. l 1 t. ·1' r lt_ ! f I ' 1' • • J,,. • - • - .. i_ .. ••• • ' 
" the co 1 d c1 e a cl cent e r //\,; }1 e re s !) l i t l i v· cs co r1 ~; c~ a 1 , ·) l1 l I, A 4 .. c 
~ .. ' 0 l, 
stiffen to }1istor}' 11 r "A Birtl1c1Z1'/ r1-c:ser1t II J. 1\ n1 t1 s c~ s t i 11 
implies a guide through the nether rc~lm -- implies~ 
positive determinism in tl1e journe,/ itself. Gr a c1 ll ;i 11 v 
""' 
the muse is rejected, and we are caught in the ~nguish 
of a schizophrenic consciousness -- the ultimate dead-lock 
of one's centrality. The cycle thus uncompleted, we are 
left in a limbo which can only be called the poetry of 
absence. The chronology of the muse poems is as fqllows4 
"The Thin People," "Lorelei," and "The Disquieting Muses" 
were written in 1957. "Twe Sisters of Persephone," 
"Maenad," and "Witch Burning" were written in 1960. 
"Eavesdropper," "Childless Woman," "The Rival," and "Fever 
103°," poems which finalize the tr_ansition from muse to 
schizoid ·consciousness, were written in 1963, the last 
year of Plath • ·s li:f;e. 
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lac] ic~s f,;cx]c1 i11c1 lJ\" r1icr}1t dl~OllI1cl rn\~ l 1 r~(], ~·1C)t1tz1lc!SS, ' , , e\reless 
" '' , 
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Her n1t1sc~s a.r.--c c:\ric]c·r1t:t l l\" n10\1c:lec1 on C~i1.it-ico 's feature-
less r.) • II f 1~JlJ res. ·- I r1 c"i c c: c·I t } 1 c .i rn a g e s ,"1 r c ~1 p fJ r op r i at e l ":l 
surrez1listic and u.n1plif~~r' t11e unkno\.;a}Jle dynamics of the 
. creative consciousness. First, a fairy-tale atmosphere 
is establis11ed. The surrealistic landscape and t11e fairy-
tale have in common the tone of subconsciously recognized 
archetypes. Both subscribe to a dream-level of reality. 
The muses are, in some respects, reminiscent of the weird 
sisters of MacBeth: 
-· , ~ .. 
. -- " 
. f . .:I'' 
' •· '1 . 
Mother, mother, what ill-bred aunt 
Or what disfigured and unsightly 
" 
Cousin did you so unwisely keep 
Unasked to my christening, that she 
Sent these ladies in.her stead 
With heads like· darning eggs to nod 
And nod and nod at foot and head 
•' 
.. , 
..... And at the le.ft side of my crib? 
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In tl1e s11~1c1ov.r c;::1st 1)\' n1\' c1ismal-headed 
,41 .. 
Godn1otl1ers, anc1 ~~{OU cried and cried: 
And tl1e shado\v stretched, the 1 ights went out . 
Emily Dickinson and Sylvia Plath share an affinity 
for both the witch-imagery and the inadequate-mother meta-
phor. In "Muses," we see Plath rejecting her parent and 
declaring a blood relation to a mythological-archetypal 
heritage. The true dark triumphs over the false light 
. 
which is the light of sentimentality, "the dull and easily 
duplistic wash of sun."6 The poet's function is to explore 
otherness, apprehended in terms of the Qccult. The muse 
will soon become the dftppleganger. 11 'I am one of the 
. lingering bad ones,' Emily says in faintly disguised 
self-assertion, · for the Transcendentalists s.aw acknowl-
~ edged sin as a means to grace. With Sylvia the paradox 
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1. e ,] r 11 e cl , I 
car 
From rnt1ses t1nl1ired b}' )'Otl, cle;1r rnot}1er, 
I woke one day to see you, mother, 
F 1 oat i n g a lJo \' e n1 c i n 1J l t1 c s t a i r 
• 
On a green balloon 1Jrig11t \•.rit11 a million 
F 1 O\•/ e rs a nc1 1J 1 u e b i r c1 s t 11 Z1 t n e \' e r \\1 e re 
Never, never, f ot1nd c:1nV\v11e re. 
... 
But the little planet bobbed away 
Like a soap-bubble as you called: 
here~ 
Come 
And I faced my traveling companions. 
Day now, night now, at head, side, feet, 
They stand their vigil in gowns of stone, 
Faces blank as the day I was born, 
Their shadows long in the setting sun 
That never brightens or goes down. 
And this • the kingd.om bore to, J.S you me 
Mother, mother. But frown of I .no mine 
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Plath ~··,c· 1 l ,. 
.. ~- • . ~-- "' . I f di r~/-t al(· mt)tl1e r or inc iole 
..,,, *- •. 
to t}1r· d ir. 
1 if r· ; 1 !. i r1<·· i. t) 1 (· :!:: {l 1 ·n~c111 i c· i~;;rn. 
- . 
r J 1 ·1 •~ l c· '1 ts e t" }1 l- c··) • ' t• l1 m· .. ·~ jc -1 • . , f l •. .. 1 = \c. .-;, ... o, t1, . " .; • t" L ( . -1: ,~ 
IJ. h<-.·)r 1 • •'.i·!1 .. f. · .. 11"11··,111.· ·.l 1 1·.f,:.r ----·· ... _ """" l.. " .. "'· .-.. 4,__ ~ l ~ ' 1" " {. Ai\. • . 11.__, • .. 
.. 
'l1 l1c imc1gc~s s11c: ass i~1ncs tl1c motl1e r-
Sa ''<' ,.. ·1"\ r:, 1· S lln t .-.. -1 (-·, 11 "'l}) l C I ' ':I ,':> 4 ~ "" l, . ( "' l C 1 . . -- I ... s 11 e is s i_n1 p 1 'i' 1) Ll t t in g m i n1 c) s i s to 
rest. I t is th c~ 1 Jo c t \a/ho f i n a l l '.' 1~ e l ea s es t 11 c rn o t 11 c r in to . ~ 
an in1 age - - 1 o ,., c l ").' an c1 ll n r ca 1 is t i c as i t is fr a i 1 . That is 
not to say that truth to the muse, or loyalty to the demonic, 
precludes the light. It is to say that one must discover 
and ~1nderstar1c1 the adventure of one's own terms. Ultimately, 
Plath's statement is a description of her journey, from 
existential inter-relatedness to essentialist autonomy. 
The evolution from must to an "appreciation" of 
chthonic energy to the split consciousness is imminent. 
In The Colossus volume, Plath imposes a restraint on her 
discovery which makes the movement into Ariel dramatic 
indeed. "Ted Hughes, in some remarks on the chrono-
logical order of Sylvia Plath's • • • poetry notes that the 
'opposition of a prickly, fastidious defence and an inuni-
J 
nent volcano is, one way or another, as element in all 
. ~her early poems. ' The earlier the poems, as we can now . ~ ' } . 
see, the more powerful th·e defEilnsive forces of containment. 
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g i n r1 i r1 <J t 11 c c 11 co t1 11 t·. c r \"" i t l1 o t l1 c r 11 cs s , ,1 s e !) a r a t i o 11 o f t he 
lic1!1t :1r1c1 da1~k forces so tl1z1t t1ltin1z1tcl'l \•ll1olcn.css n1a\r lJe r.-'' 
... ~ 
acl1ic\1ed. There is a Melvillian order to be found in 
.. Lo 1-e 1 e i . 11 'rl1 e t l1 em e o f enc 11 a n t n1 e r1 t rec u rs a r1c1 rec tl rs i n 
P 1 at 11 ' s poet r y , but enc }1 a n t n1 e 11 t for i-·1 e 1 \' i 11 e , a 1 t 11 o t1 sr 11 
it poses risks, is often a source of great existential 
affirmation, 10 anc1 for Plat11 the am})iguity leads to a 
sense of menace and annihilation. Wateri for example, 
in Moby-Dick, is the clear, clear medium, treacherous in 
its appearance of calm, beautiful in its unfathomable 
mystery. Ishmael overeornes the experience of annihilation 
through sheer love. Plath anticipates annihilation an 
ultimate reality. Her stylistic quest was to unify the 
/ image and the urge -- to strip the poem of "substance" 
and move into a realm which became movement itself . 
• • . The greatest affirmation in Melville's _Romantic 
masterpiece is Ishmael's articulation of ,man's cycles o·f 
belief and d_is-belief. Rebi·rth is assured as we, pass 
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But 
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void is also z1 kincl of c]catl1 -- tl1e c1catl1 t111~0L1~111 con-
vention whicl1 was suggested i n ti T 11 e D i sq tl i c t i r1 er .0 i t1 s e s • *' 
... ,-
Life-deniers are not spared the wratl1 of Platl1 1 s judgment. 
11 Tl1e rrl1in People" are tl1e deatl1-in-life 1Jetokening a 
Calvinist rigidity, a "witl1ering kingsl1ip. 11 
;, -- j \ 
\, 
'l I •-
.. ~-· -~ 
They are always with us, the thin people 
Meager of dimension as the grey people 
On a movie screen. 
Are unreal, we say: 
They 
It was only in a movie, it was only 
In a war making evil headlines when we 
Were small that they famished and 
Grew so lean and would not round 
Out their stalky limbs ,a:gain thou_gh :p·~~c-e· 
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Into at~ r b~1cJ c! l"'f~ :1mr;, their menace 
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Bt1 t 
rich and deep enough 
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Battalions. See, 110\tJ the tree boles flatten 
Anc1 lose t}·1eir good browns 
If tl1e t11ir1 people simply stand in the 
forest, 
Making the world go thin as a wasp's nest 
And greyer; not even moving their bones. 
Beyond the obvious turn-about, that the victim can become 
the torturer, is a disparagement of life-deniers, flunkies 
of aonvention. This was also Whitman's bone of contention. 
Life-deniers are turned off not only to sensuous experi-
ence but also oblivious to the dualistic nature of man: 
• 
• 
Behold a secret silent loathing and despair . 
No husband, no wife, no friend, trusted to 
hear confesiion, 
.A.nether self, a duplicate of every one, 
skulking and hid~ng it goes 
Formless and wordless t.hrougll the · s-t.r.eets of 
8.·0 
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but never of itself. 
Boundaries cause p~rt of the despair which 
Colors p 1 ·1t· 1) ! s c·Tt1··;(_' !" •. .. C _ .. ti. • ,_ _, - t_ .. , _) \.,,_.. • 
.~ 
'I' l1 c f i r s t s t (~ J) i r1 t o t }·1 e ll n k n O\al n 
1 e ad S t O -. n ·. ··1 t ~ -1 1· - () r·1 ·• s- s 
. . i: A, .. .. i_ ... ( " • "----· l. cO' .. '-.,, ' p e r l1 a p s ~-1 IJ e n c t r a t i on. o f J) o ll r1d a r i es 
-- con\re r1 t ior1, a 1~t if ice, ro 1 es -- a nc1 a sul)scc11-1e 11t r1eces sary 
transgression. 'rl1c seconcl step leac1s tl1e ql1ester to a 
realizc1tion of human limitations \v11ich, if not accepted, 
are cause for disparagement, because they prohibit a merge 
with essence. 
'.• 
The flesh stands in the way of ubiquity. 
Little poppies, little hell flames, 
Do you do no harm? 
You flicker. I ·cannot touch you. 
' I put my hands among the flames. Nothing 
burns. 
And it exhausts me to watch you 
• 
Flickering like that, wrinkly anq clear red, 
J 
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I f I <:~ o tJ l r! 11 l c cc1 , or s l e e p ! - - -
~01 l1 ti rt 1 i k e t hat ! 
Or your liquors seep to me, in this glass 
c,apst1 le, 
Dulling and stilling. 
But colorless. Colorless. 
("Poppies in July .. ) 
We have not vet moved into the remorseless Plath 
... 
fat a 1 i s rn . S t i 11 \\" e cl e a l , i n 'r 11 c c, o 1- o s s 1--1 s , \oJ i t 11 an a mb i v a -
-·--· -----
lent attachment to mac1ness anc1 c1c;~:L}1. Bounc1aries at t11is 
juncture exist to be passec1 t11roug11. Mythically, the 
strange territory bordering the familiar must be hazarded. 
"Lorelei" bears the enchantment of the unfamiliar. There 
is a risk involved, but a risk of maenadic release --
death by the unknown forces in the self. 
It is n~ight to drown in: 
A full moon, river lapsing 
Black beneath bland mirror-sheen, 
The Blue water-mists dropping . 
. . '
Scrim after scrim like fishnets 
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rise, their limbs oonderous 
W . • l t !) 
.. 
l1 ;1 i r l1 c a ,.r i t! r 
Tl1 :1 f') s cti l tJt eel zna rl) le . 
... 
Of a world more full and clear 
Than can be. 
float 
It is the archetypal journey into the unfamil.iar, that 
projectecl, c n11) l c n1 ~ 1 t i c r1 e t l1 e 1-,.,, o r l c1 0. f c• p ,. ... ·.• 11 l r·-i t r11 {• J") ,, -· > ,. ,c< - • \_ . 'Ill -II ,l .. j. t ,, ____ , • t.... • 
see in rrl1e ColosstlS Zl prepart1t ior1 ,- ' , 1· o r- ·- 11 ~ .. • ... t...~. L ] 0 l l !~ !1 (~ ~l . 
\ve can 
Plat 11 
is not \ret comfortable in the c1ec.isj_or1 to en1lJ;1rk. ., I-Ia rd-.. 
cast le Crags, 11 for example, re leases t}1e persona into t11e 
landscape of the soul, but she retreats before the threat 
of annihilation becomes actual. 
Flintlike, her feet struck 
Such a racket of echoes from the steely 
street, 
. ,.... 
'Tacking in moon-blued crooks from the black 
Stone-built town, that she heard the quick 
air ignite 
Its tinder and shake 
A firework of echoes from wall 
To wall of the ·dark, dwarfed cottages. 
· .But the echoes di~d at her back as the 
walls 
.... 
, .,, I L 
1 .. ; 
' .... 
. ., 
• .• I 
• 
Gavo w.,,.-. to field• tand tho incos1nnt 11oott1e ., 
• •, • ~# " I• 1 Ji , , ; ( T 
• .. • ' 1 . : 
;\ moon-l1-01~ n·rl ffca 
Moves on its root. 
\,.1t O \J ?1 c! 
Up from the fissured valley and hung 
s l1 o ti l cl c r -11 i g l1 
Ahead, it fattened 
To no family-featured ghost, 
. The 1) 1 Z1 r1 k mooc:1 s l1e \•l zi l kcci tn. Once past 
The drean1-J)eopled vi 11~1sJc, l1er e~/es 
entertained no dream, 
And the sandman's dust 
Lost luster under her footsoles. 
The long wind, paring her person down 
To a pinch of flame, blew its burdened 
whistle 
In the whorl of her ear, and like a 
scooped-out pumpkin crown 
Her head cupped the babel. 
All the riight gave her, in return 
For the paltry gift of her bulk and the beat 
Of her heart was the humped indifferent iron 
·C>f its hills, and its pastures bordered by 
... 
black stone set . 
On black stone~ aatne 
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t:l1eir shadows 
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Un;1 l tac rec] lJ'/ C\"CS • 
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Enougl1 to snt1ff the q·uick 
Of l1er sn1(:1ll l1eat out, but before the 
\ve igl1t 
Of stones and hills of stones could break 
Her down to mere quartz grit in that stony 
light 
She turned back. 
The sense of movement in this poem is overwhelming. The 
persona is released to timelessness, which is absolute 
time, alone in the "dream-peopled village." The stone-
imagery~ even as it is applied to otherwise animate 
"creatures" is consistent. The landscape is not yet 
• filled with presences or projections, but with a pro-
found silence and a world of impermeable solids. The 
landscape in "Lorelei" begins to fill with presences. 
'' Menace is a dominant tone in Plath's poetry -- her am-
. biguous attitude toward deat·h, death in the greater sens.e -
the· final release of the anguished soul irtto essen9e. The 
' . 
.. 8.5 
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we 11 a s f a s c i n a t e cl 11 e 1- : a pp rt'· } 1 i. ~ n s i o r1 s o f l t 1 r k i n. er n1 c~ r1 ~1 c e , 
more likel\' to test enclurar1c~c thr-1n ~jO':/, ~ire~ ;~c~1cion1 :1l)sent ... 12 
We can see f o.r ex(~n11J le, t }1c n10 ti f of e r1c 11 :111 L rne: n t l)ecomi ng 
menace. The rec1uction of t11e persona in 11 \vutl1ering 
Heig11ts" to a "black stone, black stone" is the destruc-
tion one courts if the song of the Lorelei is heeded. 
These poems are literally phases of her journey. 
with the tone of menace, however real the menace, 
Along 
• lS a 
sense of compulsion. Heeding one's voices, the adventure 
of one's own terms, recognizing the song of the Lorelei 
as a first step toward understanding or madness, is reject-





Sisters, your song 
Bears a burden too weighty 
For the whorled ear's listening· 
Here, in a we.11--stee·red country, 
Under a balanced r.ule·r. 
Deranging by ha .. rmo·ny· 
\. 
. , 
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into it and \1as drowned. . in1:1 ge , \ve Oll r-
s e 1 v e s s e c i r1 z1 .1 l 1~ i \" c 1~ s a n cl o c e a n s • It is t11e image 
of t 11 e u n g 1- ,:1 s 1) :11) l c l) l1 a n to n1 o f 1 i f e , and th i s i s the key 
to it all. 1113 Plat11's self-absorption is self-defeating, 
as has been shown in The Bell Jar. The voices in "Lorelei" 
tease -- can not yet be trusted. They promise the relief 
sought by the suicide, but it • lS, at this point, a suicide 
of enchantment -- capricious, insidious. Death equals 
escape and would put an end to voices and the mundane 
order, but it would be the cessation of the cycle at its 
lowest point, and the heights and the other qualities 
signified'by death must still to be discovered. 
You lodge 
On the p.itcheq ree_fs o·! nightmare, 
. . 
.. ,,.,., .... ·. 
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O f '/ o t1 1~ i cc - l1 c: a rt e cl c ;1 l 1 i r1 g - -
cJeotl1s . 
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0 r i ,.,. (; r , I s e c cl l~ i f t i 11 g 
Deep in your flux of silver 
Those great goddesses of peace . 
. 
Stone, stone, ferry me do\1n there. 
It is a death which seeks an end to frenzy. "Wuthering 
Heig}1ts II takes the internal voices and 11angs them, quali-
tatively, on the world. Plath explores the truth of 
finitude, the world of reducibles. The. nightmare land-
scape becomes populated. The consciousness, still integ-
ral, projects itself outward. Both "The Disquieting Muses" 
and "Lorelei" are '2olossus poerns,-and she is, at that stage 
of the journey, positing as theory what will later become 
the very process of becoming. "The Disquieting Muses," 
for example, carries the suggestion that anything can 
become apparitional horror. But it is only in the later· 
poems that the persona herself becomes the horror. "I·n 
The Colossus Sylvia Plath, the restrained acrobat, resists 
giving herself over th'at wholly to her art. By being 
:a, car<;ful, painstak.ing c.raftsman, she. h-as her unifying 
ntoments, forcing, '.fu·sing her poems: and the:ir, .forms, but, 
:I 
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A nc1 t l1 e i r f i n e l i r1 t! s . singe 
The air to orange 
Before tl1e distances they pin evaporate, 
Weighting the pale sky witl1 a solictcr color. 
But they only dissolve and dissol\re 
Like a series of promises, as I step forward. 
It is the uttering of a consciousness adrift in a universe 
void of law. Only one thing in Plath's universe seems 
certain: the dominance of blackness -- not necessarily 
evil in any absolute state -- but a great menacing ambi-
guity. And Plath, unlike the Romanticists, could not 
,. 
accept ambiguity with a philosophical turn-about, affirming 
love. "Through all the thick mists of the dim doubts in 
my mind, divine intuitions now and then -shoot, enkindling 
my .fog with a heavenly ray. And for all this. I thank God; 
for all have doubts: many deny: but doubts or denials, few 
along with them, have intuitioris. Doubts of all things 
e·a.rthl.Y,. and .intuition:s of some ·things heq.v.enly; this 
I· .•• 
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There is no life higher than the grasstops 
Or tl1e hearts of 1,,J i nc1 
Eve1~\rtl1inc1 ir1 one c1irc?c~tion. 
·" 
I can f cf) 1 it t r,/ i r1g 
. " 
TO f ll 11 I1 e l I11 ':' }1 C <1 t Zl \•/ ct y . 
If I pa'/ t11e 1-oots of the heather 
Too close c1tte11tion, the,/ \vill invite me 
To whiten my bones among them. 
Tunnel vision. The world depicted in the poetry of absence 
is through the wrong end of a telescope. Distance is the 
matter. Unrelatedness. The persona is always being acted 
on, forever passive, forever victimized. This passivity 
informs the schizophrenic cul de sac of The Bell Jar. 
Chapter II of this thesis has posited Esther Greenwood and 
Isabel Archer as opposite character types. Isabel not only 
J represents infinite possibility and, subsequently, the 
choice of .one's own destiny, she initiates her own action., 
bad judg.rnent notwith~tanding. Esthe~r represents a ki:nd_ of 
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i s t 11 c t1 l t i n1 :·1 t e cl e s t r t1 c~ t i 1.· c· s ll l) s t .i t ll t e \•l l'1 i c 11 s tl r g e s . 1n 
t o f i 11 t 11 C; ,., a c t1 t1 n1 \·: 11 (· I~ c t 11 e .re i s no 1.-e l c1 t c c1 r1 e s s . 11 1 6 
Rollo Ma}'' s conm1or1sc~r1sc approac11 to t11e sc11izoid-metaphor 
can be appliec1 to Plc1tl1 's art. The inunense \riolence, the 
movement in any given poem and the images t11emselves, 
coupled with her overw-helming statement of futility, 
a striking parallel to May's love and will thesis. 
• 1S 
Otherness, it has been suggested, is the aware-
ness of limits. The flesh stands in the way of ubiquity; 
the mind shall never know a mystical sympathy with nature. 
Otherness, an existential anguish, prompts a search for 
essence. But I am not sure that in the schizoid world, 
and ·in Plath's scheme, otherness is not just one of many 
last straws, the final defeatism. The dialestic exhausts 
itself. Opposites become irrelevant. The individual core 
-
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-: . ' . ... . . . ~, .. , . ., . . . ... .. ,.~ / ar1c'1 t.l1c sea expl(Xling 
Witl1 no 1)otton1, or anytl1ir1g on tl1e otl1er side 
of it I 
Whi ter1ed by the faces of the drowned. 
No\v it is onl~y" gloon11,, a durnp of rocks --
Leftover solc1iers from old, messy wars. 
The sea cannons into their ear, but they don't 
budge. 
Other rocks hide their grudges under the water. 
( 
11 Finisterre") 
Esther does not ask why. Unlike Isabel Archer, 
she never confronts failure or, in the Jamesian scheme, 
bad choice -- Isabel confronts her failure; reconstructs 
the events that have brought her to the end of possibility. 
"Suffering, with Isabel, was an active condition; it was 
........ 
,.hot a chill, a stupor, a despair; it was a passion of 
·t:hought, of spe.culation, of response to every pres~ure. 11 17. 
, . , 
' 
-Esther .cannot bear the. notion of confrontation. , That is 
. (. . 
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"Pray do; but I don't say I shall always think 
your remonstrar1ce jt1st." 
"Very like11, not. You're too fond of your own 
ways." 
"Yes, I think I'm very fond of them. But I 
always want to know the things one shouldn't do. 11 
"So as to do them?" asked her aunt. 
"So as to choose," said Isabel."18 
Even though Isabel's quest is fated from the outset, her 
gestures toward freedom are magnificent. Esther's is not 
even a gesture. She records victimization with the 
tolerable solipsism of precocious adolescence. 
"Wuthering Heights," to return, makes of the· 
pathology an imagistic masterpiece. Thematically, it 
' is the identity looking for ~ place and a destiny. The 
.. quest, of course, is never overtly stated, and 'yet the 
movement in the poem suggests th~· entire universe un-
settled •. World G>rd:e.r is reQuced. :to a poi.nt .o.f view, . .,. 
9"3 · 
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Tl1e lJlack slots of tl1eir pupils take me in. 
I t i s .1 i k e l) c· i r1 ( J rn ;1 i l cc 1 i n t o s pa c e , 
. A t 11 in, s i l l ~r rnc: s s ;1 g e. 
They stand ~bot1t in grandmotherly disguise, 
All \-.rig Cllrls ,1nc1 ~/ello\v teetl1 
And hard, marbly baas. 
I come to wheel ruts, and water 
Limpid as the solitudes 
That flee through my fingers. 
Hollow doorsteps go from grass to grass; 
Lintel and sill have unhinged themselves. 
Of people the air only 
Remembers a few odd syllables. 
It· rehearses them moaningly7 
' Black stone, black stone. 
I 
The_ .beg·inning of sta.nza ·rv ("I come to wheel ruts,· and 
·w_ate.r'') executes imagistically, concretely, the tone of 
-stanza I. The world pa$ come· unhinged. Death is the 
:u_ltimat.e -reality -·-. not :-~ :re?·l-ea.s·e., b.ut -a -gr~a-t _·,vacu·ity • 
. -I~ 
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be t \•/ C C !1 t !le l .i t 11 i c: i !11 !) l l 1 s C , \•l !1 i Ch s C c~ }: s !J c:1 1: t i C i p ;1 t i On 
witl1ot1t co11sc.iol1s c]iscriminatior1, (.1r1c] tl1e active, n1echani-
cal f~ct of life itself. 11 I-Ier entire body of \aJork can 
be understood best as a transaction -- out of silence 
into the dark 
-- with ot}1erness: call it death, or The 
Stone, or as she came to call it, 'stasis in darkness' 
('Ariel'), 'great stasis' ('Years'), in the first book 
such negotiations taking the form of a dialogue ('your 
voices lay siege. 
• . promising sure harborage'), which 
is to say taking a form; while in the later poems she is 
speaking from a point of identification with stasis 
which is complete, resolved, irreversible ('the cold, 
dead center/Where split lives congeal and stiffen to 
history') -- she is on the other side, within the.Deathly 
.Paradise, so that it is the triumph Qf the final style 
" \ extinction indivisible. 
• • 
to make expression and 
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To 1 ti tl 11 ci r '/ , '-·l i t 11 a c 1 a s s i c lJ t111 c 11 o f 
.... 
sl10c: ts 
Upr~iscd, as a hand, emblematic of farewell. 
A t t 11 i s 1 o i n t be t \v e c n t \•/ o \•lo r 1 cl s a 11cl t \•Jo 
en t i r ,-. 1 \' 
.. 
Incomp~1t .i.1Jle modes of time, the raw material 
.... 
Of our me~t-and-potato thoughts assumes the 
nimbus 
Of ambrosial revelation. 
The waking state becomes analogous to a suspension be-
tween kingdoms. But dreams, connotative of an, a paradise, 
are insufficient, themselves delusory. And no guides 
walk the consciousness from kingdom to kingdom. It is as 
if Dante's Virgil had been reduced to .11 a classic bunch of 
sheets/Upraised, as a hand, emblematic of farewell." In 
this poem Plath is conunenting objectively on an experi-
enc.e, and there is more the tone of effort, trying to 
pu:11 common experience into an order of description, than 
t:he tone which constitutes the lat:~r dynamic of a con-
·sciousness trying ·to tack itself onto ~xperience. There-
......... -
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are a few of the 
T11e poetic 
process undergoes an in\1crsion with her maturity. A. 
Alvarez ostensibly objects to the formal restraint, the 
"exercise" tone of the early poems. To Alvarez, the 
imagistic control e?{hibited in such a poem as "The 
(;host's Leavetaking" reads false. She has not yet found 
her own voice. In a sense, the process moves from an 
internal stimulus to the generalized description. "The 
Lorelei" or "The Disquieting Muses," for example, takes 
an internal experience and hangs it on a mythical or fabu-
listic framework. Later it is the external which cues 
identity -- the external which suggests a state of con-
.. 
I 
-sciousness • "O Nature, and O soul of man! how far 
beyond all utterance are your linked ~nalogies! not th·e 
J 
smallest atom stirs or lives in mg.tter, but has its cunning 
duplicate in m·;i.nd .• "20 -
.;-:; . 
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into an incort)or.1tior1 of p}1enon1c~r1a. ti ·1· n C ·" jj, Jt 
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SC? J f-(]e-
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t a k i n g ' t }1 e s t1 lJ j cc t i s no m i r1 (-1 l l \"' ,; e r \' pc~ r s () r1 ;i 1 - - i t ' s ~ ~ .. 
about t }1e \v c1 \' cl 1~c an1s st t1 \' \•lit 11 \'Oll \•.rl1c ri '/Oll .first \va ke ,..,. .. ... ... 
up -- but tl1e effect is prec1on1ir1antl)' of \rer~l brilliant 
scene-setting. In 'Poppies in October, ,21 on the other 
hand, what starts as a description finishes as a way of 
defining her own state of mind. This, I think, is the key 
to the later poems; the more vivid and imaginative the 
details are, the more resolutely she turns them inwards. 
The more objective they seem, the more subjective they, 
in fact, become" (emphasis !TlineJ. 2 2 
"The paradox of creation, the coming of the 
forms of time out of eternity, is the germinal secret 
of the father. It can never be quite explained. There-
fore, in every system of theology there is an u~bilical 
point, an Achilles tendon which the finger of mother life 
. -has touched, and where the possibility of perfect know-
.l~dg·e has been impaired. The problem o·f the hero is to 
r 
. " 99· 
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perf(~Ct 
\t/hat l \,a1ar1t b:-,ck is \•thilt I was 
Bo fo ., .. t• ~ ... _:--· ~- l)c;(!, lJ, .. f C)J:"(! tl1c }:ni fe, 
Br~ f C) !. c· l1 r ()OC' j 1- l) i fl ;\ f1c! t !)(" 
l·Io 1- (~ • c~ f ·1. tl (• n t- 1· r1 " " ' (.. 'Ii . ,ia . 
--,-,; • • :.=..J- ,. Cl 
.. 
t " !1<? 
s;1 l ve 
A pl :1 c~ (}, a tin1c aor1(:! out of mind. ,--'' 
-
( II trl1(; I, . 11 ) :, 'le - n1 o t e 
" ' 
Plath often sees the mythic as the unifying 
factor of all human experience. Not only, in t11ose poems 
which constitute the father-motif, does s11e allude to the 
Orest lia, but in II I Want, I iv ant II s11e plays wi t11 the 
archetypal image of the cannibal father. Rejected by the 
mother-principle, the hero must come to terms with the 
more demanding, world-oriented father-principle. Only 
when fear of the father is overcome can the hero receive 
father love, which has at root equality and approval. 
This search for equality and approval informed the quest 
in The Bell Jar. In the poetry, however, Plath puts the 
search in rites of passage ideology. It is as if the 
poetry itself ·was ritual-surrogate ·for the poet. 
·:-~ ..• 
Open-mouthed, the baby god 
Immense, bald, though b·aby-headed, 
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-Cried out for the mother's dug. 
Dr}, - e y eel , t he i n \f e t c r ;1 t c !) 11 t r i ti r ch 
Ra i s e c1 }1 i s rn c n o f s k i r1 , 1 r1 c! 1 ) c1 r: L~ , 
Ba r l) s o 11 t }1 c~ c 1.~ O\tl r1 o f er i 1 t I 1. ~ r 1 · ... · i r e , 
Thorr1s or1 t lie }Jloo~l \~ rosc-s tern . 
• 
( 
11 I \\7 a r1 t , I \-J a r1 t " ) 
Only when the fear is overcome can both sides of nature 
and human nature be acceptc?c1 -- tl1e 1Jc::1t1t,/ of t}1e rose 
and the "thorns on tl1e 1Jlooc1~/ rose-sten1. 11 Acceptance 
of the mythic father means responsibility for tl1e self 
and for that world which the self enters into. Accep-
tance of myth also, as a reality equal in force to the 
world of phenomena, contributes to the dialectic. 11 Full 
Fathom Five" posits the Romantic conflict between eternity 
and man-time, and also presents a mythical father, now 
in a protean form, as the "umbilical point. 
• . where 
the possibility of perfect knowledge has been impaired. 11 24 
,.,;;.. .. _ ., 
- . 
A.11 obscurity 
Starts with a danger: 
Your dangers are many. I 
Cannot look much. but your fo~m 
suffers 
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Age beat like rains 
On tl1e unbeaten channels 
l . . . 
.. 1noa 
Of tl1e ocean. 
ancl 
Suct1 sage l1umor 
Durance are whirlpools 
To make away \vi t11 tl1e ground-




Acceptance of polarity as practical and spiritual 
law necessitates an understanding of the opposites within. 
Where, traditionally in the Romantic scheme, the great 
negative principles must be encounte·red, symbolically 
entered into, ultimately· accepted so that experience itself 
exerts a great regenerative force, Plath never settles for 
the amoiguous nature of experience. Indeed, the only 
experience which is pa.lpable is the inner experience, and 
bit by.bit, the poems become burdened with· a kind of soul-
···· . 
sickness: "The soul begins to.tremble into stillness/To 
die into the labyrint.h of itself! .. 25 
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Empty, r echo to thn lo~at footf~ll, 
f··c-, .... " •.·· .• ) ' 'L ,. i ( ) < • • 
~-- . ~ • . . .. • I 
'W -< ·-- It !· ~ , . .., ,.- f ' • t 
.,.(), 1 .... - •• t.,. 
.. ~ ,~~ft 
.. ' .~, ... r,. -~"> 
·1 . :. :' ~ .. ,.. . _..:, -~ ),t(.•·~ J ••. () 
Nun - he a rt ed a nd l) l i r:<: ~ c) 1 1:, · \•: o r l ci .. Ma r bl e 
1 1' 1 1 , • (; 
. ... .. '. ... 
Exhale their pallor like scent. 
I imi?tgi11(: n1\,sc\l.f \•::iti1 :1 <:Jr(~.·it ptiblic, 
Mot l1e 1- of a \.JI1 it e Nike z1r1cl se '/C! r ;~ 1 l)a ld-eyed 
Apollos. 
Instead, the dead injure me attentions, 
anc1 not }1 i r1sJ can l1appen. 
The moon lays a hand on my forehead, 
Blank-f~ccd and mum as a nurse. 
( "Sn1a 11 IIours 11 ) 
Negative principles are separable as negative principles 
only because of man's inability to accept or comprehend 
an overwhelming cosmic unity. The liberation of the 
consciousness means that such terms which describe the 
negative qualities of experience -- death, annihilation, 
darkness, evil, ---are no longer valid in an absolutist 
sense. All qualities are governed by a greater harmony --
yin becomes yang, yang, yin. 26 Generally the Romantic 
consciousness comes to recognize these shifting realities 
:as incomprehensible, and comes hence, to cherish imper-
fection in the universe. That is to say, also, the Ro-
mantic co;:isciousness comes to accept limitations., Plath 
I . 
accepts neither inconsistencies nor limitations. 
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Grad ti al l\r, 
·• 
i n t e 1~ r1 : 1 1 J) e c t1 l i ; 1 r o 1-c1 e r . 
• come 
t o a c c e !) t t 11 c n1 ti s c') ( o f '' I.Jo re le i '' a nc] '' 'r 11 e D i s q tl i e t i 11 SJ 
Muses") no longer as tl1at c1emonic force ot1tsic1e t11e self, 
but as a state of being making her "intimate \•lith a 11airy 
spirit," incorporating the muse, the demonic, as the 
source of otherness. 
I inhabit 
The wax image of myself, a doll's body. 
Sickness begins here: I am a dartboard for 
witches. 
Only the devil can eat the devil out. 
/ 
In the month of red leaves I climb to a 
bed of fire. 
f''Wi tch Burning") 
r:t .. i:s. no :longer enough to say that limits stand in the 
way of discovering essence. Nor is it enough to say 
that the conflict, precluding A understanding .of· essence, 
. ' . 
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Things aren't 
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-
--
,_ ... ( . 
.. . ... 
. . " 1 . '1.~, .. ,, r.1-ri-~ , 
•• 1, .• ( •••• ,1 •• (. _. l11~J. The)' almost purr. 
\• ! () r It c· 11 ) 1 ,• _.. . i <-? , 
beyond the self, but it 
. is an 
i t \•/ i t }·1 n1 C tl !1 i I1 g . If r_.Javers is 
• 1S 
C O r l~ ·l ~--~ t·  1· n . . ' (_, I..~ -- ' " • ·1 S C'°' ·, .,- •· ··1 1· I" l. 11 g ; • ., .. L. ,._ l.. ' . . • . an emblematic l1ierarchy in Plath's 
work, t 11 e n II I3 l ~1 ck !~ o o k i n I~ a i n v \"/ e at 11 e r " i s P 1 a t 11 r s O\v n ~ 
--
conu11cI1t on t11e em}J.lem-seeking consciot1sness. Inspiration 
has been reduced to legerdemain, and if Plath has to 
choose between the incontestable solidity of the banal 
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On the stiff twig up there 
Hunches a wet black rook 




I do not expect a miracle 
' 
:Or an acci~dent 
To set the sight on fire 
In my eye, nor seek 
Any more in the desultory weather some de·s,i:g:n., 
1-04. , 
- i:-' 







.. -............ . 
W' ~ f,_,r'l' 1· II ., .,. ·.; ,\,_-' :,,. ~. 
l c.1n ·t l1onestly complain: 
A c~ (· r t a i 11 n1 i r1 o r l i tJ i1 t 
I~ap incandescent 
!i~· t 1· l ] 
. .. .,.. . " ... 
Out of kitchen table or chair 
A S l. f- t1· C n } f'\ S •· ·1· ~,, ] 
. '"·- . ,c'l,;;:;,,=•"·l ..... (~ .• 
Possess ior1 of tl1e rnost ol)t t1se objects now and 
tl1c11 --
Thus }1allo\•.ring an interval 
0 t }1 e 1-,..; i S C i n c: 0 !1 s (~ CT ll (~ I1 t 
.,i, 
By bestowing largess, honor, 
One n1igl1t sa:':{ love. At any rate, I now walk 
Wary (for it could happen 
Even in this dull, ruinous landscape): sceptical, 
Yet politic; ignorant 
Of whatever angel may choose to flare 
Suddenly at my elbow. I only know that a rook 
Ordering its black feathers can so.shine 
As to seize my senses, haul 
My eyelids up, and- granf 
A. b.rief ·respite from fear 
Of tot.al neutrality. With luck, 
trekking .. stubborn through this season 
Qi fatigue, I shall· 
_P·a-tch together .. a .content· 
'.,t·•, 
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Fore ~_-_ l-, ·1 .. -l_,- ~ J ( ' - r • r (-. .,.__ { .. .I,_ -. , r .1n(!orn ,descent. 
'rho wait• a 
~ I quote tl,e poem in ful 1 not only to demonstr<1tc tl1e J 
> -.: 
poet's them~tic concern for the emblem-seckinrr conscious-
n es s , t 11 e O lJ l ~} s s c: cl r a <Jc f o r o r cl e r , " 1) ll t l) c-. (" ; 1 t 1 s r~ i t i s 
one o f l1 e r s f) l c n rl i cl a c co n1 f) l i s r1n1 c 11 t s . [) l at 11 1 s t, cc 11 r1 i ca 1 #-. A-
"Amonc;J t l1c lor1~rc r st a nz z1- f o rn1s t 11e re is n1L1cl1 intricacy 
"" 
ancl \'~1 ria t iori; sl1e seen1s to l)c tr}' ir1~J ot1 t ,1s n1,111\' t i~J11 t 
forms as possible. ' B 1 a ck I~o o k i 11 FZ ;1 i n \' t-'·l e c1 t }1 e 1:- ' e \re r1 
-· 
f o 11 O\v s t 11 e J) r o \'enc a 1 sys t c n1 o f r i n1 (1 s c1 i s s o l l1 t c1 s : each 
line rhymes \\rit11 t}1e correspo11c1ing li11es of all the 
other stanzas. 1128 T11erna·tically, of course, there is a 
minor faith in accidents, in miracles. More than any-
thing Plath's affinity is for the "rook/arranging and 
rearranging its feathers in the rain" -- for art as 
the effort behind the fabrication of some order. The 
theme corresponds well with the disciplined tightness 
of the poem. 
Can we see beyond all this the beginning of 
·.soul-sickness, the idea that the soul is the only con-
tinent left to discover, and self-absorption must be 
risked so that an integrity can be learned? Parallel 
to the quest for Jssentialist versus existentialist 
order, is a veritable treatise on narcissi·s_rn. A re--
+-
.. ·,.-.· 
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Perfect ion . lS t(J1·ril)le, it c~1111ot have children. 
Col C1. ·1 s.~ (;·.· n c.)~, ~ "- .., " J.. ( ~ •·- -,. l II '*' - I i 'l• t t& '.:.\ fl1 T') .:.-:-. ·:.·> (,1111! ..... > • ' 
• 
1 i kc: 11 ·/cl r as , 
Tl1e ., "'\ l . ,-. 1. 1. C. ~1 r1c] , ~ enc t.1:--cc of life 
Unloosing tl1eir moons, month after month, 
to no purpose. 
The blood f looc1 is the flood of love, 
The absolute sacrifice. 
It means: no more idols but me, 
Me and you. 
("The Munich Mannequins" ) 
Negative autonomy, a declaration of unrelated-
ness, is the lowest sweep of the cycle. What ought to 
follow is re-integration, "a content of sorts." "In the 
experience of the original individual self. 
• . Freud says 
that the aim of all life is death: the effort of the 
mortal self is to reduce stimuli to an equilibrium, to 
.ca·ncel out tension, to return to the inanimate condition. 
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d i a l e ct i c , po rt r a}' i r1 g t l1 e 1-e 1 a t i o 11 s 11 i I) o f t 11 c s e 1 \res - -
the a\vareness of ot11erness \vit11ir1 tl1e split self, and a 
vampiric competition for mastery. 
begins with its own conclusion: 
Actually, _the poem 
I shall never get out of this! 
of me now: 
There are two 
This new absolutely white person and the old 
yellow one, 
And the white person is certainly the superior 
one. 
The :p~rsona., o.f ·course, is head to foot in a plaster cast . 
. P.lath 's me.taphor is powerful -- cynical as hell and ir-
reft1tible. Th.e "I," - · "she" p:osits the argument for 
otherness, and th·e t,one of the poem --resigned, but as a 
child is resigned __,to, taking punishment. -- makes us feel 
... 
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' • .,. "" ~'• .• ' ' qr .,.. .. " ¥ ''. oxiat, ao of course 
r•~ l~,.lf;,if 
r ,.t ~ .,.. • .. ' ... ~ • 
.t NOl, l., I bloomed out of her as a 
rorJ,_·_~ 
Bloom~ O\tt of :1 vase of not very valuable 
f) () ., . ( . ( • l t ; ' ' r·~- _,..,. ..,, . , • ..., tr i 
And • • l .. ' . . . . l ' "' l-<t, 0 ~ ;. ,I._ •'• I ~ 'l -- ) ... ,,,,_, ~ i attracted everybody• s 
~l •_" • · • ··, • ; c·.1 """ "l·L{•,,,' 1 
~- :·:. -- '" "' "\lo ', .i; ··- .. Ill ' 
Not l1 c~ r · .. : ~ ~ i ~- c~ r1 es s and beauty , as I had f i rs t 
S ll l) I ) () : ; 1 • cJ • 
..... ... 
The symbiotic re l:1 t ior1si1ip grO\t/S vampiric: 
She stopJ)c:c1 fit ting me so closely and seemed 
off i s11. 
I felt her criticizing me in spite of herself 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Then I saw what the trouble was: she thought 
she was immortal. 
The conflict is really comic -- the old yellow self help-
less but resentful of the saint's attempt to repress her. 
\ 
The little discoveries of yellow build to an impecably 
paranoid point of view. But there is a tragedy in the 
struggle -- for, of course, to wage war with the internal 
forces often results in a compromise no less than dleath. 
. : ~ .. 
' 
I wasn't in any position to get rid of her. 
She 'd supported me for s·o· long I was quite 
limp --
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I uaod to t".l,lnk we might make a go of it to-
• 
After .1 l l, it •. .,i:,s n kind of a marriage, being 
Sl1<! 
But 
i~ o·. c • , l···1 '-c. t ~ 
·-' 
_,_ .. • + ... ) ·- • 
mt1st be one or tl1e other of us. 
ancl h~1 i ry, r~~ . l ~- " , ,. , -. \ f ., t I ti, f .. ,.' · 1 ' . 
,:_. . 'I ,r' . .· -1· 
.~001 .. .. 111( o tl t t 11 :1 t t }1 :1 t cJ o c~ s 11 ' t 
n1 t1 t ~ , · r . 1 l> i t . 
I'm collcctinq my strength; one day I shall 
n1c111 z1 ( ! c~ '··-' i t }1 o tl t l1 e 1-, 
And s 11 c~ ' 11 J) c 1~ i s l1 , .. ., i t }1 empt i n es s then , a nd 
begin to miss me. 
It is the tone of tl1e poem that is remarkable, a combina-
tion of self-c1irectec1 irony and 11\rsteria. 'rl1e self 11as ~ ~ 
many metaphors. T11e dualism between head and heart, mind 
and soul, is not new, but Plath's exploration seems 
thorough as it was final. "The outer s11ell of conscious-
~ 
ness may be completely or dimly aware of the chthonic 
.Presence within: it may feel itself a puppet jerked by 
strings receding into an interior distance where a familiar 
demon sits in possession, or it may try to locate the 
menace outside of itself, among shadows, thin people, .. re-
flections in water, ghostly presences glimpsed from the 
corner of the mind, but always with a sense of deja vu" 30 
c (emphasis .mine). And that, in part, is the strange, 
. 
inimitable tone of Plath's art -- the de ja vu -- a cas,ual:, 
. adroit fatalism. · Fat·alisin does not preclude fear. T·h:e. 
threat of a·nnihilation. itself, through the vehicles· of 
m·adness and- death, is felt. Ann_ihilatio.n _is the menace 
, .. 






from without, but it iA ~leo th~ d~atinntion -- the course, 
tr:iir1 is steaming 
St . -i1 ;j :i,, ~ 
.
' f_·" , <,'' ~ '< ' • ;, J If ' i I f i 'f' t • '. I _I···.. 1_ 'I"'\ " lf 
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J·JO., .. .r · ... · I~ 1· S 1· t· -, 
- ···••
1 
~-' t' l _ t -· ~ -..., ·- - - : 
It is so srnall 
The place I am getting to, why are there these 
obst.?tcles ---
It was Plath's genius that she could turn the 
self-destructive (essentialist) quest into somet11ing 
myt11ic. Poetry, of course, lends itself to the mythic, 
the archetypal. Transcendence, or at least translation, 
is in11erent in the poetic process. Often, for example, 
Plath utilizes types or mythic personae in making a 
conversational matter of the split consciousness: 
Two girls there are: within the house 
One sitsr the other, without. 
Daylong a duet of shade and light 
· Plays between these. 
("Two Sisters of Per_s,ephone") 
There is a clarit.y, then, or ·an objectivity 
which, in the fi·rst place, allows us to generalize Plath's' 
"confessional" statements into·such,·a term as quest or· 
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The only· tl1ir1g to clo was to drown myself there ) 
ar1rl t l1c~ 11. 
I b1:ot1sJ?1t rny l1and to my breast, ducked my head, 
and di \1ed, tis i 11~1 l1ancls to l)t1sl1 tl1e \•later asicle. !11\1 .. 
w at e r ores s c ci i n on nl'l e ~1. r c] r tl rn s (1 nc1 o 11 m '/ 11 c a rt . .,._ "' 
·"" 
I fa.nr1ed 
myse 1 f clo\•lr1, 1)tl t l)e fore I kr1e\•l \•1110 re I '.•/i1S, t lie \•lat f..! r !1;1c] 
spa t me Ll p i n t o t 11 e s ll 11 , t 11 e \•Io r l d \t/ as spa r k 1 i n g zi 11 : 11) out 
me like blue and green and yellow semi-precious stones. 
I dashed the water from my eyes. 
I was panting, as after a strenuous exertion, but 
floating, without effort . 
I dived and dived again, and each time popped up 
like a cork. 
The grey rock mocked me, bobbing on.the water 
easy as a lifebuoy. 
I knew when I was beaten. 
The life-death inversion will develop in the poetry, some-
, times with a propensity for the esoteric. "Tulips" is 
a high point in that quest. Given the. two forms -- poetry 
• 
and pros~ -- humor does in the prose what. allusions and 
-~ 
the mythic· achieve in the poetry ·--· c1istan,tiation. Gra-
' ' 
. •- ., 
~ ~ dually, however, as the image clusters bec~rne more linked 
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valor i r1 tl1c c]ark of ,'1 l101Jc l(~ssl")t co11st ric·t·_c•r! 1 i (r·, t11en 
S y l \r i a 1 i ~~ e\•l i s c c] e n1 o 11 s t _r t1 t es t 11 c i 11 t c· er r i t \ ~ 1) C) s s i 1 :i 1 c' . l ?1 c:'3. 
B0tl1 l1croir1c:s of t11c~ !)C:ripl1eral, 
•. 1 111 1· ,... ~ .... _- - -:· · ~ r :· ,..., - • r - r ·:-. 1 n c. ,"1 ·- . c t.1 _ . ,1 ) __ , e . n ( 1 ... 1 c ,_ o ~- t .1 l- ,._ , r -·-. 1-, r( 1 :1 \' • \...... . t_ - . ' .. j, '- . ' 
.. ., .. 
and precisely an exi s te11ce is \vl1t1 t t !1C\' p21'/. 11 31 
One of t11e prolJlerns \vit11 Platl1 criticism is its 
incompleted11ess. Critic Lavers, for example, although 
she tries to establish a cabalistic approach to the poetry, 
does not make a t11orough study. In constructing a hier-
archal scheme for Plath's recurring images, Ms. Lavers , 
overlooks the very poetic order which she has called so 
splendid. She interprets image clusters in the following 
manner: "Two of the numerous dangers which threaten in 
her poems occur with a symbolic frequency. The first is 
the threat of stifling or strangulation, in which an 
obstacle stands between life and the person, finally de-
straying the latter. 
• • • 
The second is the threat of 
destruction by.small enemies, outside or in~ide the body: 
bats 'and p_iranhas, bees I complicating the feature.s- 1 -
1 ..... , 
( "Stinga ") :~"': 
... ·-· 
·Dea-th by fumes .o·~-- carbon monoxide shows 
.. :i, 





i II rcc1 tic i l, l t) to t l1c second, • s1nco 
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t }1 E~ (~ o !1 S c' l c1 \ l S 11 (1 S S . lS, 0 f c: 0 tl 1~ S C! , a r1 ;1 c c tl r a t e ::1 r t i c· t 1 l : 1 t i o r1 • 
But I.·.· 'l ~ .~ (·· r· s • ' Al • ··-.---'- ,.. " i er rl o r c s o 11 e f e a t t1 re o f t 11 e s e l f \•l }1 i c~ 11 c· o n1 t) o u r1 ct s =·JI 
t 11 e .i s s tl e - - t 11 e '.•.r i 1 l . In ignoring the will, ;1 1 SO 1) 0 r; j !1 Cl 
. ,,,. 
as a tl1reat to tl1c continuar1ce of life, sl1c icrr1orc~s i1n 
c-" 
essential Plath i.ror1v. 
• 
IJ et u s t a k e II A Bi rt }1 ct a y P r c s c r1 t lt 
. . 3 3 as a case in point. 
What is this, behind this veil, is it ugly, 
is it beautiful? 
It is shimmering, has it breasts, has it edges? 
Death, a gift of finitude, is the perfect stasis. The 
persona tries to reduce infinity, essence, into an image. 
But death, the promise of release behind the veil, • 1S 
mocking. Consistently put in terms of a gift, the persona 
shifts the material connotation: 
]1_a_s, :it .edges? 
.. ... . . . . . . . .• . ... ~ .•. .. . •: . . . . 
l would not mind .. if .. it was. :b·ones::, o·r a p~_arl 
button. 
into a religious connot~t:iort. 
always watching, speaks: 
.De:ath behi,nd the ve-il_, 
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• 1 • th i a t l1n one I nm to :appt1., r for, 
Ia ('!" ' c~ f~. • o·. f" ,, J ... •, ' ,.. "'!,... , tho one with black eye-
• Mcaaur1nq the flour, cutting off the Aurplus, 
Adherinq to rtilcs, t O 'rt\ l· (~t;• ' .. • l.i . ' ~·· ~J , to t:tilcs·? 
Is annunciation? 
1 ·. · l" .,. ,, • • 
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S po !1 c] s i !1 s ! J i i.- i t 
corresponding to dumb, ani.n1al endurance: 
• 
Can you not give it to me? 
Do not be ashamed -- I do not mind if it is 
small . 
Do not be mean, I a.rn ready for enonni ty. 
Let us sit down to it, one on either side, 
" 
admiring the gleam, 
The glaze, the mirrory variety of it • 
.. Let us eat our last supper at it, like a 
hospital plate. 
The only threat death constitutes is a slowness in 
approach, interceded by the veils of life. There is a 
./ 
cleanli-ness and nobility in conclusion which' life, and , 
the rules, and the mechanistic can not equal: 
., 
,· 
5-r:. ;. :1.1 .. s· ,.: 
If onl~f yo_~~~ knew ho,.., the veils were killing 
+ 




are only trnsparencies, clear air. 
Btl t l11'/ (JOtJ , clouds arc like cotton. 
F i J l i n c1 rn ·_/ ': (~ i n s \•l i t l1 i 11 \r i s i b 1 es , w i th the 
. 1 l . m1 .. 1011 
Prol)~1lJJc·~ motes that tick the years off my life. 
Yot1 ~re si lvcr-st1ited for t}1e occasion. O 
adding machine --- (emphases mine) 
The .. you knowu corresponc]s \vit11 tl1e "aclding machine," 
the enduring self, to whom the infinite self appeals: 
Only let down the veil, the veil, the veil, 
Whether or not Lavers i~ correct is assuming a highly 
structured, emblematic value system implicit in Plath's 
art is questionable. She does, however, arrive at an in-
sight toward determining the dynamic of the poetic vision. 
Much of Plath's own statement is a criticism of the emblem-
seeking consciousness. Plath is a student of projections, 
playing the obsessive personality against the objective 
consciousness. Emblems are a frailty, highly personal, 
of the projecting consciousness. The veils (in "A Birth-
day Present") to one self are only "transparencies, clear 
'" air" the natural. order. To the· deatn....:obsesses self, for 
' .. 
whom death is t·he- ·ultimate release, veils are "carbon 
.· monoxide.'', Death1 too, is the unifying force, making 
possible an integrity o·f· a messy, c!lbeit poetic, schiz:-
,~ .. 
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V1Sl0!1S 
And the knife not carve, but enter 
Pure a11c1 clear1 ,1s tl1e er)' of a baby, 
A n cl t l1 C! t1 11 i ,,r ('! rs (; s 1 i c1 c f r om m }' s id e • 
L... , r i' r_ .. ,. r ~ !f~ ! c • l.w 
'· ,. ~ ~ ... • • ' . .,. ,w, 4. -·::_·: • 
self en-
The esser1cc itsc! 1 f ir1cori)or:1tl:S z1 l1ierl1rchv -- an ascen-
~ ~ 
s ion f 1~on1 t J1c n1a t c~ r it1 l to t }1e iclea 1 -- t l1e journey t J1rough 
the n1c1tc~1~i(:1l forn1s of exister1ce i11to forn1 itself. Plath rs 
ritualistic c1eat11 anc1 1:-e}Jirtl1 leac1s 11er to a spiritual 
appre11ension of ubiquity. From the particulars, she 
ascends into the mystic-general. "Love Let·ter" puts the 
Platonic ascension into the spring-rebirth metaphor. The 
persona passes th~ough categories of phenomena, finally 
attaining the astronomical. Again, the idea that death 
releases the life-restricted consciousness prevails: 
•• 
,.· ' i/i. 
Not easy to state the change you made. 
If I'm alive now, then I was dead, 
Though, like a· stone, unbothered by i'ti.,, 
Staying put a~cording to habit . 
You didn't just toe me an inch, no --
Nor leave me to set my small bald eye 
., $,kyward .again, without hope, of course, 













The first ph~ae is lithic. Lifa in tho first phnac is 
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'i'- .' ·, ~ ;II, "' " .., • ~ "'.:;,. , 
after t1ll, tl1c s.1.,lio1~. I •· L. . l c.; •- .,""_ I 1• '·1·. ,;. l1 • T. ~ 
. ' t_ •• t ~- ' froni ,1 slc!(~t, . 
... 
The second phase l)ecomes reptilian: 
That ,.,.r as n • t it . I slept, say: a snake 
lJl ack rock Maskec1 1-o c· , .. s ·1 s· ··1 , - r\,,, t..- [ ,. •~- "-- A 
I n t }1 e \v 11 i t e 11 i a t ll s o f \eJ i 11 t e 1: 
The suspension of consciousness becomes the suspension of 
a season. Already t11e persona incorpo1:-ates t11e two forms 
which are the central images -- snake ;1r1d rock. The 
lithic impulse corresponds to the frozen landscape; 
taking no pleasure 
In the million perfectly chiseled 
Cheeks alighting each moment to melt 
My cheek of basalt. They turned to tears, 
Angels weeping over dull natures, 
But didn't convince me. Those tears froze. 
Each dead head had a visor of ice. 
It is' a.-lmost as. ·if phenomena were restricted by life . 
. t'ime , .. of course, ·the frozerl landscape softens. . But the 
pe·rs·ona has . incorpo·rated the rock, the snake, the ice 
' 
it·se:lr. 
·.. . . . . ' 
Consc·io.usness does .not occu.r in t·he phase of 
. ·""" . 
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' 
st:in1..1 l I. Ice ;and rostricti.vc .llfc elo not convince l1or. 
I n. •.t' ti... ' " ·• -· ',. . l i. ~ ,,,. ~ t- .Ii, ! ... _, l . )_ -~ r"'W ··" ~ .. 't t"' t·_" • I v ll ',,.Tl-. ' - • ., I t t, (~ :n ~/ tt t 1 r+ ( • (> !1 H c .. i t1 t 1 !l no s 8 ~ 
.. (, 1· .--·~ ,, • f 
_, . . ( " ~ " ' to 
i fl(" V' l t , \ t) l ) 1 t 'I,'" • 
.. 
,n· .. k·l 0 .r ._.,1,.,.l,.. ' ... 
~ 
!~., _}· !" •-t 11 . . • t 
beccJmr·· ::; mo _r (~ ~ . .. . . ' ,.- t l t.,. r" · ,; 'f' •) 1 1,, ('l! <._JI . , .;~) ~-, (_ "- • _..__it•:' I 
statf't of l)(:ir1c1 to (t st;1tc of bcco1i-1i11s1, 
I k net.,; \.'OtJ ;1 t ~ 
And I slept on like a bent finger. 
• • The f i r s t t l1 i !1 er I s -'"t ,,.,r ' • I' '~i c_.. c;• f ') "-, -_ "\ 1· _- _.,,_- l r • ,. ( I. ., • , • • t - t -- . n 
A nc1 t. 11 c~ l o c }( (: c 1 c] r o lJ s 1~ i s i. 11 c r i ?1 ;1 cl e \t/ ~ . 
Limpic1 ;1s s lJ i r i. ts . ~~it O I1C! S 1 :1 '\/ ~-
I dic1n' t kr10\·/ ·.·.r11;1t t.~o n1akc of it. 
I sl1one, rnic,1-sc;11ec1, anc1 l1r1 ~olc"led 
To pour myself out like a fluid 
• 
II 'hf~ ,•.,/'("~ 
"-- le ,i; · ·,·-- I .-~ ·-
~ 
f·o·-·1-_..1 
.. 0 _ C(J • 
--
Amon1 bird feet and the sten1s of plants. 
I wasn't fooled. I knew you at once. 
The persona, in becoming the "phases" of phenomena, be-
gins to reflect them. She is metamorphosing, ascending 
into a state ~f pure form, into a realm "without shadows" -
from earth and frozen water to air and light, suggestive \ 
at once of ubiquity and the source of life. 
\Tree and stone glittered, without shadows. 
_, 
My finger-length grew lucent as glass. 
I started to bud like a March twig: 
An arm and a leg, an arm, a leg. 
From stone to cloud so I ascended.-











i\ga i r1, 
Floating through tho air in my aoul-ahift 
. 
l !l 
l .• ,ii-- () . ~ 1 ~- ' 
t-t· 1 • t ~ ~·---t 1 f 11 ; \ .. _: ... .• • Ii! ''!\, _, .•. • l - • 
.... ' ·, . . t .. .. ' :· -- . , 1 ,..f. •'. c•T) _· •,~_t_.1 11 :,·•'_·'-~ ... 1 :i, '.. • 
-) ' •• " ~ ..... ~ ~ ... 
rl ("at l1 is 
·r_· t· 0 '. !"'P l·_ c_ ~t '\.-. '•' l'. •_· }, , - -fl!, f\ , , , , • ~ ,,"!> \ .Ii "---c• I I' , , '-~ i 
Obst~.1c:lc~s c1o r1ot s •· -·111c-2 ~-- '\.,.. ' • -1 t r1 t l1 c! -i.,; ;1 \f' of t:>(' rs o 11 a ;·1 rirl 
--- .. 
life. 
R .... t· }--. ''• 1--(. 1 _, • i -----, . _ I 
deatl1. 
• 
life is the obstacle which stands in the wav of ,. 
Our Lady of the Shi!)\Yrecked is striding toward 
the 11ori.zon, 
Her marble skirts blown back in two pink wings, 
A marble sailor kneels at her foot distractedly, 
and at 11is foot 
A peasant woman in black 
Is praying to the monument of the sailor 
• praying. 
Our Lady of the Shipwrecked is three times life 
• size, 
Her lips sweet with divinity. 
She does not hear what the sailor or -t·he 
peasant is saying --
She is in love with the beaut·:ifu·1 formlessness 







E rou tJr1rl (~ r foot 
interntt l 
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, ct .. t,{ ... i .1t,.l .. lf1S1 t the 
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("i\ Birtl1day 
P ., 11 fl "·) ~ : II fl tl~ ·· ,··• • ,ii r , .. ~ , -. , --,, .. 1 1 c 1 ( i ~. .. , • , o .... °) , s l' c r s 
_. "'=,- ..__) w * "'~- I + ( ~ . ~ ·-.. } f . I I _ "- _- •. -... "··c =" _ ,. '"' o f Pe rs e p l1 one " ) . T'he 
pro er re's s .ior1s a 1-e tl n if i cc'i lJ)' t l1e con1pu ls ior1 of the s e 1 f 
t O c· .'"' -·-. 'I ,. ,~l (., L 1\. i t s 0 1.,.r r1 re l c ;1 s c i r1 tl r1 i o r1 \•l i t h e s s c r1 cc , or s t a s i s • 
One earl not zi '-'0 ic1, l1erice, putt i r1sJ t 11e esse nt i a 1 is t quest 
in Freud's slippers -- ero~,versus thanatos. T11anatos, 
'; 
in the Plath scheme, is in~eparable from necessity. That 
death is often seen as the demon lover which seduces the 
persona, slightly against her will, strengthens the tone 
of inevitability in the encounter. The victor-victim 
relationship is established. In "The Other," the sickness 
found in life has been internalized so thoroughly that 
death, no longer a triumph of mystic calm, becomes simply 
an extension of life -- a logical yet more duplistic, more 
horrendous conclusion. In this poem, we get a sense of 
' 
' Plath the failing quester. The physicalization, the total 
absorption of external horrors, has become the very core 
of her being.( They "Shriek from my belly like ·arrows, 
a·na these I ride." And yet, ironically, the quest for the 
original self, the inviolable and stripped identity, for 
. ,. 
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·'' '~ .... .' 
• 
all its dnbblinq in ~ource (Death) nnd in gut horror 
l '-) ,~ ·xa ~ • ilo r> J{ « . \,,I >tft' ( d '-,J , 
The stolen horses, the fornications 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
St1lpl1t1rot1s aclt1ltcries grieve in a dream. 
I ro n i ca l l y, t 11 f" l j_ ft? J)r i I1C~ iJ) 1 (: 1. s·~ • · l1 ·1 t'") ,~~ 1- s o . ...,, · ' s 
- ~ ... _., l;, •• l.,. .~ ~- .. , ,--. • j. ,I l ---- ident i-
-
f 1. C ") ... 1· QT1 ~, 1 1· tl" '."'l. ( J.. l .. -. , _ • .i t I " ' ( l s t a t ti c: - - 11 i,•J 11 i t c~ N i k e ,,l S t r c~ ;11n i n cJ 1) tJ t \tJ e e n 
. -
cont ext, At 11c11a, t 11 C CT i \/ (~ r O f \Ti Ct O r \! . __ .,. ,.. But Nike too, 
alor1(J \•.rith 1.~:.ros, oper21tes in a vacuum rec1ucec1 to c::1 repre-
sent~1tior1 of vic·tory, a sterile dream of life in a "womb 
of mar1Jle." Vic·tor eros is defeated by an ugly thanatos, 
as if thanatos itself were a gut contingency holding to-
gether the dripping fragments of a self: 
Cold glass, how you insert yourself 
Between myself and myself! 
The persona's struggle, in th~ subsequent rape sequence, 
is perfunctory, now reduced to that level of action·on 
which death functions -- demonically, ignobly. The 
struggle, no longer waged in the name of mythic entities 
or promethean conflicts, is automatic. And death bleeds. 
All associations with the flesh are inverted. The flesh 
itself is marble··, .and death, when .combated, produces 
a "blood- t]tat :i:-µ_ns like dark fruit. 11 Sort of like womb-
-Open yo:u .. r llandb·ag. What is that })_ad .... ,:sme.11:?· 
!t is. your knitting, bu~ily 

















Shriek from my belly like ~1rrows, and these 
I r i<l ~. 
0 moori-glow, 0 sick one, 
The stolen horses, the fornications 
Circle a womb of marble. 
\ihe 1:e a 1:e '.f''Otl go i 11g 
Th a t )' o ti s tl c }( l) r c rl t }1 l i k e m i l ea g e ? 
S u 1 p }1 u r o tl s ad u 1 t e 1· i c s SJ .r i c_. ~. · c· i r1 ,:1 cl re am • 
Cold glass, how you insert yourself 
Between myself and myself! 
I scratch like a cat. 
The blood that runs is dark fruit --
An effect, a cosmetic. 
• 
You smile. 
No, it is not fatal. 
Death, once the perfect stasis -- that source through 
which an original self was to be had, becomes at once an 
adulte~ous lover and a wasted child -- wombblood. The 
self finds itself not reborn but saddled with labyrinthian 
.,. 
• • inversions: 
. 
. , Smilingly, 'blue lighting 
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obsec1t1 iot1s r1c1cess it\, .. 
.... ..... F' o 1: ;-1 11 t l 1 c~ s 11 ;1 r !) i rn ;1 <:J (· s :111d t: rot i c 
ass~ciations in this poem, a feeling of exhaustion permeates. 
- - . 
•, -
' ,,.,-,-
The woman is perfected. 
' 
Her c]e Z1c1 
Body wears the smile of accomplishment, 
The illusion of a Greek necessity 
Flows in the scrolls of her toga, 
Her bare 
Feet .seem to be saying: 
We have come so far, it is over. 
Each dead child coiled, a white serpent, 
One at each little 
Pitcher of milk, now ~·mpt·y- •. 
She has folded 
Them back into her body as petals 
Of a rose close when .the garde-n 
. -' 
. r· ~ 
Stiffen_s· an'd odours bleed 
From the sweet, deep t.hroa.ts of tne. · night 
flower • 
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Tllo moon l1na not.!,inq to be tt;1rJ :1bout, 
• f- (') II h l' • ~ tit"- 'f" II 
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great stasis. 
l. ,.,,, ·1 ''"1c-.. ~~l·n1 • ( •'( ,-.,t .. ,1. • .. Is 
( " ,.~" .. e •., 1· C u ) 
• • .,I( 1i .> L" ., . • 
• 
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"trt21 ips *' 
is tl1e 1 ,. 1 • ' I , • ...... , rn • 1 i , -• ,---.. - 1 1 , , 1 1 r " ":-~ _.,..-.,.1_. .... , .. ·, '-,__} .... ... "I'- .. \, ....... ~ I i f r: - ( -i (': ( ! t: 11 i 11 \' e r s i o r1 • 
Th . . ' ls !10 t l (~ c· s t ·' t· :n:~1 1_ -. r :. 
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n1;1 n,/ poems 
tl1e 1~e is r10 ea.sy 
unclc1~st 11r1c1 ir1cr :.•.ri L}1 tz1c~ rnorr: intri.cate J?Oems 1Jecause 
the1:c is n.o rcso 1 tit ior1. 
j u x t a po s i t. i o r1 of e IJ i p 11: 1 r1 i e s , l_) tl t t 11 e y are cont rap tl n ta I , 
not progressive. To set up conflicts is to set us up for 
resolution, and Plath, a master of dialectics, omits the 
voice of synthesis. Like Whitman, the poet in Plath's 
scheme .admits to visions, prophetic insights, and voices, 
perhaps ultimately to the poet's becoming a representative 
ego. Unlike Whitman, Plath takes no solace in the poet's 
ability, or obligation, to lead us back to grace. Critic 
Lavers makes brief mention of fhat seems in the poetry the 
poet's own notion of her role. Lavers applies this insight 
to two poems not discussed in this text, but I believe the 
statement is general enough, and the motifs I discerned 
. > 
covered thoroughly enough, to fit.Lavers's argument into 
my Muse Syndrome (perhaps, by this time, the synd:r;,ome 
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Althougl, ~ divine viRit~tion is wiahN! for in 
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f c· f: 1 i ?1 ( r o f 
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;1 nc1 a r c l i ~l i o tl s 
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abs t? 11 t_ i 11 , 1 l 1 :n c~ 11 t i o r1 s o f ,1 co 11 ·v· c r1 t i o 11 tl l (] c i t v .. 
Tl1 i s .i n i t s c~ l f i s e \' i cl e r1 t o f gr e a t p u r i t '/' i n 
poetic fecl.iz1g; but if we turn to the part in 
whicl1 tl1e poet can feel l1erself to l)e to some 
"" 
_ .. • 
extent responsibJ.e for her art, dominating poetry 
as a craft, instead of being dominated by it, 
there is merely disenchantment, and especially 
when looking baok on the achieved poem, always 
inferior in its very achievement to the ideal 
one. This seems to be the subject of "The Night 
Dances:' in this poem, we can see that the 
uniqueness of the living flesh is placed, • in 
her scale of values, a priori above the cold, 
impersonal "mathematics" of poems. 2 The child 
is el~mental like the clouds, the poem is an 
artifact, whose beauty and regularity remind 
h i 3 one of snowflakes, whrch·-will melt to not 1ng .. 
•• _J 
Perhaps we are here given )the rare sight of an 
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tt1lips 
From 
S 1. •· 1 l ·1 • i O r1 "" ' ' I~.,. \_ l .... l,_, ... - .. ; I l·_:_1 C O !1 r ·1 1· -c-- •. 
... .!. . ' ... , l_ ..... i s i n t r oc1 tic e cl • The color-
con f .1 icl pref isJt1rcs t l1c c] l1(-1 l ism: 
Look 110\.,, \•111ite every·tl1ing is, how quiet, how 
sno\ved-in. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The tulips are too red in the first place, they 
hurt me. 
Everything that is white opposes red -- the white light 
on the walls reducing everything to a flat and unrelieved 
monotony, albeit pleasurable, is seductive, anesthetizing. 
But the tulips interrupt the persona's descent into face-
lessness, non-being. They not only contrast violently 
with the flat, undistinguished environment, a projection 
of her own state of mind, but they also signal the fab-
rication of a new projection,,. Mindless and flat, the 
persona now articulates the mindless oblivion:· 'iAnd I 
:·s-ee myself, flat, ridiculous, I a cut-paper shadow. " ·The 
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There is that basic conflict between the mind, 
or that "presence" l• n t !1 ° rn 1· n(1 t,;l, 1· C l1 (·~ i c- C. l·i, ... 1-c, ,-, c~ } .·1· f ,. ~ ._ * ! I'" Iii .. ~ c,. ,,. II> llt j. .•.. .;...., ·c, "# II ~ • , _, : ' ' 'l ·· •--- ,-_ , 
the l1e c-:i rt - - t l1e \vO r le] of con1n1.i trnc n. ts, 
The co1-e of tl1e poem, inc1eec1, is t1·1is rc~:11 i z:t t ion: rt;\ 11(1 
I have no face, I 11a\re \va11tcc1 to c~ff :1c:c· nr.p:-;c: 1 f. 11 In COI1-
' 
ventional terms, yes, tl1ere is a\v~1kc'.r1i r1c3 :1r1cl rebirt11, l)ut 
there is, in the formula, a strange inversion of wills. 
The poet has allowed self-effacemen·t to occur, has chosen 
this death, this reduction. The peace is dazzling and 
11 it asks nothing, a name tag, a few trinkets." 1Life re-
turns, an accidental matter, an aggressive wooer. That 
very aggressiveness of life, contrasted with the mindless-
ness of death, lends ambiguity to the poem if not to Plath's 
value system itself. 
Before they came the air was calm enough, 
Coming and going, breath by breath, without 
any fuss. 
··T:he donne becomes an adm±·ssiot1 that life, health, and 
struggl~ are inextri.cable. After all, the pex-sona ~ s 
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pt1pil tl1at }1ac1 to take C\1er·/t!1.ir!cJ i?1 11 :n:1st r10',•·' 11 c·c)r:c·er1-
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out comn1i t ting .itself. " L1 i f C~ , 0 !1 C C~ : l cf , l i I1 , . ~ . 1n11)os c~ s c: 110 l ce, 
censure, j4dgment. Life makes c1 cn1;-1 r1c"i s .. B t1 t i f t 11 c po cm 
cedes a victory to life, it is zi qt1estional)lc trit1n1p1·1, 
and if it comes in terms of pair1, effort, ar1d conscious-
ness, it, • in turn, sheds light on the kind of death which 
would make a worthy opponent. 
The tulips are red, and "Their redness talks to 
my wound, it corresponds." It is by virtue of pain that 
both life and death assume value. A. R. Jones, • in an 
essay dealing with the ordering process of the Romantic 
consciousness, offers the Lear-metaphor as illustrative. 
He links the Lear devolution with the artist's process of 
creation through intense suffering. The thesis attempts 
. 
.e ' 
to posit suffering ~nd madness' as the link between neces-
.. .r: i 
sity and freedom, as the key which triggers the over-
I 
·whelming compulsion. to release the self, .. pareci down, 
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...... -- -
art i st o rc1 e rs t:.11 c: s l I ff e r i r1cr i 11 to f o 1~n1 . 
W i t }1 t }1 C S e l f in effcc~t, tl1e di~logue between the 
. 
1S, 
rn an \v 1·1 o s t1 f f e rs a ncl t l1 e rn i. nc1 \v 11 i c 11 c 1- e a t es , and t 11 e s e pa -
ration 1Jetween them is more or less complete, so much so, 
in fact, t11at t11ey constitute something in t}1e r1ature of 
two identities, the one struggling to organize into mean-
ingful patterns the overwhelming chaos of the world of 
suffering inhabited by the other."6 Joy, then, comes 
through release, which is the intense experience of man's 
limitations, which is necessity, so that suffering is 
ultimately overcome. Eros is restored-restoring. By 
virtue of pain both life and death assume value. 
Death, in terms of oblivion and surrender, 
though that be a matter of choice, is too easy -- too 
much the denial of life, too much the reduction of every~ 
thing to an irresponsibly·arrived at uniformity. ['he 
heart triumphs and the heart corresponds in ,opposition 
... t.o all the mind denies . But her final bid is for a heait 











pure oornintcnco, eluding comprehension: 
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is r1ot 
a ff o rri (~r1 t l1r] tJ<: r so11;1 
So a DCC ll 1 i ~~l r 
t 11 e c }1 a n c e t o tJ r o 1 (• c~ t 
• 
or l;:1ck of tl1er11, ;:incl to lJe cot1r1terec:i l-1\~ rln . 0 }J Jl () S 1 !1 < r 
. 
nam1c. 'rl1e l);-itt le fo\Jc1J1t is ir1 tl1e 11:-in1e of :1c·c~ icic~11t . 
- ' 
Just \•1l1en or1e cl1ooses to sj_r1k, to slip c10\•.rr1. .ir1to a11 
effortless nirvana, life int rl1c1es 
-- neutral as chance, 
but threatening as II an a\vfu 1 baby." 
I didn't want any flowers, I only wanted 
To lie with my hands turned up and be utterly 
empty. 
Life comes stealing into the pleasurable vacuum, disrupt-
ing a resolution as facile as it is appealing. Plath's 
interruption, at this point, of her following-through the 
death wish, recalls in process Whitman's dismissal of his 
callow, however esctatic, bid for life ( 11 Song of Myself"). 
Of course, the terms are reversed. Whitman, in arrogant 
and frivolous assertion, dismisses death from his scheme, 
transcends in the very ·:·ecstasy of living and of incor-
porating all life. In the middle of "Song of Myself" 
(Stanza 32) , he opts for ... pure, minqless being: 
.. I think r·- could turn and ·live awh.il·s wi.th. th·e ' . 
· ,; animals. 
• 
.. t.hey. are 
. 
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I atnntl ~ind look at them aomet imea ha 1 f tt1e 
ti "l + .. l d_ ~ 1 c• 
--- ~-. ~ ~ . . if ' , • .. . 
1 i c i. f) t il C {i ;1 r k 
Tl1e,/ rlo r:01 m~1ke me sick discussing their duty 
t·o·· t~- .-• 
-~ ·.· . r()·. "' I 
Not or:f~ 1s c1iss,1tisfied ... not one is demented 
\t/ it !1 () f 
0 1., Tl .1· f"'i(~ f ~ ... i t·· r., c~ l.,- .. 1J ' Ill - I:. \.. ,r .4j ,tj.- II _. ~ • --~ , 
NO t O !1 ,···1 1..- , .. , r• (• 1 (~ i. o· ... -- ... ~._, -~ t Ila.. ... ... ·- • .. .. l at1other, nor to his kind that 
1 . ] . ~ ·1 1vec t nc)l1s;1r1c,s of 
yea rs ;1s10 / 
Not one is respectable or industrious over the 
whole eart11. 
So they show their relations to me and I accept 
t11em; 
They bring me tokens of myself, 
evince them plainly in 
their possession. 
• • . they 
·Pure, mindless being, however, is as fatuous a resolution 
as Plath's pure, mindless non-being. Whitman must make 
the descent totally, must plumb the nadir of human ex-
perience before he can rise again and declare himself 
worthy of the song. And then the poem turns in (Stanza 33), 
exploring fully every possible angle of his vision, an 
exploration which implies the h~ight equal in·proportion 
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For both poets, then, resol.ution, or conclusion, was no 
ea. S "! .. • 11"1 . I t f. t"• y· C """ 1- • • ~ ,.. , , • • , ., 
. 
F' () 1- \..; r 1 i t n1 ;1 r1 , t 11 e exp lo r a t i o 11 o f \r i s i o n a nd 
s tl l) s c· er 11 c: r1 t a f f .i 1- n1 ;i t i o 11 \•, a s a ma t t e r o f 1 o v e ; for P 1 a t h , 
it was a matter of pride. 
What completes the l1ero cycle? In Campbel 1 • s 
mythological terms -- re1Jirt11, w11icl1 is resl1mption of 
the world tl1rough renunciation of the individual ego. 
he [the hero] arose 0 Having died to his personal ego, 
again established in the Self~"7 The hero's consciousness 
becomes a collective consciousness. In Freudian terms, 
eras completes the cycle. "Freud recognizes that fully 
gratified libido leads, via the death instinct, to self-
destruc\ion. Then eras -- the spirit of life -- is 
brought in to rescue libido from demise in its own self-
contradictions."8 A part of the tone of sacrifice in 
many poems involves this regenerative eros. In "Two 
Sisters of Persephone," the life-urge and the death-
instinct are separated into personae. Thanatos is in-
bred with the "civilized II qualities -- .analytic prowess, 
.self-consciousness -- and life is sacrificed. 
. .-
Two. girls there are: wi-thin the house 
.. 
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As she calculates each sum. 
Root-pale l1er meager frame. 
Bronzed as eartl1, tl,e second lies, 
He a r i n SJ t i ck s l) 1 O\•l 11 cJ o l c1 
Like pollen on 1)1~.isJr1t ~::iir. 
Near a bed of poppies, 
Lulled 
She sees how their red silk flare 
Of petaled blood 
Burns open to sun's blade. 
On that green altar 
Freely become sun's bride, the latter 
Grows quick with seed. 
Grass-couched in her labor's pride, 
She bears a king. Turned bitter 
And sallow as any lemon, 
The other, wry virgin to the last, 
Goes graveward with flesh laid waste, 
Worm-husbanded, yet no woman. 
• 
B·eyond the obviou·s life,...in-the...;.head at the 
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g et :~r~r· :1:r)!· 1 • }:;\" ;1 :;is~ f·1·!~c1c'\:! o: cifJ}t1sio11 tl1t111 lJ\.~ ,1 sister-
- . " 
hO(}Cl C) f 
r (~ f tJ s i 11 c1 t o ci r t1 ···-' . - _.,; 
to t) C) ~-~ i t 1 : 1 c· c~ l c~ 11 n c~ i t ! 1 c r - (Jr o f c 11 o i c~ t: 1) t~ t \•l (~ C! n · ~°'1 t· '/ tJ i c (1 1 
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''i f~·t)l.('' 1.l ( _... ,__ . - .. , . ( .... ( PS'/Cl101 ocr i Ctl] 
.. !ti ~h s tl i c~ i cl f! ) • 
Anc1 ,1 ,,.,r r~.~ f t~n: i r1 i sn1 in t l1a t t 11 e po e t 11 e rs e 1 f so e rn s t 1 n-
... 
f 11 . . . 1 1·r. con1 : or ta J __ . e 1 r1 r1e r m1 nci - . 1_ i.. e. It is an interest. i n~J side 
i s s 11 e , re f l (~'. c t i r1 g t }1 e n a t t1 re o f t 11 e J) o e t • s r o l e - - I") 1 a t }1 ' s 
recor1ciliation of sterile self-.indt1lc;rence, or1 t11e one 
hand, to "tl1e blood jet is poetry/'I'l1ere is no stopping 
it" ( .. Kindness")~ 
In fitting "Two Sisters of Persephone" into a 
plan for eros's defeat, I notice an almost mastubatory 
insidiousness characterizing the self-absorbed, house-
bound persona. The analytic mind closes itself off to 
eras, in this case typified by the sensuous, the span-
taneous, the procreative. The irony is, of course, that 
as irreconcilables, both sisters are philosophical -
psychological cul de sacs. If "Two Sisters" poses a 
schizophrenic dilemma, "A Life" comments on the after-
math: 
·-
A woman is dragging her shadow in a circle 
About a bald hospital saucer. 
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And appcnrR to l,ave suffered a aor·t of private 
•. S he l l• \ f .f"\ u 1 t, ' ·1· ~ t· l y . - ... : ~ '~_-:"• p (_.! \.J ., .~ ~~ ;. ' .. 
Witl1 r10 attacl1n1cnts, like a foet:us 1n a l'.>ott.le, 
... 
lJ i r· i · 11 r r ~ 
~ 
S }1 e ha s c) r: C' t o o n1 :1 n )f' cl i n1 c ?1 s i o r1 s to e n t e r . 
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The f ti t t1 re i s zi <;r re y· sea g t1 l l 
Tattlir1cr 1r1 its cat-\roice of departure, 
d e p .-i r t t1 re .. 
Age anc1 terror, like nurses, attend her, 
Arld a drowned man, complaining of the great 
cold, 
Crawls up out of the sea. 
Yet the pursuit of thanatos persists, and perhaps it is 
in the tenns of eros-thanatos that we should evaluate 
Rosenthal's assessment of the imaginative risk. For one 
thing, values have been inverted. Death becomes the lover, 
·~ j. 
His hair long and plausive. 
Bastard 
Masturbating a .. glitter, 
He wants to be loved. 
( "Death & Co. ") .... .. : ... 




Or death becomes the ultimate release 
~. • ,,.,,._. • !!' ..... 
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The carrit1gcs rock, tho\t ;11,a,, ert1t! loa. 
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St eo to '/Ot1 f J"orn ~ .. 
tion with essence, 
ness, 
seeks a l e ve l i r1 CJ o f t 11 e L e 11 s i o 11 : 
I do not stir. 
The frost r11a ke s a flower, 
The dew n1akes a star, 
The deac1 1Je 11, 
The dead bell. 
Somebody's done for. 
( "Death & Co. ") 
{) l ( t 
' ... . ~ ~·' .. :,.,. ji"f.' .. fl.".·... ft "" c.J \..- . ~ g 
There is the suggestion now that the consc-iousness is torn 
between these types of death: the frost, connoting a mere 
physical cessation we may associate with a grave image; 
and the star, connotative of eternity and, by association, 
a rebirth .. Frost versus dew becomes the juxtaposed qual·i-
t.ies. Towards whatever quality the consciousness~approaches, 
death is destinal~ It is no longer the choice at 







·No longer a struggle of thanatos and eros, 
• 
it. is now which phase of death and what posture in the 
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The ft1rniture y·ot1 t·)~t\'<} pl.(tc",}(f ur".rdt~:· ! l1c: sun. 
But s ll i C j des !1 a 'Ve a s J)C Ci ,l l 1 a J) er iJ ft c1 f~ I 
Like C_ - · 1- r J_1 r• n 4 c_• 1- s·_· J ht~"" .. t • _"·t ,, t· 
,--,. ( ., ·-·· ., ___ .,. 1P t_. •;_.• -. .. t..,,-,. •··- .. •'•· ~-~ • 11 
~ tools. 
They n e '-' e r a s k \•.' 11 \1 lJ tJ i l c] .. 
...,.,=---c---= .... -=-...a.-=--..=-~ .... - -·-,,.,,-=~ 
Twice I 11a\re so s in1p ly· clec la red m~..rse 1 f, 
have t l1e enemy, 
ha v e t a k e 11 o r1 l1 i s c r ,:-i ft , l1 i s n1 zi SJ .i c . 
In this \-.ray, heavy and tl1ougl1tful, 
warmer t11an oil or water, 
I have rested, drooling at the mouth-hole. 
I did not think of my body at needle point. 
Even the cornea and the leftover urine were gone. 
Suicides have already betrayed the body. 
Still-born, they don't always die, 
but dazzled, they can't forget a drug so sweet 
that even·· children would look on and smile. 
To thrust all that life under your tongue! --
that all by· itself becomes a passion. 
Death's a sad bone; bruised, you'd.say. 
and· yet she waits for me, year after year, 
to}so delicately undo an old wound, 
... 
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In the imasJe of tl1is \vorld, without guides, without love, 




He began to see that. 
• . the full satisfaction 
of libido with its reduction of tension has an 
ultimately self-defeating character and tends 
toward death. 
• • ."The course of mental events 
automatically regulated by the pleasure prin-
ciple. • • is inwardly set in motion by an un-
pleasurable tension, and it takes a direction 
such that its final outcome coincides with a 
lowering of tension." The sexual instincts. 
• 
were the prime example of the goal of pleasure 
• 
by means of a reduction of tension. An instinct, 
Freud emphasizes, has as its goal the restoring 
' 
of an earlier state .. He borrows here from the 
second law of thermodynamics, that the energy 
-. 
of the univer:se· is constantly running down. 
Since ". . ~ an. instinct is ah ll:rge i·nherent in 
organic life to r~stoie an ea~lier state of 
_things. • .. u and II inanintat·e things existed ,be.fo:re-
-
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. 1 lS, state. I l)e 1 i c: \.re , . lS 0 n i r1 (-· 
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that eras cc1nnot exist \•litl1out . Pel S SJ.On. S eek i r1 c1 t o r c c1 t1 c e i 
• 
ever~1 tl1in~r to an esser1tial realit·yr, as opooscc1 to restoring 
ever:.rt11ing to the process of eternal flt1x, posits defeat 
(death) in the hero-cycle as triumphant. 
One touch: it burns and sickens. 
I cannot see your eyes. 
Where apple bloom ices the night 
I walk in a ring, 
A groove of old faults, deep and bitter . 
• 
Love cannot come here. 
A black gap discloses its:elf-. 
On the opposite lip 
A sma'll white soul 
. . . 
I I is waving, a small white 
maggot. 
My .limbs, all;:o, have le.ft me. 
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The dnrk is molting. We touch like cripples. 
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'I't1r11ir1cr a.ncl turning in the widening g·yre 
The f~lcon cannot hear the falconer; 
Things fall apart; the center cannot hold: 
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world, 
Tl1e l)lood-dimn1ec1 tide is loosed, and everywhere 
The ceremony of innocence is drowned. 
Plath accomplishes, in the exploration of her internal 
space, what Yeats discerns outside,__ "the center cannot 
hold." Plath took the images of dissolution outside of 
her (Auschwitz, etc.) and made them internally metaphoric. 
'There is a feeling that eras, "the center of the vitality 






Me from that shadow 
The indelible bµds, 
--
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Shove into being, dragging 
B lo().( i - ( ·. t \ t l o f t:1 b s c n ce s • 
L- :....._ ----·-~·-_:_ -- ' __ _:.._-- __ . _-·-·.::_:==·· ::::·: ... -·· ::J 
~.. ·1 r t' ("' ' . t· • {'' r L £ ... . -J -. " l . -~ 
. 
A space for the tl1ing I am given, 
A love 
Of two wet eyes and a screech. 
Wl1i te spit. 
Of indifference! 
The dark fruits revolve and fall. 
The glass cracks across, 
The image 
Flees and aborts like dropped mercury. 
(emphasis mine) 
("Thalidomide") 
The sexual imagery in "Totem" is not regenera-
tive but repetitive. 
capitulation: 
Eternity is tedious; rebirth is re-
" . 
·.·" 
Shall the hood of the cobra appall me --
The loneliness of its eye, the eye of the 
mountains 
:T_hrou<lh which the sky et·ernally threads~. ,it·s:.el .. f':? 
.The world is blood-hot ·and personal . 
., . . 
. . . Dawn s~y~ with its b_lo.od-flush. 
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I ;1m :1',,v!, r,il l~ the spider# waving its many anns. 
Anci 1 r: ~ it ls . • 1 f . • ,.~ 1. ~ 1_ t) ·. r-.... · l ( . • - .. • ·' '=" ' 
~1 lt . 1· .. , . ' . h . ·. . , , ' r, ·. ·· ·:;, ,. ,'!' ··• c~ · · ·~ · tl _ ... 1 p .. 1 C(i. 1 r ~ t ~. c c ·.r t .. ,") o t t. e 
The'-' l:> ti z z 1 i }~ e l:, l t1 e c }1 i l c1 re n .. 
In r1ets ()f tl1e infinite, 
Roped in at the end by the one 
Deatl1 with its many sticks . 
.. 
flies. 
Selfdom, in touch with the God-head, or the 
Source, ineffable albeit, is the positive stasis achieved, 
let tis say, by t11e Eastern m:)'stic. T11e 11ero cycle in the 
tao of yin-yang completes itself when tl1e initiate sur-
' 
renders self to Self -- not into a state characterized 
/ 
by passivity, but by understanding governed, in turn, by 
a faith in changing forms. "The battlefield is symbolic 
of the field of life, where every creature lives on the 
death of another. A realization of the inevitable guilt 
may so sicken the heart that, like Hamlet or like Arjuna, 
.. one may refuse to go on with it. On the other hand, like 
most of the rest of us, one may invent a false, finally 
unjustified, image of oneself as an excepttonal ghenome-
non in the world, not guilty a~ the· others are, bu:t justi.-
fied in _one• s inevitab.le sinning because one represents 




the good. Such sel:f-.righteousness leads· ·t.o .a misunder-
-! 
standing, not only of oneself bbt of ··the nature of both 
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1. n1 ""l p . 0 ! • t . .. n O f 1 '.""l n ·'i ~ l ... . . 't -. -s . 1 c1CJ- c:. 1!';()t..,1. l\1 t;. .• · o·ve ..... ( \ .. 1e tl!1l .,C,t ... tl' l)rinciple of 
changir1g forn1s. I,ove anc1 forn1s - l1Z1\re })ecr1 consumed: 
In the bowl the hare is aborted, 
Its bab}, 11ead out of the \.,.ray, embalmed in spice, 
Flayed of fur and humanity. 
Let us eat it like Plato's afterbirth, 
Let us e~t it like Christ. 
Thus love has been aborted. "For Plato, eros is entirely 
bound up with the possibilities ahead which 'pull' one~ 
it is the yearning for union, the capacity to relate to 
new forms of human experience. It is 'wholly telic, goal-
directed, and moves toward the more-than-nature. , .. 14 But 
Plath has gone a-leveling. That is, even beyond the 
anarchy .in which "the ceremony of innocence is drowned" .. 
' 
is the dissolution of a natural order and its subsequent 
reduction into banality. Eros is slaughtered and embalmed 
• 
as a token. Plath throws us back on our own associative, 
habits. In the very application o! sexua·l irnag~ry to· the 
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At nigJ,t fall there is the beauty of dr°"1nod 
,, 
S . 1 ' l . 1 . 'Ir • 1 . 't... • W a )r 1 ?1 {1 S .. l cl; 1 t '{ .l n t !1 (? l ?~ t .. ) l C '"' S tl l t S , 
White t0111ers of Smithfield (1head, 
Fat l1at1r1cl1es and }Jloocl on tl1eir minds. 
There is no mercy in the gl.itter of cleavers, 
'rl1 e }J t 1 t c }1 e r ' s SJ u i l 1 o t i n e t 11 .::1 t \.; }1 i s pc r s : 
t 11 is , }1ow ' s t }1 is? " - -
Plath comments on tl1e reduction of eros. As l1as been 
sl10\-1n ir1 se,;eral ot11er \vorks, Plat11, divic1ir1cr tl1e poem 
into a dualistic point of view, uses the second image 
pattern as an illustration of the first: 
Shall the hood of the cobra appall me --
The loneliness of its eye, the eye of th~ 
' 
mountains 
Through which the sky eternally threads itself? 
The world is blood-hot and personal. 
This second image cluster reflects the opening premise: 
The engine is killing the track, the track is 
silver, 
... , 
It stretches into the distance_. It will be 
.:,;;.., 
eaten nevertheiess. 
Its running is useless. 
-
...._ __ -· 
rt i~s a poem of intersections. Its: sense is· ,an associative 
. 
sense wit,h a central symbol -- the cross. T:he vast verti-
--ca'lity of :mountains. is tpt:ersected by .the ei:.-ernity demon- -
' 
'' 
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rattles and clicks, ,1 CO ll J) t C r -
If the cross is a ritiJi~tlistic S\rm}Jol for the intersec:tion 
.,, 
o f e t E~ 1~ 11 i t '/ '•·-' i t l1 1 i n e a r t- i m<;:: , 
... 
r e cl ti c~ t · i o r1 c1 f r i t t 2 tt 1 . 
(se1 fc'iorn ,1r1c1 Selfc]on1) is s.1r1i t ·/, 1 }1<")r1 tl1•· 11.1:.:· t1r'lc1~; it ion 
i I11 ."1 Cf C S C' 0 Il !10 t C~ S f i. !1 ; l 1 
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sessec1 . CO r1 SC .l O l.l S n C S S . 11 o t e rn s 1 J e c C) n1 e f) r o ·j c~ c~ t · i cJ r1 s , ' !1eroes 
becon1e \r i ct .in1s, 
eyes of flies." 
visions become terro1-s "multiplied in the 
... 
.. 
And so it is that the cosmic symbols are 
presented in a spirit of thoug11t-bewildering 
sublime paradox. The kingdom of God is within, 
yet without, also; God, however, is but a con-
venient means to wake. • . the soul . Life is 
her sleep, death the awakening. The hero, the 
waker of his own soul, is himself but the con-
venient means of his own dissolution. God, the 
waker of the soul, is therewith his own im-
mediate death. 
Perhaps the most eloquent possible symbol, 
of. this mystery is that of the god crucified, the 
god offer~d, •himself to himself." Read in one 
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at t }1e 
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d encc of Ot,)pos it es, lt t l1e s c1n1e st1 r1 (loo r t: 11 rot1c1h 
.. ·-
whic}1 Goel clescc11c1s and .r.1ar1 ascenc1s -- eacl1 as 
the otl1e r's foo·d .. l S 
Eternity, itself a unifying concept of order, has been 
split into partict1la1:-s. Existence 11as been le\reled to a 
catalogue of base particulars. Against the world of forms --
"wl1ite towers" -- the individual ego erects a system, sel-
fis11 ly imposing its fragments. The "goal-directed II push 
of eras is victim to such butchery. 
defeat of eros: 
"Totem" begins in the 
The engine is killing the track, the track is 
silver, 
It stretches into the distance. 
eaten nevertheless. 
Its running is useless. 
0 
It will ·be 
·In a sense, then, existence has murdered essence. The 
. ·( sensibilities necessary to·· achieve a communion with the 
source stand· appalled- a.nd a·lienated. For. .it is the sen-
•, 
,', 
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-- i:s stu'ck :in ·the absence out of which the ·poetry, 
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In a worlrl witl,out guides, 




















Does tho l1orror accomplish nothing but a martyr-
dom: 
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-, ~ ~; ":I'" ' . .,, 
. ~ ' ,,. t l1 a n :1 r c f 1 (~ c~ t i on 
f 1 - I --. . - . t . - l { .. " ~ .. .., ., -- l ,, ... -t . ~ -. ' ' . 0 __ ,. -- "'".,,~I,. i;,lSSlf){l ._ 1011, a r1 c] i 11 t 11 t1 t l i cJ h t , a r t , a r1 
ir1tc·1-t·st i r1cr !)t17:z 1(: t() sol\re as c1etecti,.res rnic;1l1t, lea\ring 
Us '~1·. 1, ' .. ,. . \_ ..; . r1 o t 11 i 11 er 1) tit t 11 e sat is fact ion of c1 n1\' s t er\' , 
~ . 
for the 
mon1c~ r1 t , Do we rett1rn, then, to the great ir1~rgt1able 
-- tl1at lars-Je question \•Jl1icl1 is itself a S'/Inptom of ar1 
o v e r - co n c e pt ti a l i z i n g c tl 1 t ti re , \a/ 11 i c 11 t 11 i n ks lJ ;1 11 s t1 re some -
thing ~/Oll play" \vit11 and guts, t}1e things y .. ou lea\1 e c1t l1on1e? 
Do \aJe return to t11e old hook of form and content, on which 
we hang our Plath-hat? 
In trying to establish an approach to Plath's 
artr I have not only suggested an evolution of vision, but 
the development of a form. In so doing, I have demon-
strated my own limits of approach and have waged a minor 
Pyrrhic against terms and have, for comfort's 9ake, applied 
some new ones. All this was undercut with the struggle 
to come to terms with content. It is quite evident that 
• 
the Ariel voice refuses to be dealt a hard blow with 
facile terms. In a sense, too, Ariel defies our expec-
,-
-
:tat ion of content. Discussing motifs whi~h are the very 
foundation of Romantic thought is no more significant than 
. . 
.accusing Shakespeare of existenti-al foreplay. I do not -~ 
. disparage the Romantic i_nfluence,-- however fitted to what-
ti 
ever form. .I do not: goupt but -that th·at era did more to 
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comp·ound and moro to el~'.\ r if)' -- pc, rlt.:\J:>R to to an 
estl1etic itst)lf -- tllc i11nt:,par:1lillt c:otJJ:>l(~, fc)rrn .11i-rl content. 
... 
Sl,akosp(~ara f is)1 swam t?1e sea, far away from 
) ~lf" 1 • 
.. K tCi t 
Rom~ntic fish swam in nets coming to the land: 
\t/l1a t arr~ , 1 1 1 
st r a 11cl? 1 
f .. ' ' , •. f ' *" 
. . l S J 1 lo • ) rJ I. 
I }1 t1 \.!' e f o t.1 nd i n P 1 at 11 c r i t i c i sm the s i n s o f 
comn, is s ion a nc1 t 11 r:: s i n s () f ()n11n i s s i o ri - - conu11 i t t i n~r t lie 
atro r ... 1· 1 ~~ O. f -,t,•-·-icl-)1·nc-1 ')1-)1-sor,· 1 1 s·rr11l'lc,.·Joc11· 0 s t·o -1,..).,.-J.rOf)rl· ate 
-~ " .- _ . l t . ,.. <. • -__ t_ c_ • ...,.. ...... _, • • - \.--~ ,____ 'h, . ... ~ • .. - f • .1 - •• ·--- •. t.:.:.: ..... <. • 1,. Jt...... _, " , .. C 
# ' .. • _,r .:. A,,,. -
f -.- ..., c ITlh"• n t· S ..L. C_l } t. ,i, • ·--- , ___ I ,, nr1 o mn1 i t t i n C! t he n c c (~ s s i t ~1/ to c x o 1 i c at e 
. ~ 
. 
. 1 n 
de t a i 1 ;cl n \' 1l/ 0 r k all i l ~ .. l Ork i n a n e f f O r t t O c1 e \! e l Op a n a rg u -
me 11 t n1 ore s t11J s L :1 n t. i a l t 11 a n t e rrn - f 1 i r1 g i n g . Of course· there 
are several exceptions, and of course my sins equal in 
degree, if not in mere bulk, those of the guilty critics. 
I OQject only on this point -- that if criticism is 
allowed to be irresponsible, then terms themselves become 
the art, extended, as they do become, beyond the limits 
of those terms the art sets for itself. I have~estab-
lished Plath in a mythical framework in an effort to 
"patch together a content of sorts." Did she write a 
masterpiece? -- if masterpiece is nothing more than the 
artist's release from the demands of content into a form (\ 
at once inimitable, at once, expressing through·those very_ 
dynamics of peculiarly understood, peculiarly synthe-
·Si~ed form -- content? Plath wrote no one masterpiece. 
·Ariel weds, with int~nse brilliance, form and content. 
. -~ 
Ariel's magnific~nce, and Plath '.s reputation, lies in the -. 
f.act .of its incip.i·ence.. !\:r;id ·being, as it .~s, · a beginning 
•.. 
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makes it: so p;1rtie:t113rli,t vi.ilncrable to =ll kind of criticism " ... 
. 1 . 
• I,. • ". . It . • • . -, ,-,, , -_- 1, ')· _- 'J ! 1 .... it1-_..l.,-ji, •. ! 'll"li;II-~. I • 
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i r1 C! 11 d i n c_ 7 ex cc~ Pt t l1 a t c a c 11 c7 r• rH · r , 1 t i o n 11 :-1 s .. tl1(-. 111 1· (;(: 1 ('• =·- • J •. , 4 ,_._ .. 
sornf~t_}1incr cliff(?r(:11t :-1t , •• ll1icl1 tl1e\1.are all lookir:cr. I -
.,ii 
.. , • 
t}1is :I n1e~1r1 so sirnpl~r tl1~-1t: ar1,/1Joc]~r kr10\•/S it t1·1;1t C'(J!11})0Si-
t ion is t l1 e c1 i f fer e r1 c e \aJ 11 i c 11 makes ca cl 1 .-i nc1 a l 1 of th c~ n1 
t he r1 cl i f f e 1~ e r1 t f r o rn o t. 11 e r CJ e r1 e .r a t i o r1 s c1 r1 c1 t 11 i s i s \•/ }1 a t 
makes e v e .r ·yr t l1 i n ~J c1 i f f e re n t o t 11 e r,,,,r i s c t l1 e 'l z-1 re a 11 a 1 i k e 
and eve r y }J od y kn 0\-1 s i t. lJ e calls e e \' e r :,r lJ od ~/· s c:i ':ls i t . 11 2 
Still we play, although with leisure, with the 
riddle of immortality. Shall Plath's art endure, beyond 
her own death, which certainly put the lid on that vision? 
, 
We are accustomed to affirmation -- no matter how treacher-
ous the journey, we expect one or two philosophical good-
ies to prove durance worth it. No, happy endings have 
no business playing with life, but we do not, on the 
contrary, live full-scale Lear with such little margin for 
error. Affirmation cannot exist without identification. 
And if an artist exam_ples herself, posing in the extreme, 
general possibilities, then that, in a sense, is affirma-
tion. Of course there is more in t·he Plath complexity 
than exampling one's nature. There is her extreme com~ 
petence, her erudition, her wrestle with a dialeqtic, her 
ima·gery whi~h grows from t.he ·compulsion t~ ·explain into 
' 
form i tse 1·£ •. When the .. ·elements marry, the components are . . -· 
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and }Je u neasv ... There are two tragedies implicit: the 
first • 1S in l1er not making a conunitment strong enough to 
her art where the possibility of developing the form and 
content esthetic could have grown; the second -- that we 




; \ After whose stroke the wood rings, 
And the echoes! 
Echoes traveling 
.· 
Off from the center like horses. 
The sap 
Wells like tears,_ l'ike the 
•. ·, ·-
. -;-... ~- . 
Water striving 
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That drops and turns, 
Eat r~ r: l,J~ ~ ,,re. ed ,, 
.l __ ·, It· _ _,. _ "4-
• . 
greens, 
Encot1r1te1: them on the road 
---
Words dry and riderless, 




From the bottom of the pool, fixed stars 
Govern a .life .. 
The dialectic ends in its weak resignation to fatalism. 
Her end, where occasionally there is a glint of an exciting 
new esthetic, is her beginning. It is not that we want a 
happy ending. It is that we have been teased by the magic 
• of an excellent performer, and greedy as we are for tears, 
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~ ~ 
study of Stein rs continuing themes. It is quite clearly 
somet11ing Gertrude l1ad to get off 11er cl1est, \vit.l1out t}1e 
tricks of metaphor, and with the use of rhetoric only to 
mask an intensely sexual conflict. T11e t11eme ( love 
triangles and the dynamics of the ~enage ~ trois) was 
to haunt Stein for the rest of her literary career, 
appearing in Melanctha and The Making of Americans, in a 
far more subtle, far more stylistic manner. Perhaps, like 
Stein, Plath had to exorcise in this case, the experience 
of madness in straightforward, unembellished prose --
write out her sickness so that the sickness could become, 
itself, a source of insight and inspiration. Of course, 
T.he Bel'lAO· Jar, mechanically is "well-written" (syntactically). 
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26. A r,assage from Whitman's *'Song of Myself .. 
illustrates tl1e Romantic usaae of the Eastern 
~· 
principle of yin-yang: 
Urge and urge and urge, 
Always the procreant urge of the world. 
Out of the dimness opposite equals advance •• 
Always st1bstance anc1 increase, 
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Stade, p. 9. 
Newman, p. 55. 
L~vers, pp.106-7. 
33. Lavers overlooks the fact tha.t th·i·s poem 
is, on one level, a love· song to death -- not t.o the threat 
of destruction and finitude, but to a beautiful and 
solemn entrance .in·to the infinite. The idea of death as a 
.. 
birthday pres.e_nt seems a typical Plath irony -- the gift 
• 
bf finitude. Actually it is more consistent ~o interpret· 
-the obstacl·e as standing between dea.th and the :_persona 
. 
which i-s · lif~ i tselt". .. 
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they all rest 011 tl1e san1c l.cvcl of Platl1 development. 
2. 'I'l1is \ralue is also expressed in 11 Two 
Sisters of Persc!Jl10I1c, 11 and "Stillborn,•• both collected 
in Crossing the Water. 
following: 
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3. The passage Lavers refers to is the 
So your gestures flake off ---
Warm and human, then their pink light 
Bleeding and peeling 
Through the black amnesias of heaven. 
Why am I given ~ l 
These lamps, these planets 
Falling like blessings, like flakes 
Six-sided, white 
On my eyes, my lips, my ha.ir 
c> . 
. ... 
····Touching ancl melting. 
Nowhere.· 
The poem was written for her ·son, Nicholas· • 
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• r in her particular case, another disturbing factor: a 
profound uncertainty about the possibility of reconciling 
-womanhood and intellect, whether the origin of this is to 
be sought 
causes, or 
in long-standing sociological 
in the ·s~ecial circumstances 
or psychological 
which preceded the: 
writing of the last poems. Among the latter was the birth 
of her son, which, we are told, was fol~owed by a grea·.t 
• bur-st of creativity; if so,· ,this may have been the. .s_ign of 
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